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INTRODUCTION

-,This report presents the findings of two years research on.higher

education'in Oregon, 103-1975

funded separately as

Projects_11: 3007

and_ #4-.0809. While the objectives of eath.year's work were distinct, they

were also highly related and the resUlts are compleMentary.

-They.are pre-'

sented and analyzed together here, although care is taken to identify which
parts of the work are attributable to each of the two projects.

The_Research Problem

We chose to focus on one State in our analSrsis because we hoped to

extend existing empirical work through examination of more detailed and dis-

aggregate -data than has been available to other researchers to date.

Oregon

is considered unique in the quality-nba' extent of its educational data, making it a gOod site for an in-depth analysis of higher edubation.

Moreover, major policy decIsIons concerning the coSt and provision
higher education are made at the state level.

Thus, although national or

regional studies are instructive, local analysis can be of more direct assis-

tance to statedecision makers.

Our findings should be of interest .beyond

:Oregon, however, because the excellent data aVailable tC) us here h s allowed

inclusion in our work of several previously neglected variables, e.g. dtate
and Federal financial aid to education.

Like many other states, Oregon is experiencing the effects of changing
,higher education enrollments.

Since 1970, the institutions of higher educa..

.

tion (IHE'S) in Oregon have had an overall growth in enrollments of 16%

or

an average increase of 4% pe

year over the period

1

This represents a

marked slowdown
from the prior 1965-69 period when overall enrollments rose
_
by 457 or 11.4% .per year on average.

In itself the slowed:rate. of growth

in total enrollments has caused-budgetary problems.

To cite only-one, in-

stitutions of higher education have required annually increasing budgets
just to keep pace with rising costs of operation due to inflation.

But re-

quests, for more state funding have met with legislative and Public resistance,.

since :axpayers feel that the falling growth rates should tranalate into proportionately small budget increases.

Educato s in Oregon's public institu-

tions have not presented their case for _ore-public monies very effectively
and one result_of_legislative budgetary stringency.has.been a decline-in real,
faculty salaries in each year since 1970.2

However, these aggregate enrollment figure

or the State obscure even

1_

-The enrollment figures used here are for "full time equivalen 'I students,
or FTE enrollments.
2

-

The following percentages demonstrate the extent of the decline for those
faculty_in the ilyear public institutions:
ACorn arison Between the CPI and Facuit Salaries in
Oregon's State SystemBchools
Year

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

Percentage change in consumer
price index from previous year
5.4
5.9
4.3
3.3
8.8
12.0

Percentage change in average
facu4y salary from previous year
6.0
6.0
3.0
2.9
5.0
5.8
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more dramatic differences in segmental enrollment changes.

3

For example,

during the 1970-74 period just considered, FTE enrollments in the four year

public colleges and -universities increased'1,5% overalla meager .4% per

YPar,-=PriVata_oolloges_and_univeraities_fargd_somewhattgr,_N.qitb_a_1.6X_1n__=
crease over the period.

4

But the state's community colleges experienced an

increase of 42% in FTE enrollments, or over 10% per year.
the growth rate of the state system schools.

This is many times

The decade of the 1960's wit-

nessed the introduction and development of Oregon's community college system.
In fact, from 1961 (the first year in which complete community college enroll-

ment data was kept) to 1974, this segment experienced a staggering increase in
FTE enroliments--from 2,586'to 40,918.

What these numbers represent is a rapidly and dramatically changing enroll-

ment mx in Oregon's institutions of higher education.

But this is just another

way of saying that the demand for hi her education has been and is changing.

3

The term "segment refers to the four distinct types of post-secondary
institutions: two year public schools (community colleges), four year public
schools (state system colleges and universities), four year private schople
(independent colleges and universities, including sectarian schools), private
vocational/technical schools (proprietary or trade schools). The term "postsecondary education" is commonly used to mean all four types of educational
institutions while "higher education" refers to three types, exansive of proprietary schools.
4

Th1s particular figure overstates the general pattern of growth in Oregon's
private schoOls--an anomaly of the time period 'used in calculating it.
A more
accurate picture of this segment's enrollments is found by looking at the 197174 period during which they increased by a modest 5.9% or roughly 2% a year.
Taking a longer view we can go back to the mid-1960's which were a period of
relatively high enrollments in the private segment.
In the nine years from
1965 to 1974, absolute levels of enrollment actually fell during four years and
overall the average annual rate of growth was only 1.3%.

1'5

4

What we hoped to do, in our research, was examine the factors which might be
influencing demand.

The following list of questions reflects our major concerns

in this analysis of demand:
i)

What are the annual out-of-pocket costs of schooling, averaged by
collect:ion of various stUdent sub-populations (e .g. male vs. female)?

By what combination of means are students financing their schooling
and how do their choices of, schools reflect the combination of resources

which they are utilizing?
iii)

How do changes in family income, or in the availability of, other f

nancial resources, in tuitions, or in the availability of alternatives
to Schooling affect enrollment choices in any or all of the available
school segments?
iv)

What i_ the nature of the relationshIp between demand for higher education and family inCome, pe sonal (studeht) income, sex, student achievement, high school attended, high school curriculum, and costs of
schooling?

What is the impact of state and Vederal aid on the schooling choices
of recipients (e.g .. in what ways, if any, do students indicate their
. choices have been modified)?

How do financial aid applicants differ from non-applicants and in what
ways do their .schooling choices diffe
vii)

How have changing economic circumstances (both prices, resources, and
alternatives) from 1960 to date affected the ddmand for higher education in Oregon?

viii)

In what ways do present school.Attendees differ, by segment, and what
ar_ the implications of these differences for demand sensitivity to

16

5

Ichanges in economic variables such as prices and financial resources?

What can we say about the equity and efficiency implications of present and proposed alternative tuition and aid policies?
Wt have giVen these research-questions a more specific context by dividing
the demand for higher education into two separate choice institutions :

1) the

decision whether to continue schooling beyond high school, and 2) the choi
among ins-itutions once the deci-ion has been made to continue.

These deci-

sions can be formally described in a model which specifies a series of functional relationships.-

affecting demand.

This model should identify the factors which we feel are

Such a theoretical framework then guides the selection o'

variables for our empirical analysis.

Such a model, representing the two

part decision situation described above

is developed next.

A Model_ of Enrollmen_ Demand

.The

theory underlying the demand for higher education rests on an analysis

of individaul choice behavior.

We assume that the potential enrollee rational-

ly evaluates the perceived costs and benefits of alternative courses of action
,and chooses the actiVity with -the-highe_

expected rate of

5

eturn -- Total-bene--

fits from the purchase of higher education include future pecuniary and psychic

5

-This approach encompasses both current and future costs and benefits,
whether they are,of a consumption or investment nature. When costs and benefits are appropriately specified and measured -(no small task, this) thep,it
is possible to tompute a rate of return obtaining for each possible course of
action. For example, given some discount rate we could sum the present value
of all the benefits which would accrue to the holder of a Bacheloes degree
in chemistry.
The '&0sts (inc uding foregone income) could also be summed.
The-ratio of benefits-to costs, divided by years of expected labor force participation, would give us a rate of return for the activity of obtaining a
B.S. in chemistry.
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returns as well as current consumption aspects.

Although the precise mecha-

nism by which education contributes to _arning power is now a matter of:some

debate among xonomists

it is clear that there doeS exist a positive corre-

lation between educational levels and lifetime incomes.

The correlation is

much stronger for white males than for women or racial minorities, however.)
Expected non-mon

.

ry benefits may include such elements as broadened occu-

pational opportunities, ability toadjust to changing economic circumstances,
and Prestige.

Current benefits are also relevant to the decision maker.

The

purchase of higher education Includes the option of attending school sponsorecL,

activities, as well as partaking.of the atmosphere and experience of the educa
tional process itself.

The relevant costs of higher educati n likewise appear in several forms.

Dire t instructional outlays (tuition, fees, books, supplies and cour e
materials) are the most obvious component of private cost.
are influenced by the method in which they are financed.

Vese direct costs
Financial aid in the

form of tuition remission, grants, low or zero interest loans, or government
benefits serves to reduce educational expenses of individuals thus,increasing
the expected returns of pursuing further education.

In addition to these di-

rect costs there are indirect costs which are incurred in attending school-transportation to and from the campus for example and other additional living
expenses.

The large
ings.

component of total schooling costs, however, is foregone earn-

Assuming positive t me preference, increased future income, to be worth-

while, Must more than cover the income lost while attending college.

Finally,

since certain aspects of college attendance may be viewed as work (or the consumption of a "bad"),.such activities can also be considered costs of obtaining

is

an education.

The magnItude of these costs depends upon the type and quality

of the particular institution of higher education (THE) in question and also
Upon the individual's taste for higher education.

In su-- ry, we expect the enrollment choice to be influenced bymonetary
and,psychic costs, Alternative onportunities, and current and future benefit
The individual's perception and evaluation of these costs and benefits is in

turn influenced by taste, ability to pay, and the availability ofJnformation
on both higher.education and al eraative activities.

C.

The Choice Among Institutions of Hi her Education

Higher education is not a homogeneous,good and, as a result, the selection
of the type of institution and the particular school to be attended are a
crucial part of,the College going decision. -Many of the factors mentioned above
as determinants of the attendance choice are also relevant to
choice

nstitutional

That is, expected costs and benefits (both current and.future) may vary

greatly among institutional types and also between schools ina'given segment.
These differences result in rate of return calculations which influence the
-specific institutional choice.
cnsiderably among schools.

For examPle, the out-of-pocket costs differ

Not only do tuition and .fees yaryjvidely, but, amo

other elements such as "distance costs."
An important element of this type of cost depends on school location.
6

the enrollee intends to live at home, Commuting costs are relevant .on- (or near-) campus room and board charges must be assessed.

If

.0the

Further, insti-

tut onally tied financial aid can affect -_-ela-ive prices facing students.

Most community colleges in Oregon actually tie their tuition charge (inve- ely) to the student's in-district commuting distance.
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8

The quality of education and availability of specific programs or fields

udent choice

of study may also influence

Additionally, there are many

college attributes such as atmosphere, reputation, alumni contacts, religious
philesophy, and sports teams
important to the enrollee.

which although difficult to quantify may be
The relative significance of these variables de-

pends upon the consumption versus inves ment emphasis of the chooser.
To formalize this relationship, we assuthe that the enrollee ranks poten-

tial schools according to these monetary and non-monetary considerations.

The

individual then chooses to attend the highest ranked school to which he gains
admittance.

This model can be funCtionally represented as follows:
= f (P

(1.1)

-ik'

P

jk,

S

Env

Off

Y

k'

Ed

k'

_

The subscript i identifies the par icular institution being evaluated
the subscript k represents the individual making the
P ik

Akings;

while

In 'this model

_

the price of institution i to individual k
-- the price of other institutions to individual k; j
1, 2, ...,
where n
1 is the total number of institutions under consideration
-- the selectivity of inatituion

S

Env

the envi onment of institution i

Off -- the breadth-of course offerings at i
the expected contribution of institution i to employment prospects
(i.e. above or below 't4t expected from the4ourely edu- __onal benefit; for example, reputation of the school or alumni ontaCts)
-- family income of k

Y_

-k

Ed

I

k

k

-- educational level of k's parents
-- ability level of individual k
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'Thus the choice ranking of

nstitution i by individual

_

is a function

of the price of i to k; the price of -ther institutions; the school's characte
istics (environment, selectivity, and course offerings); the socio-edonomic
claas of individual k--represented by family income and parental educational
. levels; the expected contribution of college i to future earnings; and finally
the academic ability of individual k.

The price of a particular school is not, however, the same for each potential student.

It is related to several additional factors.

(1.2)

P

L

ik

11_

ik

= g(L

ik'

T_

A

)

ik

location of institution i relative to individual k
-- tuition and fees of institu

on i

Alk -- financial aid offered to individual k by ins
In words, the price facing the student depends not only on the published rates,
,but also on the amount of financial assistance offered and upon 1the distance

the student must travel in order to attend the school.

Looking again at equation (1.1) note that we have inclUded a socioeconomic class variable in order to account for thestaste for college as well
-as the ability to pay.

The academic ability variable also seekn to capture

individual taste for type of schooling.

In summary, the questions facing those'analyzing demand for higher education are complex and mUltifaceted.

Our organizational approach to these diffi-

cult concerns involves separating the schooling choices of individuals into
distinct decisions.,

1

the decision whether to continue schooling beyond high

school, and 2) the choice among institutions of higher education.

In sections

B and C above we have briefly presented the theoretical bases for individual

10

-choice in this area.

Throughout this report we shall attempt to relate our

empirical results to this simplified theoretical backdrop.

The next section enumerates project objectives for the first and second
year's research.
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II.

OBJECTIVES

It is possible to examine demand for higher education wIth many different questions in mind .

We have listed some of our primary ones above.

Now

we can bring both of the research projects reported here more-s arply in focUs
by Stating

A.

the specific objectives of each year's work.

"Develo

n

an Emilrlcal Test of the -m act o- Vouchers onElasticl

Demand for Po
Hither Education

S

embe

Seitember 15

In this first year we proposed to employ
Resource Survey (SRS) together with simple

1974.

data from the Orego- Student

ross-tabulations.and a conditional

logit technique in order to accomplisii the following objectiVia;

) compute and analyze various configurations of student schooling
costs and financial resources, by institutional segMent, by sex and by parental
income (among other characteristics);

2) develop various measures of demand elasticities, with particular interest in contrasting our results with those of Miller and Radner,(1970, 1975)i
who also use a conditiOnal logit approach in their study Of-Hi-ghi-i-idileation
3) explore the effect on the estimation model of introducing new variables.

In pa _icular, we wished to develop some institution-specific character-

isticsi such as projected alternative:financial aid packages t_ individuals,.
Two important accomplishments of the first year were not anticipated
?

in our project propoaal.
objectives.

In a sense they represent additional, post-proposal

We cIte them below.

i) We were able to convince Oregon officials to conduct a second
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Student Resource Survey which elicited continuous rather than
range data fol all numeric variables.

1

This substantially im-

proved the potent:Lai accuracy ofour intended estimates

and

this new data was used in the carrying out of the above-listed
project objectives.
ii

We participated in the development of the annual su vey of Oregon
high school seniors and added new questions which-enabled us to
determine socio-economic status of students' parents as well as_
ranked reasons for various post-graduation plans.2

Because of

these survey modifications, our projected demand analysis fdr the
second year's work was significantly enhanced. (See section B below.

B.

"Economic Efficiency in_Post7Secondarv Education-7Issues in Alterna-

tive Financing and_Consumer Choice," September 15

1974 to Se tember 30

1975.

In the second year we endeavored to use three.distinct.se _ of data in
combination with several statistical and econometric procedures. in order to

address four issues in the financing of and demand for higher education.

Our

analysis emphasized the economic concepts of efficiency, equity and productiv ty.

1

-A copy of the 1974 Student Resource Survey is displayed in Appendix B.
It wasconducted jointly.by the Oregon State Scholarship Commission and the
Educational Coordinating Council, in cooperation with registrars at all of
Oregon's forty institutions of higher education. Because of our interest in
extensive SRS data analysis, we were invited to formulate survey questions as
needed, define and draw the student sample, and oversee data collection and
coding.
2

-A copy of this survey, "Class of 1975 Post-High School Plans, " is
included in APpendix B. The survey has been conducted annually since 1956 by
the Office of High School Relations, Oregon State System of Higher Education.
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1) The first and _aj__ objective was to extend our initial year's work
on alternative cost and resource configurations in the financing of higher
. education through discriminant analysis of school attendees, by institutional segmen .

2) A second more specific objective was to examine the impact on
Oregon students of Federal financial aid programs and policies, with empha-

sis op B AC Educational Opportunity Grants and Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants.

3) Additionally, we sought to predict the changes in demand which might
result from a change in the _tate's,community college tax base--from a local
to a centralized structure.

4) Finally, time series data was to be utilized in a regression analysis
of changing patterns of demand.

Herein were the proposed demand elasticities

to be developed and interpreted in policy terms.
We did not accomplish objective #3.

Work on it was delayed until the

last part of the project and we ran out of time.

In part, this is because

two project personnel invested considerable time in using and extending a new
non-parametric technique.

Throdgh the use of th

"nonmetric discriminant

analysis" a substantial amount of previously unuseable data on the plans of
high school students was now made available to analysis.

This, in tnrn,

defined a significant new research objective.
5) We decided to explore the primarily qualitative factors which might
influence the after graduation plans of high school seniors, in particular the
decision whether or not to enroll in an THE.

Further we hoped to examine the

qualitative bases for the choice between institutions for the schoól-goers.
The pro ect findings now include a large section of these non-parametridu-

14

results.

They extend and enhance the regression and standard discriminant

results, and they suggest some new and interesting insights into differences
between student choosers.

ThUs the investment of project time in this pre-

viously unanticipated area seems warranted.

However the tradeoff Was against

'the proposed community college tax base investigation.

C.

Some Roadmaps f

the Reader

Because the two research projects pursued many _b ectives, using
multiple data sets and diverse analytic procedures, the following tables
nay aid the reader in linking research Amestions to ubjectives to propedures
and data.

Table 1 displays the project objectives for each of the two grant

periods and then lists the procedures and data employed for each Objective
along with the principal research questions examined within each.

Chart 1

provides an a± ociation between project procedures and data and the specific
choice situation which we explore in our research.

Sincefe use this choice

framework in the presentation of pro ect results, Chart 1 provides the
reader with an overview to the later section on our findings.

Having specified the objectives of our research, we turn to a brief
review of the work of others in analyzing higher education demand..
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TABLE 1

OVERVIEW OP PROJECT OBJECTIVES, PROCEDURES
Project

Principal Procedures and

Objectives

41 i

DATA AND RESEA1CH QUESTIONS

What is the Choice Context or Research

Data Utilized

Question Being Examined?

Segmental cost atd re-

Crosstabulations on 1974 SRS

source configurations

data

How do costs, resources, and other student

characteristics differ by segment, parental income and sex?
A. 2

Demand el-sticities

Least squares regression on
time series data

m 0

What ate the elasticities of demand for
higher education and do they differ by

z

segment?

Pi

4)

A. 3

Effect of tew varia-

,

bles on logit esti-

Conditional logit estimation
on 1974 SRS data

How do various financial resources (and
other new variables) influence the choice

mates

among institutions?

B. 1

Extension of A, 1

Discriminant analys

through segmental pro-

data

on SRS

In what ways do students attending each of
the institutional segments differ?

file analyses

,

What

does this tell us about the choice between
IHE's?

B. 2

Analysis of Federal
financial aid programs

Crosstabulations on aid recipients in SRS data

recipients?

Time series regressions with
aid included as a variable

B. 3

(Not accomplished)

B. 4

Analysis of changes
in demand over time

B. 5

Analysis of high

Haw do Fed, aid recipients differ from non-

Least squares regression on

What has been the impact of aid

on their decision to go to school and on
their choice of school?

What economic variables have influenced en-

time series data

rollment demand over time?

Nomaetric discriminant analy-'

Row do students who plan to go to an IHE

school seniors', post-

sis.on 1975 survey of

graduation plans

school seniors

'.gh

differ from students who do not?

How do

students planning to attend school in one
segment differ from those electing another
segment?

16
4

CIMRT 1

DEMAND DECISIONS ABOUT HIGHER EDUCATION

Pro --t Procedures and
Data Used to Examine
This_Demand Decision
1.

Ordinary least squares
regression on time
series data
Nonmetric discriminant analysis of 1975
survey of high school
seniors

DecIsion 1

Whether or not to
enroll in an IHE
Decision 3-

What alternative
activity(s) to
pursue
1.

Crosstabulations on
1974 SRS data
Conditional logit
estimation on 1974 SRS'
data

3.

Discriminant analysis
of SRS data

4.

Crosstabulations on
aid recipients in
SRS data

5.

Nonmetric analysis on
1975 survey of high
school seniors (those
planning to attend)

Note:

Decision 2

Which institution
to attend

We now have the data with which to examine this choice sItuatIon,
but have not done so for the present research project(s).
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REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

The traditional approach to estimating educational demand has been based
on highly_aggregated d ta.

Investigation has thus focused-on-variablessuch as

per capita income and average tuition costs.

Although this process iszuseful

for predicting overall levels of demand (and for supporting one's theoretical
expectations), it Is not particularly helpful to policy makers who are attempting to affect the schooling choices of certain socioeconomic groups or who are
seeking to analyze the enrollment impact or distributional consequences of
various financing schemes.

Some of these difficulties have been partially

alleviated by s -atifying th, data and making separate demand calculations for
various income, area, and ability groupings.
The,data.and estimation techniques for disaggr gated demand studies of
higher education have only been available recently.

Two such studies, using

the conditional logit method, seek to relate individuals and institutional
characteristics to the conditional probability of choosing a given institution
(or institutional type).

These conditional probabilities then can be translated

into relative frequencies which allow for estimation and prediction of segmental
and overall enrollment demand.

The disaggregative studies are not without their own particular difficulties.

The data requirements are extensive--so extensive that the results of

the studies thus far accomplished are hampered by the necessity of having
to
-timate or exclude variables which are believed to be important.

Further, the

conditional logit model involves a crucial assumption -hich may not be met in
educational demand analysis and which may therefore lead to hiased results.
This assumption, "independence of irrelevant alternatives," is discussed in
that part of the results section where we pre ent our conditional logit

30
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estimates.

I- this section, we first summarize and compare several aggregate

studies and then discuss the two works using the disaggregate conditional logit
--approach.

Aggregate Demand Studies

An early empirical est _Afton of a demand Unction for higher education
a

in the United States was undertaken by Campbell and Siegel (1967).

After

providing a theoretical summary of the ways in which investment and consumption elements are expected to affect the demand for education, they%estimated

this demand i- ter s of U.S. resident undergraduate degree enrollments in
four-year institutions from 1919 to 1964.

The ratio of enrollments to

"eligible" population aged 18-24 is utilized as the dependent variable in
their final specification, thereby relating demand to a measure of those who
are technically qualified to exercise such a preference.

1

Three important assumptions underlie their procedure:

(1) no supply

constraint exists, (2) no change in taste occurs over the period, and
3) enrollment demand is homogeneous to degree one.
prominent variables--inco

The theoretically most

and price--were hypothesized to explain the

fluctuations in the ratio of enrollment to eligibles over the study period.
The regression equation took the form,
(3.1)

log Rt = log b

alog Y

Ht

Elog P.

'Eligibles are estimated using 7-year cumulative totals for high school
graduates, adjusted for death rates and for participation in the armed services.
They were not,able to adjust for those in the 18-24 range who had already
received college degrees or who were institutionalized.
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The results were as follows;
(3.2)

log R

N
t

= .7425
t (2.0056)

1.2036 log
(6.19977)

YHt

- .4404 log P
(2.9243)

t

-- undergraduate degree enrollment in 4-year institutions in
year t
-- the number of 18-24 year old eligibles in year t

Y__ -- real disposable income per household in year t

-- average real tuition in year t
The coefficients of income and pri e are of the expected sign and
significant at an alpha level of .025.

Since the form of the equation is

log linear, the coefflc1cnts represent demand elasticities of income and price,
respectively.2

Probably the most serious shortcomings of this investigation result from
the paucity of available time series data.
ting demand over a 45 year period.

Only 9 points were used in estima-

An increased numbet of observations with

2

equivalently high results (R ) would lend more credence to their procedure and
estimates.

Criticism has also been directed at their assumption of perfectly

elastic supply in the relevant range.

If this assumption is incorrect, then

an identification problem clouds,interpretation of the r_ ults.

This assump-

tion would appear to be more supportable in recent years of accelerated growth

2

-Campbell and Siegel express little confidence in these estimates because of the small number of observations.
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of twoyear public schools which exhibit low entrance requirements.
Although they mention the theoretical importance of th

3

rate of interest

In determining the quantity of investment in human capital which is reflected
in enrollment demand, this variable Is not included J.: their formulation due

to the imperfections in the market for such loans.

The changing availability

of student loans (private loans, state and federal loans, guaran ees, as well
as NDSL, etc.)

benefit programs (G.1. Bill and Social Security survivorship

payments), grants and scholarships should, if possible, be included in demand
analysis, either as increased resources (in the income va

able) or lower

private cost for education (in the price variable).4
Utilizing the data gathered by Campbell and Siegel as a base

Galper

and Dunn (1969) investigated the effects of particular nonmarket fo ces on
educational demand.

They focused on changes in the size of the atmed forces

as well as the impact of the 0.1. Bill educational benefits.

These elements

along with income, are viewed as short run factors which influence the proportion of high school graduates who ultimately enroll in college.

They

hypothesized that enrollments are a positive function of real income and
military discharges and a negative function of the change in the size of the
armed forces.

Citing T. W. Schultz (1960) as a reference on the relatively constraint
cost trends in college education over the 1920-1965 period, they considered

price a long run influence pot appropriate for inclusion in their investigation

3

Recall that they were dealing with 4-year schools only.

4

We should point out that this is a difficulty which is noted but not
satisfactOily resolved in any of.the educational demand studies which we

examined. i
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By including a separate variable for discharges, they

f short run factors.

hoped to capture the effect of subsidized education for veterans.

Employing

a five-year distributed lag structure, they estimated the first-di ference
form of their equation and obtained the results given below:
5

5

(3.3 )

AN

t

= .76363

a AHSG

E

1=1

i

t-i

+ .88858

E

i=1

b A (HSG
i

-

* Y

5

-.35186

a A(HSG

E

i=1

-2

R =

.8344

A

t-

)

t4-1-i-

.18016

d_-AD

1=1

D.W. = 1.7395

S.E.E. = 55.543

n thousands)

where,

N

t

HSG

Y

t -1

--

enrollments :or the academic year ending in t.

--

high school graduates of June, year t-i.

--

index of real family income of calender year

A
--t

A

t-1

, where A

t

is the size 1_ the armed forces in the

fiscal year ending in June, t.

discharges from the armed services in fiscal year t-_

Estimating enrollment elasticities at mean values of the respective
predictors, they foUnd income elasticity of .6917, which is-much smaller than
Campbell and Siegel's result of 1.2.

Although it is noted that the absence of

a price variable may have resulted in an understatement of income elasticity,
their main justification for this low number is that as all recent hightiechool

graduates of an income class who wigh to enroll have enrolled, the eligible
population approaches a saturation point.

Thus, they would expect that-since
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income has risen over time this elastiti

ould be low and declining

as more

income levels become saturated. Wet find this a particularly coMpelling
explanation.

The elasticity of fn

lme- s with respect to the change in the

size of the armed forces was estimated as -.2568

-hale elasticity with respect

to discharges was .13.

Although their main conern was with
of

_ e

impact of the nonmarket influences

he military, a major factor--the student deferment--is ignored.

This

omission may have resulted in biased coefficients and elasticity estimates.
Further, benefits and eligibility requirements have changed over time and adjus

ents_simile be made to insure consistency.

A cross-sectional analysis of United States post-secondary deMand by
Co azzini, Dugan, and Grabowski
socioeconomic

classes.

5

1972) empha ized demand differences among four

Their theoretical demand model contained the usual

components--expected increased earnings, expected value of direct consumption

benefits, direct and opportunity costs, and a representative discount rate.
Further, they proposed a theoretical supply function which takes account of
rationing by means of admissi ns standards.

When esti ating enrollment demand,

however, this rationing factor is included (along with taste and expected
return) in their measure of ability.

Additional coefficients are estimated to

measure the Impact of direct,and inairect,costs, and income or home environment.
Using data from Project Talent, a national sample of high school students
in the 1960's

5

they estimated deb:and by the following equation:

This study is also reported by the Massachusetts Metropolitan Area
Somewhat similar studies were carried out by
Planning Council (1969).
Feldman and Hoenack (1969) and Hopkins (1974).
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=A+a1
T ji +aT
o

(3.4)

-1-a4 T

i

p1

+a5W1 +a6 U+a7F1 +a8Ai + e
i

_

where,

-- the percent of 10th grade (1960) high sdhool Students in
state i who:enrolled in_college in_1963,
_
TJI, Tui, Tci

Tpi -- state average tuition rates at junior

colleges, public four year universities, teacher colleges,
and private four year universities, respectively.
average earnings of production workers in state i.
-- the unemployment rate of sta _

U

1.

F. -- average level of father's education in state i.

A
1

e

-- average ability as measured by performance on achievement
tests.

-- statist cal error term.

The results for the total enrollment equation

e. not stratified by

jucp

socioeconomit class) were ds'follows:

= 14.43 - .011T

(3.5)

(3.14)**

+
-2

- .027T

(2.32)*

- .005T

(1.26)

- .009T

(2.06)*

62W + .834U
.03)

(2.04)*

2.84F
.176A
(4.21)** (5.72)**

R- = .769

t statistics in parentheses

tatistically significant at the 5 percent level,
* * at the 1 percent level.

Measures of cost (various tuitions and unemployment rates) were of the
expected sign and significant.

Likewise, fathers' education (an income or

env1ronment proxy) and student ability had the anticipated effect.

Average
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significant.

not

he coeffici

hourly wages had the hypothesized negative sign
6

jhus, their results are consisten- with their hypotheses that cost
factors will have a negative influence on enrollments, while incOme (oenviron ent) and ability will have a positive impact.

Perhaps more inter-

esting are their findings that the coefficients of these predictors vary substantially when the data is stratified into socioeconomic

quartiles.

For

instance, although the coefficient on public university tuition was significant

for all groups, junior college tuition was sgnifcant for the lowest quartile
only, while tuition at private universities was significant (alpha level of
.05) for only the higher quartiles.

Likewise, the opportunity cost proxies

appear to be -ore Important to the lower socioeconomic

groups.

These results

indicate that important differences among the determinants of demand by various
groups may be disguised in anapisis of a single total enrollment function.

B.

Disaggregated Demand Studies

Kohn, Manski, and Mundel (1973) postulate a formal model -f college
choice involving three successive decisions by individuals--(1) whether to
commute or reside on a campus, (2) which college alternative is preferred
given the residency decision, and (3) given the best college alte native,
whether to enroll or choose a non-college option.

In order to specify this

model, the authors impute a feasible set of college alternatives for each

6

Perhaps the reason for the insignificance of the coefficient results
from the relation of wages and income. If wages influence parental support
then the expected sign would be positive. The variable may therefore involve
offsetting cost and income elements rendering interpretation difficult. We
also experienced this difficulty in our time series formulations.
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individual.

This was done by applying a priori exclusion rules, then estima-

ting the probability of admission to non-excluded schools, and then simulating
the residency decision.

A random subsample of this choice set was then selected

and augmented by the school actually chosen by the individual.

7

The conditional

logit estimation procedure, which seeks to determine choice probabilities based
on individual and school characteristics, was applied to a subsample of SCOPE
(School to College:
3,000

Opportunities for Post Secondary Education) data on

1966 Illinois high school graduates who attended some college.

8

The observations were stratified by three income levels and.estimated using
variables representing cost, academic quality, quality of life, and college
Measures of coat and academic quality (in terms of average SAT scores

type.

and breadth of offerings) appear to be most significant in influencing the
probabilities of attending the schools included i- the feasible set of each
student.

The next step involved estimation of their college-going model--that is,
the choice of whether to attend the most likely college option or not to go to
-college at all.

This "go" versus "no-go" choice was specified as a function

of the "best" predicted college alternative (as deter ined given the college
choice par -eters estimated above) and parental education levels.

Again, a

st-atified SCOPE subsample was used, this time with 7 00Dobservations on Illinois
high school graduates including b-th continuing and noncontinuing students.

7

This procedure involved taking a sample of ten from an imputed choice
set of between 50 and 150 schools. The authors report that alternative randomizations did not significantly alter the results.
8_

This procedure is based on a maximum likelihood est _-ation technique
developed by D. McFadden (1973
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In estimating the income effect, the authors found that (ceter:a_paribus)

the probability of attending college increases moving fro_ the low to middle
income stratum, and falls from the mid to high income group.

The seeming

contradiction of this result w th the fact that a larger proportion of high
income students attend college is explained by noting that higlincome students
may generally face a more attractive set if college alternatives than do
poorer students.

In other words, "all other things" are seldom "equal" for

these different group's.

Further, if given the same level of utility from the

best alternative available, the higher income individual probably faces a more
attractive set of noncollege alternatives and thus would be less likely to
attend school.

Two of the shortcomings mentioned by the authors were their inability to
include financial aid as a variable affecting choice and their use- of non-current
data (a 1973 study using 1966 data).

An extensive investigation of-both supply and demand'for higher education
was undertaken for the Carnegie CommissIon on Higher Education by Miller.and
Radner (1975).

Our concern here will be limi--d to the method and results of

their analysis of demand for places in higher education.

Using 1966.data,

Hiller and Radner attempted to predict the demand for freshman places as a
function of family income, cost, academic ability, other student traitg and
school selectivity.

Like Kohn, Manski, and Mundel- they employed a conditional

logit estimation technique.

The purpose of this technique is to relate the

relative frequencies of choices to the characteristics of the student and his
her particular set of options.

Their final demand formulation concentrated on two composIte variables--

a cost-to-income ratio (R) and an index of academie in eration (Z

39

).
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These variables are defined as follows:

C.

A S.
-

and

Yi

1000

where,

the out-of-pocket dollar cost to student i of option
(set equal to zero for the option "no school")
yi

a measure of family income for student i

A

an academic ability score for student i

S.

--

a measure of the "selectivity" or "quality" of option

--

set Of options available to student i

The conditional logit technique is applied to estimate the,conditional
probability (Pik) that student i chooses option k from the set Ji of feasible
alternatives, given the particular values of R

ij

and -ij
Z.

The variables were measured using a SCOPE sample of over 4,400 (1966)

high-school seniors from California, Illinois, Mas-a husetts, and North
Carolina; and a 1967 paren al followup questionnaire.

The authors encountered

difficulty with student reported parental income, both in terms of accuracy of
reporting and non-reporting students and parents. :As a result, relationships
were tested on two samples--one which used income data reported by the parents
themselves

and another using parental income predicted from student reported

income and other socioeeondmic

data.9

These samples were stratified into

four ability groups based on expected SAT scores (stratum divisions at scores
of 400, 475, and 550).

9_

Distance and eligibility for each student entered into

Results discussed below are from the aample of parent reporte

.
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calculations of -opt and:.feasible choice sets. , As a redult

of'these calculations

the'nuMber

limited to around 96, in each sample

the laboriousness

studeitts in the-stratified subsamples Were

in each

tate.

'The institutions were categeried by average cost and selectivity as,
follows:

TABLE 2

'INSTITUTIONAL CATEGORIES

10

Cost

Choice 1 is the "no institution" option.

-

Alternativea 2, 3, Aii&4 represent

public schools (community:colleges, state colleges

and state universities)

within co- uting distance of:the'student'S-high school;-type 5

trade school-

an&private junior collegestypeffi public state colleges not within commuting
distance, and'lower tuition private schools; type 7

state universities away

from home; types 84 9, and:10,._three selectiVity levels of-private college's

and universities.

The set of theSe options available to each student i

based upon hi- or her SAT scor- and home location.

The estimated coefficientsof the cost-to-income ratio were negative
and'significant for all ability groupings.

clines as'ability increases.

The size Of this coefficient de-

This can perhaps be explained..:by noting, that

cost hasless influence on high ability studeilts since they face a lower risk
of failure and expect h_gher rates of return from their education than dp,
loOer ability students.
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-.Thercoefficisnt of the academicAnteractio&:Variable-ls)negative- and

.significant fOrthe-loWest abilitygrOup whilepositiveandsignifidant for
.:the-highe. ability group.

10

Miller and Radner:.belieVe the positive coefficient:

is due to the attractiveness that high selectivity Schools have to high ability
students.:

On'the other hand, low ability students have a quite. restricted

choice set, and "

:among these students; the more- ableevidently.find -it

Lmore:.attractive- to-o krather.thawa,ttend-these-(junior-,C011eges orunselective
private) IHE's.-

.

It further appears that the

much affected by the acade ic interaction Variable

neither being attracted_ by:i

high quality schools nor repelled by limited choice sets offered them.
The predicted relative frequencies as estimated by this model appear close
the observed frequencies thus indicating that the tWo composite variables
have explanatory powe'

12

Using a technique :similar to analysis of residuals,

Miller and Radnet tested the impact on the accUracy of their predictions of

several index variables which attempted to captureimportant elements of
student'personalities.

They found that indices representing student academ c

aspirations, high school curricula, and academic expectations added to pre-

M.ction accuracy.

Other measures such as the respondent's sex, fate control,

time preference or ability to sacrifice, and a measdre of broad academic interests did not prove useful as additional explanatory variables.
Miller and Radner also estimated "elasticities of demand."

1°The coefficient is negative and Insignificantly d
for the two middle ability groupings.
11

It should be

ent from zero

er and Radner (1975), p. 74.

12

At this time, no generally accepted measure of "goodness of
been developed for conditional legit estimates.
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it" has

kept in mind that these are not traditional elasticities :but are rather per-

centage changes in conditional choice probabilities associated:with percentage_
changes in components of the (independent) index variable_

Elasticities of

ability, inCome, own cost, and own selectivity ar_- presented foreach of four::
ability:scores

for three income levels ($6A100, $12,000, $18 000).

Change

in enrollment probabilities resultIng frOm changes in ability Are quite small
"And varY in sign aMong ability and income levels.

o ability

At the 1.OWE

levels (in All three income°range_ -an Increase in ability results in a slightincrease .in the probability of not attending an IHE.

At the two higher_ability

levels (575 arid 650) An increase in ability leads to a decrease in the. proba
I

bility of no school and low selectivity schools and an increase in the probabilities of the more selective schools.

Income elasticities generally are negativelor the no school 'and low
'cost choices and positiVe for the higher cost institutions.

This reflects the

impact of changes in the ability to pay for,higher education.
The own cost elasticities all have the expected negative' sign and, as

.

would be suggested by theory, are generally stronger for low ability students
than'high, and for low income groups than for high.

Own selectivity elasticities are negative for the

-o lower ability

groups (at all three income levels) and positive for the higher ability groupings.

These again provide evidence for the attraction that selectivity has

for higher ability students and the repulsion it has for l_wer ability students.
Although Kohn, et al. and Miller and Radner use the same estimation
-p ocedure, there are some important differences In their approaches.

Perhaps

the most obvious difference is in the treatment of the 'no-go" alternative.

As previously noted, Kohn, et al. have a two step decision process (first
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choose best school alernative, and then compare this choice with,the nogo,
option), While Mille

and Radner include nt) IHE as a school with Zero cost.

The distinction is importantjiue to a priMary assumption of the'conditional
logit-model.:referred to as the "independence-of irrelevant alternatives."

This assumptionAmplies that if an alternatiVeAs removed from a choice set,
the probabilities -of the remaining alternatives will allimcrease_but will
stay in, the same'relationship tp-each other

will be distributed.prgportionately)

:

the intreaaed'probability-

It seems that this a sumption is more-

likely to approach 'reality inthe case-of a 2!-E1 age detision- odel,--For
instance,Art the 2 step-model,--if-Ont-inetitution

or-7institutionaltype) is

remoVed, the probability is Spread among theother typeS of schools and not
allocated to the "no g

decision.

This is reasonable, in that -:her-institu-

tional types should be closer,substitutes to the reMoVed school than is the
alternative of attending no IME.

Kohn, et al

include a larger set of explanatory variables in,their

clemand fUnction, have,more detailed institUtienal descriptions, and a larger

Both studies sought to reduce the feasible choice set to a

sample size.

manageable size.

Kohn, et al: accomplished this by random:selection of 1,0

schools froM:a set previously calculated for each student, while Miller and
Radner defined 9:types of institutions based upon their -:elative cost and:
sel-ctivity.

The Mille_ and Radner procedure here appears somewhat less

arbitrary and more useful for prediction purposes.

14

13

Miller and Radner Speculate that the sIgnificance of Kohn, et al.'s
additional variables may result from their large sample rather than from the
importance of the variables themselves.
14

Kohn, et al. include a dummy for type to correct for bias of the
method of feasible set selection. This is not necessary for Miller and Radner.
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t, vt ni.'H results indicate that'as ability increases, the probability

of attending some IHE also increa es.

Miller and Radner, on the other hand,

contend that as ability increases for those in the lowest ability grouping.,

the probability of no IHE increases.

Miller and Radner postulate that Kohni

et al. might get similar results if they were to specify separatedemand functions for various ability groups.

may be related to :h

Alternatively Miller and Radne 's results

arbitrary ability groupings per se.

That

clasat-

fying-ajferson as near the top of the low ability group as opposed to near the
arbitrary decision.

bottom of the mid-ability group is

There is-no indica-

tion in Miller and Radner's work as to where the switch over in coefficient
sign actually occurs or if different groupings yielded different results.
any case, the question of the impact of ability on individual choice deserves
further investigation.

Both studies have problems traceable to the data requirementi of their
estimatIng technique.

Kohn, et al. were unable to include income specIfically

as a variable (although they did stratify by income group), while Miller and.
Radner were forced to concentrate on a somewhat unrepresentative àample of
parent reporters.

The variables utilized to describe differences among _schools

(quality and selectivity) were likewise limited.

Part of the difficulty, here

is that the variable actually needed is the difference among schools (or .
school

ypes) as perceived by_the chooser, rather-than as estimated or de-

scribed by the researcher. The very way in which the alternatives are defined
influences the interpretation of the results.

Although many questions still remain after consideration of the disag.,

gregative studies accomplished to date, it seems that they have addressed the
identification and joint dependency shortcomings suffered by the aggregative

4t

regression

studies.

Careful specifjcation of the feasible a ternative

-set allows for investigation of demand not disguised by Supply effects.

The

of alternatives also allow6 for the joint dependenc_es which are_
not visible in most of the aggregate studies.
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_

DA rk SETS AND PROCEDURES
_

Our empirical investiga ion of higher education in Oregon draws upon
three distinct sets cif_data--

1960-1974 time series On factors which may,

affect college enro lments; a recent (1974)
a 1975 survey of Or gon high school seniors.

survey ofcollege attendees; and
Here we describe these data sets

and_ introduce the p ocedures used t- analyze.thera.

Thestanda ctecono

methods will be only briefly mentionedf-while "two less familiar techniques a
described in more detail.

A.

The Dat

We collected tIme series data on hi:her education in 01960_through_1974:- The major sources for-enrollment-end price-date were the-.
files and reports of the -Educational Coordinating Council (ECC), the State

Department of Education, and the Division. of-Analytical Services of the Oregou.
State System of Higher,Education (OSSHE). 1

Info

tion on general economic

conditions in Oregon was obtained from variouS state agencies and publications,
as well as federal sources.

The amount of financial aid distributed to

college students was obtained from the Oregon State Seholarship Commission in
Eugene and the U.S. Office of Education, Departmaht of Health, Eduation and
Welfare.

2

Despite the fact that Oregon is rep_ ed to have the most complete set

1

The ECC files include copies of Higher Education General Information
Survey (HEGIS) reports for most Oregon IHE for several years. Additional
information was obtained from back issues of college catalogs in the State
Library stacks.
2

Our thanks to Anna -Gri- o d, USOE, for her help in securing the
nancial aid information.
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5.!

of education

tatistics of any state, basic time s 7ies,-data such as enroll-

ments and tuition charges are scattered among many agencies

For the-earlier

years included in this studyrhis fundamental informati 0 could net be located
in summary form.

ECc enrollment reports give extensive coveragenn all seg-

ments since 1967, but information on prior years (especially Concernin&pri
vete IHE's) had to be painstakingly.cellected.

As a,result

wai necessa:
-

to ude total freshman headcount enrollments in our demand esti ation rather
than the more satlafactory number of "new from Oregon high schools" freshman,.
measured in full time equivalence.

In the case of community colleges, the

best obtainable figure was the headcount of individuals enrolled inrlower
A
3
division college transfer programs.
It was a struggle to secure complete, segmental tuItIon and enrollment
data for Oregon schools over the 1960-74 period.

This certainly mademplain to

us a. major reason for the highly aggregated analyses of educational-1,0M, nd
to date.

For example, that portion of our study which examinesthe differing

enrollment sensitivities to economic factors

by institutional segments, would

be impossible to carry out on a regional or national level.

Lacif the most

basic data--tuition and enrollments over time7-might even,thwartareplication
of our work in the setting of another state.

As educational da__ 'Cellecting

and keeping seems generally to have improved from the late 1960's 91i, this
problem will not permanently plague researchers in this area.
,J

A major part of the cross-sectional dafa used to estimate the Model
choice among IHEs are contained in the
(SRS).

_117_41rve-

The SRS fs a 77-item questionnaire administered to a stratified random

30regon community colleges do not report enrollments for the freshman
and sophomore categories traditionally used by four-year schools.: Rather these
two years are collapsed into the category "lower division."
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sample of Oregon college and proprIetary school student

Since

he infor

mation on proprietary schools is incomplete- due to a low response rate

have excluded them from our analysis _-The sample we utilize contains
public and pri-

slightly over 2,000 individuals attending-twoand four.yea
vate schbols in Oregon.

5

Tii

edited in various ways for u

eneral purpose SRS sample
pa

---

ion on these alternat ve SRS-Subsamples

infor

ofresults

Specific

ular research que

4

included in

discussion

,

The 1974 SRS was condu

ed by the-Oregon State Scholarship Commission

and the Educational Coordinating Council in cooperation with the College
Entrance Examination Board.

The reSponses contain continuous data On eco-

nomic variables such as_income, aid dollars received, loans, savings and
employment earnings, and college expenges.

There is also substantial in-

formation on demographic characteristics of the
specific questions addres

espondents.

individual academic aspirations,

Further,

easons for

4_

hools and had
We have not seen a demand study which includes these
Private vocational schools .(PVS'
hoped to fill an important empirical gap'here.
represent a significant sector in post-secondary education.. In 1972, 152
INS.'s in Oregonenrolled 25,800 students in-both resident and correspondence
programs. That figure equalled one-half the headcount enrollment of the State!s
However, of this number, onlyA,300 Students were
four year, public schools.
enrcaled in resident training programs. Additionally, a growingjlumber'of
these schools are eligible for institutional Federal financial aid (e.g. NDSL,
CWS), as are their Students eligible for various Federal grants, loans and
benefits to individuals. Thus, it is increasingly unjustified to omit them
from analyses of educational demand. We regret having to do so. It is encouraging that the Oregon Educational Coordinating Council has gradually assimilated
PVS's.into its comprehensive studies pf enrollment distributions, surveys of
future plans of high:school seniors and the follow-up sUrveys.' These data
will greatly facilitate'analysis of Oregon's priVate vocational schools and
their students in the future.
5

A lIst of the 41 schools Included in the survey i
Appendix A.

4.9

displayed in

Pe centage

SRS Respondents and'Student Population
Who Are Male and Female

Male

Female

Institutional
Se ment

SRS

Population

Community Coll

57.2

5275

42.8

47.5

State System

57,2

58.1

-4278

41.7

Private

55.1

56.2

44.0

43.8

Totals

56.5

55.7

43.5

44.5

SRS

Population

TABLE 4

Resfdency Status of SRS Respondents and Student Population
Percentage_of Out-of-State Students
SRS
Student Population

Institutional
Se ment
t

Community Coll.

4.0

3.8

16.0

15.6

Private

49.5

53.2

Totals

14.9

14.5

,

-1

'State System

TABLE 5

Racial Characteristics of

Institutional 1
Se _ent

Student Population ai

SRS Respondents

Percenta e of Students Tden
led as Nen-Cauca
SRS
Student Po ulation

Community Coll.

3.1

3.4

State System

4.3

3.3

Private

9.8

7.0

Totals

4.5

3.8

an

8

8_

-The. racial categories included in both sets of percentages
are Native
rj.can, Black/Afro-American, Chicano/Mexican7American, Oriental/Asian7Ame
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can.

population to sugges

a sample that is demographically accurate

Non-whi

students are somewhat overrepresented in the sample,
troubling, if surprising.

A further1 important consideration is that o_
sources.

For example, is the SRS sample biased:or unrepresentative'in

distribution of respondent parental income?
reported by studenta accurate?
questions_

-espondent financia

Our eff-

some inaccuracy exists.

Are the parental income' figures-

We are not;tettain-OUthelans
uate the student_ reportedjigure

There does not

hoWever, appear to be a systematic

bias (either upward or downward) in the income estimates.

do know some--

thing about the general willingness to respond to-questions on finandi
Sources.

In all, 32.2% of the respondenta did not proVide us with

income figure.

self-supporting.

However, 35.6% ofthe sample reported themselves a

parental
primarily

This is in tructive becal-e students often wrote comments be=

aide the Parental income que tion indicating that they were leaving it blank
because it was not relevant to thelr situation-i.e.
selves to be financially independent.

,

they considered them-

In contrast, pnly 11..1%,of the sample

did not answer the lue6tioo on personal income and,perhapafleme of'them had
none to report.

Considering all the possible sources -f financial supper

for schooling (e.g. family income; personal income, savinga, grants, benefits:

and loans) as a personal resources pool, we note thatonly4.9% of the sample
gave us no personal resource information.

The point here is that while we

cannot ptove that the family and personal income information given is or is
not accurate, there is no pervasive problem with non-reporting of financial
data an this survey.

The survey.form itself contains a mechanism for assessing the internal
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college

high school and college grade point averages,

pact of aid

on enrollment dsci ions, and views concerning debt financing of education.

crosssectional data used,to estimate Op
of whether or not to go to college are drawn from survey responses_ collected
om Oregon_ h gh school seniors.

Since 1956, the Office of High,Sehool Relations

'(OHSR) of the State System of Higher Education has surveyed seniors
,their Po__ raduation

plans

6
.

ardiSg

Information from earlier years (19.5671974

available from OHSR only in su- ary form.

However, individual respon

ry

more recent years have been placed in computer filSS
have been assessed for our research purposes.

The re pop e rate for each of

these years is between 75-80% of all Oregonhigh school seniors,:yielding be-tween 2-5,000_and 28,000 observations pe

year.

The ques4ons Contained on the survey have Varied from year'to
However, each oethe recent (1972-1975) questionnaires haVe indluded information-rega'rding planned post high school activity; reasons for lutther Schooling
f Such ia planned); ranking and reasons for par icUlar school .choices;
Jo

group and sex.

high school attended and type of high:School:program; racial
Certain years contain high school grade Point averages, parent

education And occupations, reasons fordecision not-th-attenVcollege
academic aspirations

and career-expectations.

The high school codes can be used

to stratify the data according to geographic area, an urban/rural demarcation,
or by high school sIze.

The data sets thus described, it is necessary to identify some shortcomings

6_

-The survey has been conducted coopOraAvely by. the Educational Coordinating
Council and Office of High School Relations since 1971.
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.

he-data as we iee them. ..'Tbe-

we feel it

s- les d_ a need not be discussed her

--be quite-complete And well, specified.

Since aach item in

series was specifi ally collected by p oject personnel
to be internally consistent and accura e.

cross-sectional data sets

we kn w the numbers

There are proble_

with the two

however.

Insufficiencies of the Data

Total useable observations for the Student, Resource Survey number 2,16.
We 'had plann d for a larger s mple, but were somewhat thwat

,d by a low 'response

A subsequent

rat_ from community college and proprietary students.

was gade for communitycollege unde- epresentation by editing the,SRS aample:'
-

to achieve representative proportionality among the three insti utional seg-,
ments.

This accurately'apportioned subsample contains 1,654 observations, And

we use it in the segmen al cross tabulations where such prop _tienality facilitates the analysis.

We were interested to see just how accurately our original sample dep cted

the population from which ityas drawn.

A detailed compari on was made of the

demographic characteristics of survey riapondents (unadju

and those of the tatal Oregon student populatiam There i.
similarity.

:ample of 2 163):

comforting

The following tables display these comparisons for the characte

istics of sex, residence status, and racial identity

7

In all, the proportions of female, out-of-state iand non-Caucasian re-

spondents in the SRS are sufficiently close to their numbers in the student

7Statistics in these three tables showing actual student population
characteristics were taken from the institutional HEGIS reports

consistency of all but the personal and parental income data.

ReSpondents

provided coded range information for 28 distinct financial
resource categories.

They then aggregated these categories into five larger ones and
gave:a contin-

nous dollar figure for each of these five

compliter program

to assess the internal con istency of the range and dohtinuous data riPorted
by each respondent and to output information on the nature:of
incotAiatencies
found, if any.

This analysishas satiafied us Ihat. thaJina_cialresource-in-

formation given is acceptably consistent.
check for the p

onal and'parental incomes

However, -e have no
eported

lar validity_

In the absence.of such a

reassurance, we endeavored to proceed in Such a way that outcomes from the
differ-

ing-analyses on the three data sets are congruent at points--- g. that' SRS
sults which utilize parental income can be suppo 0 (or not)
by resUlts using_
economicrand income variables from our other data sets.

We' feel that

procedure serves to make.the'SRS income analysis less vulnerable.
The hi h school senior survey data presents quite another problem

or

shortcoming of this cross-sectional data is that its form is:qualitative
rather than quantitative in most instances.

In those cases When the:responses

do involve quantitative information, the data are in ranges rather than
continu,,
ous form.

For these reasons, it was necessary 0 use a nonparametric approach

in the analysis.

This technique and the others we emOloyed are described next.

Estimation TechniqurA

Ordinary lease squares reg.e sion was applied to the time
series data in
order to estimate the effect of economic variables
on freshman-enrollment'in
Oregon IHEs.

A typical problem of economic time series data--multicollinearity77

s encountered in the application of this method.

This diffieuity, along with

-P

(We also re er

model specificatton and results, are discussed in section V.
interested readers to

Appendix C on multicollinearity at the end of this

report.)

SeCondly, discriminant analysis was applied to the

ss-sectional (SRS)

data on college-going students in an effort to develop profile analyses of the
students attending the vari us types of educational institutions.

The assump-

tions required for appropriate use of this procedure are the e:
1)

the data set conalsts of observations from two or more mutuaLly
exclusive and exhaustive groups:
the k variables describing the members of each group are distributed
according to a multi-variate normal density function (within each.group).
the variance-covariance matrices of these variables do not differ significantly between groups.9

Each individual is described by a set of (hopefully) disinguishing characteristics of discriminating variables.

Based on s process which capitalizes

on differences in, group mean values of these discriminating variables, a set of

linear equations is derived--one equation for each group-1

0

These discriminant

funct ons are then used to classify these (or other) observations based on _he
values of the descriptive variables of the observation involved.
When the discriminant functions are derived from normalized data, the
discriminant coefficients can be interpreted as weights which indicate the
similarities and differences in the characteristics among the groups.

A con-

fusion matrix summarizing the type and number of successful (and unsuccessful)

9

According to Chapter 2 of Re nmuth (1974), the discriminant model is rather
robust with respect to deviations from this assumption, so that heteroskedasticity is a problem only when serious violations occur.
10

Succinct ,presentation of the mathematical derivation of linear discriminant functions can be found-in Johnston (1972) and Press (1972).
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classifications and various test statistics can be used to evaluate the

1

of this classification procedure.

An important prerequisite for use of the normal discriminant techniques described above is 4uantitative and continuous .data.

A limited number _f nominal

or discontinuous variables can be included by employing dummy variables.

For

example, if survey data is being used, the respondent's sex can be indicated by
a 0,1 dummy structure.

However, if a response (e.g. father's occupation) can

take on-one of several (p) response levels, then (p-1) dummy variables must be
included in the model.

.In our case, the high school students' survey allows

the following nine response levels for the question -oncerningfather's occu-.
pation:

skilled labor, semi-skilled labo-

office worker, manager, commission salesman

farm labor, small business owner,
professional, non-:earner.

Thus,

inclusion of just this variable in the disc±iminant model would require the
use of eight dummy variables.

In fact, examination of the high school survey

questionnaire (Appendik H) reveals that this is a problem with almost every
question on the form.
oun variables.

This kind of data can result in a large number of dichoto-

Since these variables only take on values 0 or 1, they

ay

represent S violation of the discriminant assumption of a multivariste normal
distribution of measurements within each class.

Clearly, if all or most of the data are nominal and/or of a nature that
cannot be placed on a meaningful interval scale (as is the case with the high
school surveys)

an alternative approach is necessary.

cently been suggesto by Reinmuth (1975).

11

Such,a method has re-

This approach, called nonmetric

discriminsnt analysis, has as its goal the classification of items into mutually

11

Since this is not a widely used procedure, it is described here at some
Atoore formal development of the technique is given in Appendik H.

length.
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exlusive and exhaustive groups by means of probability calculations.

The

technique takes information about the existing relative frequencies of group
classification (prior probabilities) and

updates

these probabilities as

additional information is learned about the common characteristics of the
individuals within each group.

Consider this situa.-ion:

1)

two schools (A and B) are available to a certain student populat on;

2)

school A has twice as many students as school B;

3)

three-fourths of A's students are male, one-third of B's are male;

4)

Jack attends school A or B.

We desire the probability that Jack attends school A.

By (2) a given student

is twice as likely to attend A as B, i.e. the probability that Jack attends
A is 2/3 and the probability he attends B is 1/3.

Knowing that Jack is male,

however, allows us to incorporate the informatsion in (3) into: our calculations_

It is obvious that Jack is much more likely to attend A than (2) indicates.
exact probability that'Jack attends A (given that he is male) is revealed by
12

Bayes Law-- to be:
= 9/11 = .82

P(XA1

(2/3) ,(3/4)

-I-

(1/3) (1/3)

12B

ayes Law is an important result of mathematIcal settheory.
formally for a two group classification problem:
P(XA) ,P(YIXA)
p(X

A

Y

P(Y1XA)

P(XB )

MITT
-B

where P(X 1Y) = probability of occurrence of event X

A

given that

-A

Y pas occurred
In the example above: XA = event that a student attends school A
= event that a student attends school B
(Footnote continued on next page)
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Stated

The

We can also calculate the probability that Jack will attend B:

4/3)

P(XBI Y) =
Of course,

/3

P(x IY)

(1/3)

P(x

A

1

(2/3) (3/4)

2/11 z .18

Y) = .82 + .18 = 1.0

The information in (2) provides the p.rior pspbabilities

in this example.

The

probability (.82) that Jack attends A given that he is male is a posterior

probabilit

The posterior probability that Mary attends A given that she is

female can also be calculated:
(1/4

(2/3)

P(Xtil Z)

2/3) (1/4)

(113) (2/3)

3/7 = .43

.

This simple example involves the possibility of two types of error-classifying students of A into school B and classifying students.of B int() A.

In some types of classification some errors are more serious than othefs.

For

--example, we consider it-more SeriOus for our 1-601-systoli tn clásslfyan
innocent person as a criminal than to declare a criminal innocent.

Suppose

the error of assigning an A student to B is twice as serious as the error of
assigning a B student to A.
cost unit.

Let the cost of the less serious error equal one

Then the expected cost of assigning Jack to school A is the cost

of making the error (of assigning a B student to A) times the probability
that the error will be made (i.e. the probability that Jack,attends B.)
the general form:
0

cost of correct
classification

12 (cont.)

Thus

(.82 )

+

Prob that
Jack
attends A

1

(.18)

Cost of
assigning
B student
to A

.18

Prob. that Jack
attends B

Y = event that the
_udent is male
Z = event that the student is a female.

13(XA) = 2/3 and

p(XB) = 1/3 from (2) above and

F(Y1 XB) = 1/3 _ om (3 ) above.

p(Y1 X )

3/4 and

In
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Similarly the expected cost of assigning Jack to B is:

72

(.82)

1

(.18)

1.64

cost of assigning A
student to B
Assigning Jack to A obviously involves less (minimum) expected cost and it
is, therefore, the classification selection of non-metric discriminant
ana ysis.

A further example emphasizes the effect of assumptions about relative
misclassification costs.

Under our previous assumption that misclassification

of A students is twice as serious, Mary would be assigned to A:
expected cost of misclassification
(Mary assigned to A)

(.43) -F 1

-

(.57)

.57

expected cost of misclassification
(Mary assigned to B)

(.4 )

*

(.57)

.86

However, if classification errors are deemed to be

0

serious, Mary is

e-t_ua

assigned to B:

expected cost of misclassification
(Mary assigned to A)

(.43 ) + 1

expected cost of misclas
(Mary assigned to B)

(.43) + 0

ication

*

(.57)

.57

(.57)

Throughout the research covered by this report, relative mIsclassification
costs are assumed to be equal.

A sophisticated non-metric discriminant model may include many variables.
All use Bayes Law to calculate posterior probabilities like the sex variable
illustrated above.
va iable.

There May be more than two responses available for one

For example, possible responses to a marital;,status question might

be married, single, divorced, widowed, and separated.

Each possible response

will be associated with its own posterior probability of each classification
alternative.

This probability enters into expectAd cost of misclassification-
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calculations for those records giving that respense.
75% of B's students are single.

Suppose. 25% of A's and

The posterior probability-that a student

attends A given that he/she is single is thus:

(1/4) (Z/3)__
,

(1/4) (2/3) + (3/4) (1/3)

2/5 =

. 4

Final classification costs are obtained by summing the costs associa ed
-h each of an item's descriptive characteristjcs.

Thus, if Jack is male

and:single, the expected costs of misclassification are:
.(Jeck assigned to A)
[0(.82) 4- 1(.18)]

[0(.4)

4-

.6)] =

8

(Jack assigned to B)
[1(.82) + 0 (.18)]

[1(.4) + 0(.6)] = 1.22

Although-Jack is single and three,out of five single persons attend school B,
Jack i- still assigned to A because more than 4 out of 5 males attend A.
the above cost calculations each yariable is given equal weight.

A

further extension employed in this study takes into consideration that some
variables may prove to be better class predictors than others.

The percentage

of observations classified correctly by each variable individually(i.e. not
conjunction with any other variable) is used as a weight-in the misclassif cation cost equations.

Note that it is the predictive ability of the variable

as A whole that is relevant to the calculation of these weights. ,The sex
variable described above, for example., seems adept at classifying males but
appears less decis ve for females.

Both of these facts affect the overall

predictive ability of the sex variable'.

The results of the classification model can be suarized _in a confusion
matrik such as is used in traditional discriminant analysis.
of the

Some indication

del s p_ iormance can be gained by obeerving the percentage of sample
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items correctly ciassifed.

Since these are the same items on which the model

is based, this performance figure will be upwardly biased.

A mo e satisfac-

tory procedure would be to apply the model to another set of observations and
note its success in classifying those items.

AS with the traditional linear discriminant method, it is possible to
perform a cla

profile analysis in order to describe the distinguishing fea

tures of each class.

In general, the goals and uses of this method are sImilar

to those of regular discriminant analysis, but In this version the data used
are of a non-continuous or nominal nature.

The last of the research procedures to be discussed is conditional logit
analysis, developed at the University of California at Berkeley by Daniel
McFadden (1973).

Although the model' initial use was in studies of urban

travel. de---d, its theoretical-exposition -A

clear ita-application-to.vir--

tually any mutually exclusive choice problem among di crete alternatives.

The

principal innovation of the conditional logit model stems fromits assumptions
about the choice problem facing the individual consumer.

An orthodox regression model of demand, such as the one we utilize in our
ime series analysis, relates a continuous, dependent variable representing
consumer choice to some collection of specified independent variables.

For

example, we might specify the following relationship as representing a model
of choice in higher education:

S =al-13X
41)X+
1 1
2
2

where S = dollars spent on higher education,
X = family income,

X.

=, student SAT score,

2

etc.

A

The implicit assumption of the orthodox specification is that slight changes
in the independent variables are correlated with a marginal change in the
choice behavior of all individuals in the sample.

an income rise of

That is,

$1000 a year for all individuals in the sample will result in everyone spending
a little more (i.e. t1 times $1000) for higher education.

This structure of

individual behavior is termed "choice at the intensive _argin.
,logit anslysis envisions choice among discrete alternatives.

Conditional
Slight changes

in the obse -ed variables are correlated with a few individuals in the sample
switching from one mutually exclusive choice to another.

Thus, an'JiiCale rise

of $1000 a year will cause a few students to attend a private university instead of a state institution.

Choice is made at the

extensive

argin."

Conditional logit analysis is based on a utility maximizing theory of
ional choice behavIor.

Each-discrete alternative (in-our case,- an institu-

tion of higher education) is assumed to be viewecity the chooser as a bundle
of attributes.

These a- ributes (such as distance from home to school, acadetic

quality of school, cost to the individual4--etc.) are then arguments-in--the student's higher education utility function.

The choice :jiternatives

by the chooser in order of preference and,

uhject to budget and admisSion

constraints, the top-ranking alternative

re-ranked

the a_ternative with the high--

est utility to the chooser) is chosen.

The distinctness of this approach can be seen more clearly if we contrast
it with another used in the study,i

example, discriminant analysis also

seeks to- classify'individuals, on the basis -f known characteristics,

-of several-mutually exclusive groups.

ito one

These groups represent alternative

classes--perhaps commuhity college attendance, private school attendanCeiy#0._

four-year public school attendance.

The groups are mutually excluSiv
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we do not think of choosers as simultaneously attending two or more schools
(or falling into two or more groups, therefore).

In educational demand studies,

these groups or classes may be defined by the college choices of individuals;
and the characteris ics which best discriminate between these groups can be
seen to explain the college choice.

of individual decision

eking.

13

Discriminant analysis involves no theory

It merely classifies individuals into groups

on the basis of observed differences in characteristics between members of
different groups.

A discriminant analysis might reveal,- for ekample, that the

mean family income of private univetsity students is significantly hi.gher than

that of state institution students and thus would use a family-income criterion
to classify higher income students into private universities and lower income
students into state institutions.

Alternatively-conditional logit analysis Beekstosort out-the-elements--of individual choice and to calculate the effect& of changes in school attri-

butes oaconsumer choice.

This calculation of changes in choice gives us

'something akin t- elasticities of demand.

The significance of conditional logit's theoretical underpinnings can be
seen in the following example.

Assume a sample of prospe--ive' tudents faced

with a choice between three,schools

B, and C), and assume that distance

from the family home to school is a significant determinant of college choice..
Assume

lso that schools closer to home are preferred, for reason6 of cost

minimization.

Under conditional logit analysis, a student living closer to

school A than t- schools B or C will suffer less disutility from going to
-school away from home by choosing school A over the other-alternatives.-

13_

-See footnote 50on page,251, ApPendix H.

Thus--
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the probability of this student choosing school A will be increased by the
distance variable.

isolation
A, B, and C.

The focus of conditional iogit analysis estimation is the

the distance effect on the

robabilities of_choice of schools

Once this parameter is estimated, school B, suffering from a

lack of.enrollment, can determine how many more students it could attract by
moving to a more accessible location.

Discriminant analysis, however, takes the existini discrete choices as
given and seeks only to explain the choice between A, B, and C at their attrlbutes.

Using discriminant analysis, school B might be able to predict with

some accuracy the school choice of a new arrival or the long term effects of
population shifts as long as the attributes of the rival schools ar,s constant.

However, the effects of altering the attributes of the choice set are not
readily determinable.

We can now sunmiarize this secti n on the estjmation techniques and data
sets employed in our study.

The results of the empirical investigation to be

presented In the next section are based on the application of regression,
discriminant, non-metric classification, and conditional logit analysis to
three distinct, though related, data sets.

The separate analysea are over-

lapping and provide some junctures of comparison and evaluation with one another.
Thus are weakkesses or eccentricities in any of the techniques or data sets,
taken singly, somewhat alleviated.

It is our hope that the use -f these tech-

niques in combination will enhance the understanding of the separate results
by:indicating. Oeir relationship in an overall view of educational demand.
turn now to Our findings.
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We

5

RESULTS

The organization of this section is as follows.

We begin in part A by

presenting and examining a series of crosstabulations on the SRS data.

This

rudimentary data analysis provides a general description of our Oregon college
and university student sample.

The bulk of the tables here show student=thar

acteristics; costs;and resources, by institutional segment.

At the end of this

section a set of crosstabulations speCific t_ Federal financial aid recipients
is

used to explore differences between recipient and non-recipient school goe
Parts B and C of this section present our econometric results in examina

tion of 1) the decision whether or not to enroll in an institution of higher
education

part B) and 2) the choice between institutions (part C).

The pre-

sentation of these results begins with our analysis_of time series data.

Here

we take a step back from the current setting of higher education in Oregon and
explore a fifteen year period of change; beginning in.1960.
squares regressions were run on the data.

Ordinary least

In successive formulation_ of the

estimation equation, we add combined state and Federal financial aid as an independent variable in order to examine the effect on demand, through time, of
changing aid availability.

This analysis of changing patterns of demand over

time is really a long run view of the initial enrollment decision.

We examine this decision whether or not to enroll in an IHE more intensively by conducting a non-metric discrminant _analysia of data on the post-secondary
plans of high school seniors.

Here we attempt to profile those students who say

they plan to go on to school and those who do not.

In part C, the focus changes to that of the student's choice between institutions.

We concentrate primarily on the choice between segmental types,

although at times we divide particular segments into finer institutional cate-
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gories (e.g. private sectarian and non-sectarian schools).

To investigate

this choice situation we apply two distinct techniques to the SRS data on

current school attendees--discriminant and condit,longl_llgillyAl.

We

also take a closer look at the plans of high school seniors who intend to enroll, using the non-metric technique to develop profiles for those choosing
various institutional segments.

In summary, this section on results takes the following outline:
Statistical description of our sample of present IHE attendees
1.

Crosstabulations on SRS data, by institutional segment and selected
student characteristics (e.g. sex and parental income)

2.

Crosstabulations on SRS data, contrasting Federal aid recipients wIth

__-

non-recipients
9.

Multivariate analysis of the decision whether to attend an instItutIon
of higher education in Oregon
1.

The enrollment decision viewed historically:

ordinary least squares

regressions on time series data, 1960-74
2.

The enrollment decision viewed curret ly:

non-metric discriminant

analysis of Oregon high school senior survey data
Multivariate analysis of the choice between schools
1.

Discriminant analysis of the'1974 SRS data

2.

Non-metric discriminant analysis of Oregon high school senior data

3.

Conditional logit choice estimation on SRS data

A.

Statistical_Descri tion of the SRS Sam le

Data presentation via crosstabs can make for pretty deadly reading.

In an

effort to minimize this problem, we try to keep this section brief by confining
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our comments on the,tahles to minimal summaries.

The appropriate place for

interpretation and analysis is later on when results from the econometric
analyses are presented.

The differences which surface here between segment 1

student populations are not surprising, but they do suggest reasons for the
significantly different segmental demand elastic-ties which are developed in
our multivariate analyses.

Reader examination of the following tables will

prove helpful to an appraisal of the results presented in parts B and C.
These tables are based on 1,654 SRS observatione.

Our editing of the

original SRS sample (1s12163) resulted in a purposefully designed subsample of

fulltime, undergraduate, nonsectarian students in Oregon schools, with accurate
proportionality between school segments in the edited sample.

We eliminated

part-time and post-baccalaureate students from this sample because our economet-ic analyses focus on the demand decisions of full-time undergraduates.
is this group in which we are most inte

_

It--

ted and in the tables below we seek

to statistically portray them.

-Sectarian students are edited out of the larger SRS sample because their
pr sence conf unds comparisons between the private segment and the two public
segments.

They are included in some portions of Part C--the analyses of choice

between institutions--but it becomes quite obvious there that we do not have
the data to adequately capture the factors -hich influence sectarian school
choice.

Looking, then, at full-time, undergraduate students in Oregon commun-

ity colleges, and public and private four year schools (excluding Sectarians),
let us examine some general demographic contours of this student population.

1.

peja)kr

--

C2st and -esource Information Tfi Underaduate Students

SRS

Beginning with basic characteristics, communIty college students are older,
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more likely to be marrIed and to be veterans than are their four year school
counterparts.

These differences are show- in Tables six through ten below.1

As Tables 8 and 9show, nearly one-third of the full-time students in Oregon
community colleges are over 25 years of age. 2
In Table 7 we see that three-fourths of all the students in our sample
have never been married, while 20.3% are married at present.
ments, only 5.9% of the independent college students a

But within seg-

compared with 28.6% of

the community college students are attending school while married.

Table 7
MA ital. Status of Students,

Never
-ried

Community College

by Segment

Separated, Divorced,
or Widowed

437
61.5

203
28.6

8.9

State System

599
80.9

121
16.4

20
2.7

Independent

190
93.6

12
5.9

.5

1226
74_4

336

84

20..3

5.1

Column Total

'63

1

1

In these tables aryi those to follow, the first figure in each cell gives
the absolute count and the second represents the relative frequency. Thus for
the first several-cells in the community college row (Table g), we see that no
community college students were age 17 or under, 24 of them (or 3.4% of all
community college students in our sample) were age 18, 106 were 19 (14;9%),
and so on.
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TABLE 8,

Student Ag

(in Years), by Segment

17

18

19

20

21

0

24

106

150

83

0,0

'3.4

14.9

21.1

11.7.:.

16.'9:

1

11

162

119

153

.1

1.5

21 9

16.1

20.7

1

20

47

46

40

40.

8

5

9.9

23 2

22,7

197

.19.7,.

315

315

276

19.0

19.0

16.7

#

Comtunity College

State System

#

#

Independent

#
Column Total

1

.

25-29

30-34

3540

125

-38

25

17,6

5.3

3,5

5,6

186

76

15

10

7

25.1

10.3

2,0

1,4

3.9

.0.0

0.0

346

209

53

35

48

20.9

12.6

3.2

21

2.9

. 22=24

120

TABLE 9

Collapsed Student Age Distributions, b- S

17=18

Community College

State System

Independent

#

ent

19-24

25+

30+

24

459

228

103

3.4

64.6

32,0

14.4

12

620

108

32

2.5

83.8

14.7

4.3

21

173

9

85.3

4.4

10.4

.

.

.5

41+

Table .10 displays a significant difference in the veteran status o
respondents

This is _important to our later discussions of student

by segment,

resources and of sensitivity to changing draft deferment pressures.

In ou

Sample, the proportion of communIty college students who are veteransis eight
times that of their private school counterparts and more than double thei
presentation in four year'public schools.

re-,

Over a quarter of our c mmunity

college respondents ate veterans, making them a sizable group of rather dist not
students in the overall community college student body.

Table 10

Veteran Status of Students, by Segment
Veteran

Commun ty College

if

State System

11

Non-veteran

No response

191
26.9

500
70.3

20
2.8

85

651

'4

11.5

=88.0

.5

7

3.4

192
_94.6

_2,0.

283
17.1

1343
81.2

1.8

,

Independent

Column Total

if

4

27

2

-Because the sample on which these and the ensuing crosstabs are based ex'eludes part-time, graduate, and certain non-regular students (such as those in
adult continuation programs), it significantly underestimates the proportion of
olderstudents. This is inconsequential for our purposes; it is the decisions of
full-time, undergraduate studenes in which we are interested. But others may be
interested in the following table drawn from the original sample of 2,163 SRS
responses. These proportions reflect the age distribution of the full rAnge of
enrolled students.
Table 6
Student Age (i _ years

Full SRS Sample, by Segment

7-18

19-24

25+

Community College

4.4

51.4

44.4

State System

1.4

75.1

23.3

Independent

4.9

80.0

14.9

71

58

The information contained in these five
lapping:

tables is,

n some sense, over-

that proportionately more coimnunity college students are married and

are veterans is related to their also being older.
correlated, but not identical.

The characteristics are

As a result, each makes a separate contribution

to our laLer interpretation of elasticities and student resource patte ns.

The sample breakdown by sex appears earlier in Table 3, page 39.
differences by segment are very small:

The

in the SRS sample, in fact, the two

public school segments are identical in male/female proportions and only 2.1%
away from the private school proportion.

However, when we divide the sample by

sex and examine other variables (such as degree aspirations), some differences
emerge.

These are investigated later in this section.

A second set of interrelated characteristics are those which describe
student's place of residence at admission and the location of hIs or her selected school.

Tables 11 through 13 present selected variables from a larger

der of SRS questions on student residence, status at admission, commuter status,
and distance to chosen school.

Table 4 (page 39) shows simple in-state, out-

of-state proportions in our sample.

In Table 11, we provide a finer

breakdown of student place of residence at admission.
According to the numbers provided in Table 11
community college siudents were residents of
to their present school.

Oregon

:Lill 96.2% of Oregon's

at the time of-admission

This is considerably higher than the overall average

of 85% for all higher education students and 85.7% for four year public school
students.

B t the most significant contrast-is between the community colleges

and the.independent schools, in which less than half the students (43.3%) were
Oregon residents at admission.

Let's look more closely at the place of resi-

dence of the independent students.

Forty-one percent come from the nearby
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TA31E 11

Student Residence Status, by Se

Place of Residence at Admission

q!orultailelLt
InDist.

Comm. College

#

608

%

85.5

/1

if

Other

Out_ Calif,

Wash

West, St.

Plains Midwest
State

76

10.7

684

13

96 2

19

State

Po4eign
South

:East

Student

Other

0

3

O

4

0.0

0.4

0.,0

0.6

9

10

4

1.2

1,4

0.6

11 3

7

634

39

11

20

1

10

85 7

5.3

1.5

2.7

0.1

1.4

0.3

24

24

3

5

2

11.8

11.8

1.5

2.5

1.0

5.4

1.5

State System
70

9.5

if
1/4

88

36

43.3

17.7

3.5

Independent
84

41.3

Coll= Total

#
1/4

73

1406

77

39

51

4

15

7

20

17

4.7

2.4

3.1

0.2

0.9

0.4

1.2

1.0

-1
1.1
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Western states, the-highest proport±on of these

17.7%) vl,siding in California.

In our sample; these schools,even draw approximately 5% of theirstudnt bodies
from eastern.states.

That community college students stay close
,

7

_

home is further evidenced

_-

by the large iluMberi of theM who -ifienea school in their community college
district--85.5%.

We can examine'this characteristic further by looking at,

sOme additional SRS questions.

Table 12 displays the results of our analys

of respondent zip codes, matched to the locationof Oregon institutions of
higher education.

In constructing this table we looked only at those students

who were Oregon residents at the time of admission.
of-state student canno: attend

(By defini ion

Oregon school located in ,his or her county).

Within the -state, then .what differences are there in patterns
attendance?

an out-

"local"

True to their name, the community colleges draw heavily,fro

their

locale-74% of the two year school students in our sample were attendi4 a
school in their countY:of residence, as compared with 50% in .the overall: SAS
sample.

The in-county proportions for community colleges are reversed for

Table:12

Student Attendan e at Schools in County of Residence, by Segment

Community College
State SyStem

Attended School
_in County_
ll

Out_ pf_Courv____

479
74.0

169
26.0

154
25.3

454
74.7

38

44.2

48
55.8

671
50.0

671
50.0

Independent

Column Total

Attended School

7

state system schools, wIth 74.7% of their student bodies attend ng;

not in their county

residence.

And 44.2% of the independent Student,

their Oregon county of -esidence to at end school somewhere else-1n
Th- reason for these differing proportions,between.the four yeari,
private segments may be a simple one.

With one exception, the indepenaent

(nonsectarian) schools are located in or very close tpolitan areas of the state.

Thus, these schools have a better ehaii 6 to draw

from the more dense populations around them.

are flung all over the state

the populat eci--vmetx'
,

The seven State system schools

me of them IA fairly remote areas.

-dents

must more often travel out of the populated counties of the state to,

Ail

em-

selves of the programs of these schools.
C=3

There is another interesting measure of where students are w_ n the7 apply
for admission.

atIui 4Tables

We can look at their atatus at the point of appi

13 and 14 summarize this information, and'it runs a bit -contrary to (12kir'expeetations.

Column one of Table 13 shows the percentages of students who were ad_

mitted to their present institution as a first time freshman-

The

qyear

public andjour year private schools are quite close in their p
students'admitted with this status, over four-fifths in each ea
(from columns 1 and 2, Table 14) that with their open door poli!

oMMunity

colleges are drawing 11% of their fir t time freshmen from non-tyIèaLopulations--people who do not have regular high school diplomas.

That only 62% of the state system admissions are of first time freshmen,
compared to 81% and 84% in the other two segments, signals a higher rate of
transfer into these schools.

The two tables show that this is

12.5% of the state system students in the survey-iier

a community college in or outside Oregon--a number clo
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admitted
the

deedthe case.
s tansfárs from
o were

TABLE 13
Status of Students at Admission, by Segment
1st time

eshman
3tate System

Oreg. CC
transfer

Other CC
transfe

Ore. SS
transfer

Ore. Ind.

Other 4:yr._

transfer

_ransfera

Other

459

65

27

93

17

59

20

62.0

8.9

3.6

12.6

2.3

8.0

.2.7

Endependent

3ommunity

576

13

7

58

13

14

30

College

81.0

1.8

1.0

8.2

1.8

2.0

4;2

a

-These are transfers from public and private four year schools'which are outside
A)regon.

TABLE 14

Frey ous Education of First Time Freshmen at Community Colleges
Non H.S.

Graduate

17

GED

holder

61

Oreg. H.S.

Other H.S.

diploma

di lona

434

64

61.0

9.0

Community
College

First Time Freshman

-transfers from other Oregon _our year public schools.

In this four year public

segment, 8% of our respondents said they were admitted as transfers from out,

of-state four year schools (public and private),
from a private school in Oregon.

while only 2.3% had transfer ed

In all, 35.2% of the admissions in this segment

in this year were'of transfer students.,

Still there are not as many transfers

from pEtsop"A community colleges as one Tight haVe expected7only 8.9%.

This

:

tends to contradict the common notion held in Oregon that the two year Schools
only temporarily draw students away f __ the colleges and universftien, but then
feed a gobdly number of them to these schools through later transfer.

In our

sample, in fact, the transfer flo- from Oregon community colleges to Oregon
state system schools was balanced by a nearly equal flaw of students (8.2%) who
transferred in the opposite direction.

Despite total student populations of

nearly the same size. (in F T.E. te-s) the community colleges are not providing
transfers to state system schools in nearly_ the numbers supplied by other four

year public schools--8.8% compared to 12.6% Oregon state system school transfers.
This intra-segment transfer flow is not repeated in the other two segments.
Only 1.8% of the community college respondents were admitted as transfers from
another Oregon co

unity college, while the p -ivate schools showed 0.5% of their

students as transfers from other Oregon private schools.

A larger proportion

transfer-ed into the privates from NO and four year public schoOls--3% in each
case.

But the,large t single percentage of transfers to Oregon's' private seg-

ment-, 6.9%

as from out-of-state fouryear schools (public and private

There is little about demand for education that can be inferred directly
from these admission status data.

That only 62% of the state system students

entered their present school as a first time freshman means that a sizeable
proportion of them have gone to another school first.

9

But this doe- not per-
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o make the judgment, for example, that these
more sensitive (e

tudentS may evince a

elastic) demand for education,.

data do she

howeve

there is less inter-segment transfer of Students than might have been suppose
A third and final set of general characteristics have reference to aca-,,
demic succeas

educational Aspirations and reations

pur uing an education

beyond high school.

We

(admittedly

by grade point averages for both high schoOl and college

work.

oughly

ill look first at academie succeas,

easured

These are combined in Table 15.
There is nothing startling in these figures.

They beai

Out'a pattern

reported in other placea and confirthed also by our later.di_criMinahtT analya a
of college-going high 'school students 'in Oregon. .That is,

highest grade averages from high school tend to go

_

whilethese with the lowest grades ate more likely

o ele

-The state system schools fall aomewhere. in between.

For

tudents with the

private fetir year schools

a community college.

xaMpla, nearly'30%

of the private school respondents repo- ted a high school grade point average
between 3.75 and 4.00.

The prepertiOns of community college and.state systeM

sttidents in this H.S. grade range we e 6% a-d 17.2%, respectively.

On the

other end of the grade cont nuum, almost n_ private school respondent had less

than a C average (2.00 GPA) in high acboa, while 153% of the community
college students said they did.

If we aggregate the bottom three grade ranges, we see that altogether 30.4%
of the commonity college students report high school g ades of less than a
2.50.

This means they would'not have met the mini u__ grade requirement for

admission to any of Oregon's state universities, while 17.2% apparently fell

below the 2.25 admiions standard at the dtate's four yea_ public colleges.
This gives an indication of the increased acces- to Oregon post-secondary

education provided by the xistence of community colleges.

8.0

The non-reporters

t

tr,

vp,

TABLE 15

Student'HighrScheel and:College Grade. Point-Averages.

By Se

e t of Attendance

.

(Percentagee'Only)

Below

2.00

2.25 -

2.50 -

2.75 -

3.00

5

3.50 -

3.75 -

2.00

2.24

2.49

2.74

2.99

3.24

3.49

3.74

4.00

15.5

1.7

13.2

5.3

22.2

5.2

13.5

7.2

6.0

Coll. "

4.4

2.1

10.0

8.3

20.7

11.5

.18.0

12.5

9.7

2

Cum. %

4.4

6.5

16.5

24.8

45 5

57.0

75 0

87.5

97 2

100.0

H.S. GPA

4.6

1.9

7.3

5.4

16.4

9 7

20.1

14.9

17.2

2 6

Coll. "

2.8

3.5

12.7

9.6

25.8

15.8

16.4

8.8

3.9

0.7

Cum. %

2.8

6.3

19.0

28.6

54.4

70.2

86.6

95.4

99.3

100.0

U.S. GPA

1.0

1.0

5.4

2.0

15.8

8.4

21.2

11.8

28 6'

4.9

Coll. "

3.4

0.5

7.4

8.9

24.1

14.3

21.7

10.3

7.4

2.0

3.4

3.9

11.3

20.2

44.3

58.6

80.3

H.S. GPA

10,1

Community
College
Students

Coll.

State

System
Students

Coll

Private
School

;

Students

*N.R. 2 Non Reporters

90.6
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among community college'respondents (10.1%) probably reflect the proportion of
these students who hold a G.E.D. or have no certificate or high school diploma
(11.0% altogether).

The high school grades reported in Table 15 differ greatly from those
(just below them) earned thus far in college work.

The cumulative percentage

figures which we have calculated (the third percentage in each cell) demonstrate

how close in reported college grades the segmental student bodies are.

For example, roughly 45% of the community college, 54% of the state system,
and 44% -f the independent students--or somewhere in the neighborhood of
one-half the students in each segment--reported a college grade average below
a 3.00.

For a number of reasons, it is not really appropriate to draw com-

parisons between segmental grade point averages.

Grading policies and standards

are not uniform, nor are courses or perhaps even faculty expectations of
students.

Looking at high school versus college grades, however, a few observations
can be safely made.

First of all,, the community college experience is clearly

providing many students with a degree of academic success which they did not
have in high school.

Less than one third of them achieved a B average or better

high school while over one half are doing so in college.

This is the re-

verse of the typicalhighxeducation experience where students do not later
maintain their high school grade averages.

It our samples

over 60% of the

state system students reported high school grades of 3.00 or above, but only
45% had maintained a B average or better thus far in their college careers.
The comparable proportions for independent students are 70% (H.S.) and 53%
(college).

If, then, there are segmental differences in the previous acade_ c re-
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cords of students, d_ their aspirations for college work also vary?
expect so and the data in Table 16 would bear us out.
elicited these responses was:
plan to complete?"

We might

The question which

"What is the highest level of education you

The differences, by segment, are marked.

For instance, if

we sum the responses in columns 1, I, and 3 for the overall sample, we find

that 19.2% of these students intend to stop their schooling short ora
Bachelor's degree.

(I.e. they seek a non-degree certificate, or an Associate

of Arts or Science degree; or they're pursuing self-improvement with no
specific degree or program in mind.)

The percentage of community college

students with combined responses in these same three columns is 39.3%, double
the sample wide figure, while private school students show up in only one of
these columns, with a tiny 2.5%.

The analogous,combined percentage for state

system students is likewise small--4.5%.

However, the figures show a similarreading

ity of intention, across segments, to obtain a Bachelor's degree:

down column four in Table 16 gets 38.3%, 48.1%, and 37.4% for the three segments.

Post-baccalaureate plans again differ more widely, however.

portion of students planning to complete a Master

The pro-

degree Is close at the

private and public four year schools--roughly one third; but only 13.1% of the
two year school students have such post-baccalaureate plans.

And the percentage

f private students who report doctoral plans stays high, 27.6%

ore than double

and triple those in the four and two year public schools of 12% and 8%, respectively.

An interesting wrinkle appears in our data at this'point.

Nearly two-

thirds of the independent schools students planning post-baccalaureate work (at
the Master's or Ph.D. level) say they will do so in a school outside Oregon!
Related to these data .are students' expressed reasons for pursuing a
post-secondary education.

They were asked to rank their answers to this

84

TABLE 16

Planned Level of School Completion, by Se :" et

Self-Improv,

Non-Degree
BA or BS

MA or MS

Ph.D.

NJ.

211

272

93

57

10

5.5

29.7

38,3

13.1

8.0

1.4

12

2

19

356

259

89

3

1.6

0.3

2.6

48.1

35.0

12.0

0.4

#

5

0

0

76

62

56

4

Students

%

2,5

0

0

37.4

30.5

27.6

2.0

Column

#

46

41

230

704

414

202

17

2.8

2.5

13.9

42.5

25.0

12.2

1.0

Comounity

#

On1y

Certificate

29

9

4.1

AA or AS

College
Students

State

#

System
Students

Private
School

Totals

86
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question:

"Currently what are your three main reasons for pursuing education

beyond high school?"

Table 17 displays percentages for the respondents' first

and second ranked reason.

As their first ranked reason for pursuing educa-

tion, all three groups of students cite the
r desire to learn skills necessary
for a job or career.

It is interesting to further note that the
dIstrIbutIon

of rankings for the "First Ranked Reason" is
very similar be ween state system
and community college segments

For example,

Incre se future incom " Is the

second most often chosen reason, and "Self unde standin
chosen, for both segments.

the third most often

The private segment exhibits a somewhat different

distribution of first ranked responses, but comparing the three
segments column

by column the variation is not great.
Apparently this question does not disc iminate among the
segments as
sharply as did those inquiring about degree aspirations
or grade averages.

If

students in the three segments are sub tantially different
across many of the

dimensions which we explore in this section, they
are quite alike in their

reasonging to school,

whichever type of school they've chosen.

And yet

our research shows that they clearly do not view all schools
as being the same.
This seems an interesting result if rot an altogether
puzzling one.
this:

Consider

students at both community colleges and at private schools
(56% and 45%,

in turn) say they are pursuing an education because
they wish to learn job
or career skills.
segments.

Yet they are attending schools in two very different
school

Since both groups appear strongly investment oriented
in their de-

mand for education, we might assume that their
choice of segment reflectS their

TABLE 17

First and Second Ranked Reasons for Pursuing Post-Secondary Education, by Segmenta

Learn

Increase

Environ.

Skills

Fut. Inc.

of Change Culture

(1)

'Comaglity

(2)

Expos. to

(4

(1)

56,4

13.6

4.4

(2)

17.6

37.4

6.3

(1)

56,6

10.5

43

(2)

17,6

30.3

8.6

(1)

45.3(1)

(2)

17.7

18.2

6,9

(I)

55.1

11.6

17.6

31.9

-(5)
.8

Be With
Friends

Self Under- My Best
standing

(10)

Alternat

No Other

Parents'

Alter.

Wishes

Other

No Response

)

0

9.3

2.8(7)

0.4(819)

0.4(8/9)

3.5(6)

0.1

9.7

4.9

1.4

0.4

1.7

12,5

9.3(3)

3.0(7)

1.5 8

0.9(9)

4.5(5)

4.1

3.6

0.8

0.7

2.4

..

5.3

College

(1)

State

(2)

7.9

4

-(6)

.0(1°

System
12.8

0.7

15.5

0.0(1°

16.3(

16.3

1.0

22.2

4.9

1.0

4.7

5.1

0.0

10.2

3.1

7.4

11.1

0.5

13.8

4.4

(4)

(5)

(31

.4

6)

3,9(7)

4.4

1.0

1.0

9.9

1.0

0.7

4.0

4.7

1.1

0.6

1.9

9.7

1.0(8)

Independent

Collan Totals

a

The nuabers in the cells are percentages.

Thus in column 1, row 1 the cell entries tell us that 56.4% of the coPnnity

college respondents ranked "to learn skills necessary for a job or career" as their first reason for pursuing education.

Ranked second by them was "to increase lifetime earning power." The numbers in parentheses are the distribution of
rankings for the first-ranked reason.
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projected career choice.

3

A student wishing to prepare for a career' --law

would do well to enroll in one of Oregon's private schools, while a future
welder or mechanic might be drawn to the facilities and programs in Oregon's
community colleges.

Both students seek to learn career skills.

In many ways,

the answers to this particular question do not tell us much about why students
might choose one segment over another.

But there is a further dimension to demand for education whichwehoped
to pursue here--the question of investment vs. consumption
l demand.

ves in education-

Our Interest grew out of a belief that people who were nttending school

primarily for reasons of investment differed from those who were there as consumers in the main.

For example, we expected an investment promptelf_demand for

education to be more price elastic, as rates of return were affected by chang
ing tuition levels.

Alternatively, the student who is in school as a consumer

(e.g. .to increase self understanding, to learn more as an end in itself) may be

somewhat less sensitive to tuition changes--may exhibit a relatively price inelastic demand for education.

Thus we wanted to see how the reasons fbr pur,

suing education, as

given in the SRS, divided up along these two dimensions.

3_

This characterizationinvestment oriented--relates to the motive for schooling.
When we speak of an investment motive, we mean investment in human
capitalone's own. Such an investment is undertaken to enhance the productive capacity of, and/or increase income to, labor at some future time.
Parents
add to their children's stock of human capital attributes when they feed,
nourish, clothe and socialize them. Young adults are acting to increase their
human capital when they attend college for_the_purpose of learning career or
job skills or simply to acquire a credential which will increase their access
to certain jobs and thus their future income. 'This reason for attending school
is to be distinguished from a "consumption" reason, where the benefits of
attendance occur and are enjoyed in the present.
Going to school to be with
friends or to alleviate parental pressure are consumption reasons, as is going
because one enjoys reading, listening to lectures, and interacting'With an
intellectual community.
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We can lump together the responses Ln columns 1 and 2. Table 17, and call
these investment reasonn for pursuing an education.
sponses become con -umption reasons.

Then the other sell_ re-

Within this framework, wc do see some

further differences by segment as shown in Table 18.

Table 1

Investment and Consumption Motives for Pursuing Education, by Segment
-entages only)

Investment
Motive

Consumption
Motive

No Response

Rank

Community
College

(1st)
(2nd)

70.0
55.0

24.7
32.5

5.3
12.5

State
System

(1st)
(2nd)

67.1
47.9

28.8
45.2

4.1
6.9

Independent

(1at)
(2nd)

53.7
35.9

41.9
54.2

4.4
9.9

Column
Totals

(1st)
(2nd)

66.7
49.5

28.6
40.8

4.7
9.7

Now a clearer divIsIon emerges between the two public segments and that of
the private schools. Investment motives figure much more prominently in the responses of public school students.

They are not nearly as important to the pri-

vate students, ranking agthe primary reason approximate y 54% of the time and
the second reason under one-third of the time.

This is especially interesting

given the plans of private students to invest, disproportionately, in postbaccalaurete schooling.

If our hunches about the relationship between motive

f-- school attendance and price elasticity of demand are correct, then, ceteris
paribus, we would expect to see the differences in Table 18 reflected in our
dema d analysis later ort

ith consumption motives figuring more prominently

9

in the demand for private institutions, this segment's price elasticity should
be lower than that for the two public segments, even with the markedly higher
tuition levels in the private segments.

We shall see.

While we are examining degree aspirations and the reasons for school
attendance, it is interesting to see what differences, if any, exist between
men and women students.

Tables 19 and 20 enable us to do this.

In Table 19,

marital status and sex of respondent are brought together in a display of
answers to this question.
c- plete?

4

Nhat is the highest level of education you plan to

far

These figures are interest'ng but we should not push them too

_

Remember that in constructing contingency tables such as these, all other
factors are not held constant or "controlled for" as they are, for example,
a simultaneous regression model.

The effect of hidden bu_ important "other"

, vriables ean be demonstrated using Table 19.

It appears

for example, that un-

mArried students of both sexes are much less likely to say that they will comOff

plete their studies with less than a Bachelor's degree.

Likewise, a much larger

nuMber of,unmarrieds (as opposed to marrieds) say'they plan to complete a Ph.D.
Does this mean that getting married negatively affects one's degree plans?
haps, but perhaps not.

Per-

The frustrating thing about such tables is that they

alone.cannot provide a conclusive answer to this question.

Other things may be-

operating here and we cannot control for them in a simple, two way table.

For

f

instance, the reader may recall that 60% of those students who are married are
attending community colleges, and nearly 30% of all community college students
4_
We look at only two levels of response-here--never married and married.
Those students who are presently divorced, separated, widowed or "other," taken
together, number less than 57 of our sample of full-time undergraduate students.
We clipse to omit them from these two tables rather than analyze them separately

or add them to the group of students who were married

TABLE 19

Highest Planned Level of School Completion,
By Respondents' Sex and Marital Statusa

Less Than

Unmarrl.ed

Bachelor's

BA or BS

MA or MS

Ph.D.

1312

42.9

2611

1718

N. L

1.9

Males

Row Total

52.7

N.646

Total

Unmarried
b

Students . 1,226

Unmarried

18.3

44.9

23.5

8.2

0.9

44.9

P550

Females

Married

3 .7

40.5

1717.

8.1

0.0

Males

7015

N.237

Total
Married
Students . 336c

Married

25.6

45.5

26.7

.

2.2

0.0

Females

26.8

N.90

a

Percentages reported only
b

Thirty (2.4* of the respondents who told 118 they were not,married did not identify their
sex, thus they cannot be included in this,breakdown.

They are included in the total Count however.

1iine (2.7%) of the respondentS who told us they were married rlid not identify their sex

They are included in this total figureIut- notin the body of the table.
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are married (see Table 9).

The degree aspirations of community college students

differed markedly, as we saw earlier, from those of the students in public and
private four year schools.

Thus Table 19 reflects the degree aspirations

of married students who are also preponderately community students, who also tend
to be older.

We cannot separate these "effects" out in this table.

leL us proceed cautiously.

That said',

There are still some things which we can safely

point out.
First

rried women are a decided minority in our sample, numbering 90

all (or 5.4% of the total) compared to the 237 married men (or 14.3%).

When

we contrast their degree plans with those of the unmarried women students
differences occur mainly in columns 1 and 4:

the

far more unmarried women plan to

complete a Ph.D., and proportionately fewer plan to complete their education
with less than a'Bachelor's degree.
a Master

Since the proportion of women aspiring to

degree seems to be higher amongjw--ied women, perhaps we are seeing

here a downward adjustment ln plans, from Ph.D. to Master's degree.
The more substantial difference as regards doctoral plans is between
men and women, marital status aside.

In our (reduced) sample of

Arried" and

"never married" students, 15% of the men and 7.3% of the women say they plan
to complete a Ph.D.

On the other hand, a goodly number of women do plan some

post-baccalaureate work:
or B.S.

35% say they plan to complete a degree beyond a B.A.

This is not greatly diffe--nt from the 40% of the men who-have such post-

baccalaureate plans.

And the proportion of those men and women planning to

stop withjess than a Bachelor's is close-48.7% of the men and 19.2% of the
women.

In this category of plans, marital status appears important.

13.2%

of the unmarried men say they'll stop with less than a Bachelor's degree but
the percentage jumps to one-third for the married men.-

Similarly for women

studen -718.3% of the unmarried but 25:6% of the married females have less

9

-
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than baccalaureate plans.

Does marriage affect post-secondary degree aspira-

We cannot address issues of cause and effect in an analysis of this

tions?

kind, but the crosstabs d_ tip us off that somathing may be happening here
which merits,further examination.

While we arelooking at possible differences in responat, by sex, there is
one furth-- item which also pr vides a transition to the next section on financial resour

13--the relationship between self-support and income tax satus.

We compared responses on two SRS questions, 1116 and 1157.

The former asks, "Do

you (and spouse if applicable) contribute to your own support

'

The latter,asks,

"Did your parents claim you AS a dependent for Federal tax purposes for the cal-

endar year 19737" Oememb- that students were answering this question in May,
1974, just one month after the deadline for filing 1973 tax reports.)
displays the responses to these questions.

There are three variables combined

in the table--sex, tax dependence, and level of self-guppa
needed t

Table 20

-o some care is

keep things straight.

Looking at the first row, we see that 10% of all students surveyed said

_they contributed nothing to their own,support.
the women and 6.9% of the men.

This fi ure include% 13.6% of

Alternatively, row four indicates that roughly

20% of all students were classified as independent (self-supporting) students
by the Financial Aid Officer (FAO) at their institution.
sample falls between these statuses:

Two thirds of the

approximately one third (row 2) say.that

they contribute some toward their own support but that the bulk comes from their
parents and another third say they are primarily self-supporting..

The largest

percentage of the women, 41%, falls in row two -they were primarily supported
by their parents--while the large t percentage of men were prima ily self suppor
ing, 42.5%.

However, if we 1- p together rows 1, 2 and 3 we see that three

fourths of the respondents did no

identify themselves as financially independent
4
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TABLE 20

Student Tax Dependent Status Compared with Financial Aid Status,
By Sex of Respondent

Did Parents Claim You as a Tax Dependent (1973

Mal

Respodents

Female_Respondents

Row Total

LeVel of Self Support
Yes

No

Yes

No

36

23

66

25

150

59.0

37.7

71.0

26.9

9.9

#

202

14

263

11

490

%

91.0

6.3

93.9

3.9

32.3

None

Some, but mostly
parental support

_

Primarily self-

#

147

214

93

58

512

38.7

56.3

58.1

36.3

33.8

#

8

176

6

112

302

%

4.2

93.1

5.0

93.3

19.9

#

19

10

25

9

63

33.3

73.5

26.5

4.2

supporting

Self-supporting,

and FAO classified
as such

Self-supporting but
not FAO classified
as such

1

Males . 849

97

Females

666
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students.

Examining the table in ano her way, we see that 865 students, 57%, said
that their parents did claim them as dependents in their 1973 tax claim.

A

higher proportion of the women students w re so claimed than men--67.8% compared
to 48.5%.

And a disproportionate numbel of women were claimed as a tax depend-

ent even though theY considered themselves to be independent students.

If a

student has been claimed as a dependent fur Federal tax purposes, he or she cannot he classified ns "ind pendent" by their institution's Financill Aid Office.
This may he a problem for some of the students in row 5 of the table:

19 men

and 25 women report that they were claimed as tax dependents and also say they
are self-supporting.

This could be the reason why they were no_ FAO classified

as such.

This completes the crosstabulations which describe the general demographic.
characteristics of the SRS sample.

We move now to a presentation of data on

student reported costs and resources.

Following that, there is a brief section

specifically on Federal aid recipients.

As its name implies, the Student Resource Survey focuses on the resource
aspect of school attendance; and it does so in considerably more detail than any
other instrument we have seen.

Altogether, 49 questions on the survey inquire

about schooling costs and student resources.

We report the responses to some

of these questions below, along with appropriate qualifications where necessary.
At the start it should be noted that many knowledgeable people who work with
student financial aid in Oregon doubt the accuracy of student reported financial
information.
our data.
al

We do not share their doubts, but we do know the li itations of

It has been examined for internal consistency and compared with

orld" data where possible (for example, actual tuition and fees).
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inconsistencies do occur, they are taken Into account.

Above all we have tried

to work within the limita ions imposed by the data, not using it for purposes
that assume more accuracy than we have reason to assume.

We start this sec-

ion with information about which a good deal is already known--the direct and
indirect costs of schooling.

The reader can straightforwardly judge the accur-

acy of these student reported cost figures.

Here and throughout this section on

financial information, data are typically grouped in ranges and then means and
standard deviations are give
Table 21 displays total cost by segment.

This cost figure was computed

by us from student reports of their expenses in these five categories:

tuition

and fees; books, supplies and course materials; room and board; trasnportation;
clothing, recreation and inciden als.

Of these,the first t o categories are

regarded as direct costs and the remaining three are summed to derive indirect
costs of schooling.

Remember that the SRS questionnaire was f lled out in

May 1974 and students were reporting their budgets for the 1973-74 academic
year which was coming to a close.

The largest percentage of conununity college
5

students, 18%, said that their total expenses were in the range of $1501-2,000.-

Over one-fifth of the state system students also reported total costs in this
range; but a larger number of them, 27.4%, gave their costs as being between
$2,001 ,ziad $2,500.

In contrast, only seven independent students said their

budgets were below $2,500 for the school year.

Fully a fifth of them. were pay-

ing between $3,501 and $4,000 and another fifth were between $4,001 and $4,500.

These differences in costs are attributable for the most part to differences in
tuition charges, by segment.

We shall see this in a moment.

A further table on total cost data shows up again the striking differences
5

The nine-month expense figures were given to us in "exact dollar 'figures"
by respondents. We have imposed ranges on them for purposes of data display and
analysis.
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TAME 21

Total College Expenses, by Segment&

(1)

0-200

Community

#

4

(2)

(3)

(4)

201-

401-

601-

1001-

1501-

2001-

2501-

3001-

400

600

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

128

99

38

43

18.0

13,9

5.3

6.0

162

203

85

21.9

27.4

4

i3

56

(5)

58

(7)

(6)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

3501-

4001-

4501-

5001-

5501-

arer

4000

4500

5000

5500

6000

6000

N,R.

15

9

2

1

222

711

1.1

2.1

1.3

0.8

0.3

0.1

31.2

43.0

68

43

24

2

0

.10

109

740

11.5

9.2

5.8

3.2

0.7

0.3

0.0

1.4

14.7

44.7

3

10

18

42

43

27

.13

5

2

36

203

(13)

(14)

6 ,

(15)

(16)

Row

College
0.6

State

#

0

0.6

0

2.5

0

7.9

8

8,2

21

(17)

Total

System
0.0

Indepen-.

#

0

0.0

0

0.0

1.1

2.8

0

4'

dent
1

Column

1

0,0

4

0,0

4

0.0

18

00

20

1.5

4.9

8.9

20.7

21.2

13.3

6,4

2.5

1.0

17.7

12.3

(4

79

294

305

133

129

93

82

41

21

7

13

367

1654

3.9

4.8

17.8

18,4

8,0

7.8

5.6

5.0

2.5

1.3

0.4

0.8

22.2

100.0

0.0

Totals
0.2

0.2

1.1

-Total college expenses" includes tnition and fees; bc

and supplies:loom and board; transportation; and clothing, recreation

and incidentals,
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between school types.

Table 22 omits all incomplete responses and displays

cumulative percentages by segment for those students who gave us a dollar
6

figure for all five categories of school expense.
drive home the cost differences.

Several columns serve to

For example, in column six we see that 54%

and 30% of all community college and state system students, respectively, are
paying $2,000 or less for their total college expenses, while a tiny 2.4% of
the independent students report costs in this range.

And column 10 indicates

that 92% and 93% of students in the two public school segments pay anywhere up
to but not over $4,000, while less than half of the independent students do:

This means that over half of the latter pay more than $4,000 a year to go to
school.

In fact, column eight shows that 90% of the independent students pay

over $3,000 a year in total expenses.

Let's break down the total expense figure and see what students report
as their costs in each category.

7

Table 23 gives maintenance budgets (or in-

direct co _s of school attendance), by institutional segment.

As with the total

cost figures reported a moment ago, the incidence of missing or inoomplete information, for room and board especially, must be kept in mind when looking
at these percentages.

In all three segments, the largest percentage of students

6

Remember that we developed the total cost figures by summing the five
budget items which students gave us. This procedure generates a larger number
of unuseable items because if any one of the cost categories is incomplete a
total cost item cannot be computed. The expense item usually omitted was room
and board.
Here "no response" may mean that the student is living at home-that there is no out of pocket cost for room and board. However, we cannot legitimately consider an omitted response to be "zero'; hence these respenses cannot be used and a total coSt item cannot be computed for these surveys.
7

These five budget categories are the same ones used by institutional financial aid officers and by the Oregon State Scholarship Commission.
Thus the
student reported information which we discuss in this section can be directly
compared with the information regarding student budgets developed by educational institutions and state agencies.
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TABLE

22

Distribution of Total College Expenses, Given in Cumulative Percentages by Segment
(2)

(3)

(4)

(11)

(12)

(13)

.(14)

201-

401-

601-

1001-

1501-

2001-

2501-

3001-

3501-

4001-

4501-

5001-

5501-

Over

Row

-200

400

600

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

5000

5500

6000

6000

Total

0.8

1.6

5.0

16.5

28.0

54.0

74.0

81.7

90.5

92.0

95.0

97.0

98.0

98.4

100.0

NR489

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

4.0

29.6

61.7

75.0

86.0

93.0

96.8

97.5

97.8

97.8

99.4

11631

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.4

4.0

10.0

21.0

46.0

72.0

88.0

96.0

98.8

99.9

1P,167

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(15)

(16)
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reported Indirert costs bet

_1 and $1,500, nith

n $1

were also In the $1,501-2.000 range.

a large proportion

Note how much closer the distribut on

of indirect costs is than that of total costs.

Since the indirect cost figures are a composite of three budget categories we can look at these separately.
with means.

A straightforward way to do thi- is

Table 24 brings together a collection of our cost data and displays

it as means, by segment.

In column one, the differences in segmental total cost

that we saw earlier are again illustrated.

As we move across the table the

basis for these cost differences is readily apparent.

Direct Instructional

costs (DIC--a figure which includes tuition, fees, books, supplies and course
materials) bear nearly the entire responsibility for the difference in co
As reported by students, DIC at the community colleges are 55% of those costs
at the state system schools.
pendent schools is 19%:

The ratio of DIC in community colleges to inde-

instructional costs are more than five times higher at

the private schools than the two year public schools.

This cost ratio be

-een

the four year public and private schools is 35%.

If we had expected the segments to evidence cost differences in the other
budget catego-ies, Table 24 would not bear us out.

Students in the state system

schools report the highest overall maintenance budgets while community college
students show the lowest, but the spread_ between the two is only 7.5%.

Looking

the three categories which comprise the maintenance budgets, we see fIrst that
private students report the smallest room and board costs.
in this column are close, however.

All three figures

What differences ther_ are may be attribut-

able to variations in living accomodations.

Over 38% of

e community college

students live with a spouse, compared to 21.6% and 9.4% of the four year public
and private students.

Alternatively, 56.7% of the privat_ -tudents vs. 26.6%

TABLE 23

gaintetoce Badgets (or Indirect

201-

$0-200

Coiyfflunity

#

23

400

Schooling Costs), By Segment

401-

8014

1,001-

1501-

2001-

2501-

3001-

3501-

4001-

4501-

5001-

5501-

Om

600

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

5000

5500

6000

47

133

88

49

51

12

10

9

4

0

6,6

16,7

12.4

6.9

7,2

1.7

1.4

0.6

0.0

32

Rov

6000

0,

Total

0

1

222

711

0.0

0.1

31,2

43.0

5

109

740

0.7

14,7

44.7

College
%

3.2

State

4.5

4.2

5

.

1.

49

262

164

78

25

21

7

3

35,4

22.2

10.5

3.4

2.8

0.9

0.4

1

System
%

Indepoo -

0.4

0.7

0.7

6,6

1

0

3

15

56

24

6

0.5

0.0

1.5

7,4

37.6

11.8

3.0

0.0

0

0.1

0.4

1

1

36

203

CL-

17.7

12.3

dent
%

107

0.5

1,0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.0

I

8

TABLE

24

Means and Standard Deviations for Various Categories of Cost, by Segment

Direct
Total Cost

Community

m

$2047

Instr. Costs

$467

Indirect

(in $)'

Room and

Transpor7,

Board,

tatiek,.

$1580

$1187

$245

$279

985

727

232

331

1704

1186

195

342

905

631

200

361

1674

1114

237

342

738

424

213

348

1653

1176

222

316

918

642

217

348

Costs

Cloth.ing,

Reeves., etc.

College

State System

SD

1056

M

2546

SD

1003

M

4097

Independent

SD

Column Totals

M

SD

109

842

2423

945

2558

1199

905

86

-

the st ate system and 2.4% of the community college students live in=college-.....-

.

owned dormitories.

We do not know how carefully respondents isolated for

us some measure of their o

room and board costs as opposedto such cost

themselves and their spouses and/or families.

This could account for the lo
_

.

room and board budgets of the independent (mostly unmarried) students.
Transportation costs differ some by segment.
students pay the most in this budget category.

The community::college

This is because they are Co

A fourth of them reported that they drive between 5-10 miles to school, while
fifth commutes be -een 10-15 miles.
tance from their school campus.

Eleven percent more live 15-25 mile

dis-

This is quite a contraqt from the 74% of inde-

pendent and 64% of state system students who live on campus or less than one,mile
away.

That the private students pay more than those in state system school:1-

probably refleCts the cost of travelling to school from out of State.

Re ember

that 55% of these students were not Oregon residents.

Alinal set of data --mpletes this section oh costs:
the previous categories of means

Table 25 repeats-

but breaks them down futther by sex.

segment, women students report lower total costs than 'clo the men.

In each-

(We -shoW

these differences as female/male cost ratios at the bottom of the table )
differences Are not large though.

The-.

We do not have a ready explanation for the

larger variation in co: s, by sex, for the state system sample.: It is greatest

in the transportation budget category, reaching.a .67-femaIe/male costratio
It will be interesting to see if and how the various resources used to defray

schooling costs reflect these differencesin what students say they are paying.
We come next to the matter of student financial resources.
From where do.students say they-are getting the-finances to go to
On the SRS they were asked to identify which of 28 specific resou -e

l

I

chool?

they

TABLE 25

Means for Various Categories of Cost, ly Segment and by Sex

Total Cost

Direct
Instr. Costs

Coumunity

Male

Indirect

Room and

Costs

Board:

Transpor-

Clothing
Becrea.

9

$2084

$484

$1620

Female

2005

471

1534

Male

2690

863

1827

1268

229

362

Female

2372

809

1563

1096

153

319

Male

4220

2502

1718

1116

242

357

Female

3977

2346

1631

1114

233

327

et _.

College

State
System

IndOendent

Female Total

ost

.96

at CC

.95

at CC

.86

at SS

.95

at Ind,

Female Dir. Instt. Cost
.88

at SS

.94

at Ind.

Male Total Cost

Male Dir. Instr. Cost
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are utilizing (survey questions #22 through #49).

These 28 individual items

were clustered into five major areas for which respondents computed an exact
=.

dol'ctr support figure--1) family support, 2) student's own employment and
savings

3) grants, 4) benefits, and 5) loans.

The aggregate resource categories

are analyzed below, using ranges and means as in the previous section on costs.
To provide an initial context, we show student-reported parental income
(before taxes) for 1973.

This is done in two ways.

Table 26 distributes the

d ta into 10 ranges using the (continuous ) responses just as they were given

on the survey--that is
quencies.

Table 27

_

missing responses are included in calculating the fre-

ntains the parental income distribution for only those

students who gave us a response.

Since the frequency of missing responses

differs by segments, thi5 approach results in a different relative distribution
of income than in Table 26.

Ho ever, both tables evidence the same basic

pattern of income by segment
According to Table 26, the largest percentage of community college students reported their parents

gross annual income as between $9,000 and $12,000.

The distribution given us by four year school students is somewhat more dIffused.
In the public segment four income ranges are quite close.in frequencies:
11,999, $12,000-14,999, $15,000-17,999, and over $25,000.

$9,000-

The independent

segment shows a higher parental income with the largest single percentage of
responses at $25,000 or above.

The number of missing responses to this ques-

tion are explained, though only in part, by the presence of students who define
themselves as self-supporting and do not regard their parents' income as rele-

vant information in their financial resource picture, or who do not even know
what this income figure is.

Included in this category of self-supporting stu

dents are 27.2% at the community colleges, 22.3% at state system school, and
12.3% at the private schools.
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Table 26

Parental leen, B

Segment

33

(3)

300081-2999

Community

#

5999

(4)

60007499

7300-

8999

(5)

9000-

(6)

,

11999

12000-

14999

28

35

20

39

79

58

9

4.9

2.8

5.5

11.1

8.2

17

19

34

27

86

82

2.3

2.6

4 6

3.6

11.6

11.1

8

4

3

13

3.9

2.0

1.5

6.4

62

58

69

178

170

4.2

10.2

10.3

(7)

15000=
-17999

(8)
1800020999

(9)

21000-:24999

.

(10).

(11)

Over
25000

N.R.

College

'State

System

Independent #

1.5

Column
Totals
2.9

317

158

119

42

156

594

If we look at the parental income figures with missing responses left out,
the percentages in each income range are, of course, increased.
figure in each cell, Table 27, is a cumulative percentage
find that the inco e differences are striking.

The third

Looking at it,

For example, over half of

the responses from conununtty college students gave parental income levels of
-

$11,999 or below.

The analogous proportion among four year schools Was about

a thi-d for the state system and under a fifth for privates.

Further -Over in

the columns (Table 27) we see that roughly 80% of the two year students reported
parental incomes of $17,999 or less, while 66% and 55% of the four year public'
and private students, respectively, said their parents' incomes were less than
this amount.

Parental income may or may not have a rela

onship to the level of fi-

nancial support which students receive from their parents.

The forier figure

reflects the resou ces potentially available while the-latter shows those
actually tendered.

Students were asked to estimate the amount of

ney they

had received during the 1973-74 academic year from their parents, as well ad
from their spouses, their own _mployment and savings, and various kinds of
grants, benefits and loans.
Append

B.)

(Spe itenig #22 through #49 on the SRS questionnaire,

The answer to each of these 28 individual itets is expressed as

a Code, corresponding to one of nine dollar ranges given on the questionnaire.In addition, exact (aggregate) dollar figUres were elicited at certain points
in the resource information.

Yor example, students were asked to add parental

support tothat from a spouse and give us a total dollar amount--"total family
support."
support.

Table 28 shows the means, by segment, for this category of finanCial
From other work we have done with this data we know that a higher

relative proportion of this family support for community college students comes
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Table 27

Parental Income

3000-

7500-

9000-

12000-

by Segment

15000-

32

6

31

13.0

8.5

1.6

8.2

68.6

81.6

90.1

91.7

99.9

86

82

80

6Z

28

8999

28

35

20

39

79

58

49

1

7.4

9.2

5.3

10,3

21.0

15.4

Cum %

7.4

16.6

21.9

32.2

53.2

34

27

17

19,

0vr

21000-

25000

17999

7499

Community

18000-

24999

14999

5999

$1-2999

College

WO-

issing Respoas s Omitted)

11999

20999

State
System

5.4,

16.3

%

3,3

3.7

6.5

5.2

16.5

15.8

15.4

11.9

Cum %

3.3

7.0

13.5

18,7

35,2

51.0

66.4

78.3

81.7

100.0

8

4

3

13

30

29

25

40

3

8

i

%

1.8

4.9

2.5

1.8

8.0

18.4

17,8

15.3

4.9

24.5

1.8

6.7

9.2

11.0

19.0

37.4

55.2

70.5

75.4

99.9

48

62

58

69

178

170

158

119

42

156

4.5

5.8

5.5

6.5

16.8

16.0

14.9

11.2

4.0

14.7

Z

Cua :

4.5

10.3

15.8

22.3

39.1

55.1

70.0

81.2

85.2

99.9

,

Inde-

pendent

Column

Totals

119
118
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from- their spouses (i.e. hiOer than in the other segments

spouse support in

all three still falls substantially below that from parents however).

Roughly

a third of these students (those community college respondents who report some
family suppo_.) had support from a spouse.

This is to be compared with the_8%

of private and 18% of state system students who reported financial support from
a spouse.

8-

Table 28
Means and

_

andard Deviations for Family Supp0rt1 by Segment

Level of Su

Community C 1 ege

State System

Mean

$ 621

S.D.

(1143)

Mean

920
(1155)

.36

1908
(1563)

.47

S.D.

Independent

Mean
S.D.

Column Total

ort

Mean

928
(1275)

S.D.

But when money for scho

.30

expenses was contributed by a spouse, It tended to be

much larger in absolute amount than that given by parents, from two times higher
among independent students to four times higher among community college students.
And far fewer parents of community college Students contributed to school costs

than did the parents in other segments-25% for co
system and,67% for private school students.
us.

unity college, 51% for state

This phenomenon should not surprise

It is likely explained by a number of convergent factors.

Remember that

the diSt -butions of age, marital status, and veteraastatus all differ sub tanThe proportion of students in each segment who report some support from a
spouse is roughly equivalent to that proportion in the sample who are presently
married.
In other words, if students are married it is usually the case that
their spouse helps defray school costs. However, the proportion of married students differs greatly by segment, as we have seen.
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tially according to segment.

To take a Polar case, par ntal support is more

.likely (and necessary) for a 19 year old, unmarried,private school student than

for a 30 year old married vete

n attending a community college.

The point here

is that the differing rates of parental support among student groups should not
be interpreted as a reflection of differing values placed on education or o
willingness to contribute to educ

jonal costs.

In TahIe28 (p. 92) we i-cluded the "O's" in calculating the
average amounts of
support.

What we have, then, i

a

includes the situation where no
of potential support.

was forthcoming from certain categories

In this part

_f family support (including those
stantially by segment.

ind Of "supply of resources" figure--one that

ular case, we see that the average level
isdents who received nOne) differed sub-

For private students, family support was three times

that for community students and twice that for state system students.

And even

though the cost of attending a priva te school is relatively high, the proportion

cost defrayed by family supPott is highest for private studen- 47% as
compared with 30% and 36% in the two public segments...

To what degree do students support themselves through,their own employment and savings?

We shall look first at .What they told us ahout.their hours of

work during the school year.

From Table 29 we see that around a third of the

community college and private stndento say they did not work at all while school
was in seSsion, and so too with half the state system students.

The picture

changes quickly thereafter as the eutliulative percentages (the Ulnres in parentheses) show.

Working 10 hours a Wec or less, or not at all, were 45% of the

community college respondents and 65% and 72% of state system and private students

respectively.

A half-time job or less mi ht be represented by the hours

for columns 1-4 (i.e. 0-20 hrs.).

In this case, about 70% of community college,

87% of state system and 91% of private students worked no more than half time,
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Table 29

Average Weekly Work Hours During School, by Se:ne
(1)

Comunity

(2)

None

640

#

233

%

32.8

(3)

.(4)

(5)

(6)

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

86

99

73

63

20

12.1

13.9

10.3

8.9

2.8

(7)

31-35

(8)

(9)

36+

N.R.

12

111

14

1.7

15.6

2.0

2

College

(44.9)

State

(69.1)

(82.5)

#

369

112

75

90

37

15

8

26

-- 8

%

49.9

15.1

10.1

12.2

5.0

2.0

1,1

3.5

1.1

System

(65.0)

Indepen-

(87.3)

(95,4)

#

74

72

23

16

10

2

0

2

4

%

36.5

35.5

11.3

7.9

4.9

1.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

dent

(72.0)

(91.2)

(97.1)
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if at all.

It appears that a significant number of community college
students

hold down fulltime jobs:

this would seem to be the appropriate interpretation

of a 36+ hour work week, and 15.6%
work situation.

A negligible numbe

conmiuniy college sample report this
four year school students (private or

public) report fulltime work.
How do these work hours affect student self-support?
part of the answer.

Table 30 provides

Here an average dollar figure is given, by segment, for

"total money from employment and savings."

highest for community college

students and lowest for those in th_ private segment.

The relati nship between

hours of school time employment and this dollar support figure
is not direct,
however.
ments:

"Total money from employment and savings" is
a composite of nine eleschool year employment (College Work Study, assistantships,
on-campus

employment other than CWS, and other employment);
summer employment (divided
into the same four cat gories as those just given ); and personal
9
savings.

School year employment Is represented by four of these
nine categories,
is only a portion of the potential sources of "total
employment and savings."
Table 30

Means for Total Support from Employment and Savings,
by Segment
Community College

Mean
S.D.

State System

Mean
S.D.

Independent

Mean
S.D.

Column Total

Mean
S.D.

9

1356
1619
1436
1418
1258
1058

$1382
1466

Remember that the sample we are presently analyzing
has only undergraduate
students in it. Therefore, no support from
teaching or research assistantships
was reportedby this group.
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Nonetheless, school year employment was the single largest component of this
total support figure for students in all three segments.

The figures in Table 30 are surprising, for the community college students,
despite their heavier work hours, fall hetween the two segments of four year
schools in average amount of support coming from their own employment and savings.

How can this be?

We picked this total figure apart and examined each of

the nine components of it, by segment.

The differences are intriguing.

First

of all, the community college students report mote resources than other segments in only two of the nine items--college work study
year employment (i.e., off campus employment).
income, on average, from

and "other" school

They have substantially less

on campus employment (other than Work Study), fro ,off

campus summer employment, and from personal savings.

These last two items give

us data that we arc not really in a position to explain.
adds t- our information but not our understanding.

One further datum

Our analysis shows that a

smaller propor ion of community college students report income from summer jobs
than do-four year school students.

We don't know why this is so, but it is these

relatively fewer summer jobholders who are reflected in the lower dollar average
for this segment's support frOm surmner employment.

Combining family support and

_ support we get a figure for "personal re4

sources."

This represents all the resources that the_student brings to bear from

self and from family.
fits, loans.

It is to be,contrasted with "aid resources"--grants,hene-

We were interested in whether

gories differed by sex.

the

two personal res urce cate-

Table 31 presents data in examination of that question.

The mean figures for employment and savings are easier to understand than
those for family support.

are

Like all labor markets, the one in which college age

women seek work likely offers a substantially smaller range of jobs and at
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TABLE 31

Means for Family Support and Own Employment and Savings, by Sex
and by Segment

SAPEL221-0-4-1
Male

Community College Mean

S.D.

State System

Mean

S.D.

Independent

Mean

S.D.

Column Totals

Mean

S.D.

§By.2.1.1amwna

Female

Male

Female

$ 704

8510

$1597

$1027

1270

934

1761

1315

823

1044

1129

1045

1239

1021

1594

1018

1690

2094

1443

1025

1628

1484

1096

956

$ 872

$ 999

$1642

$1035

1189

1621

1135

P622

N433

N409

1334

N-808
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lower wages than what is available to men.

Working as secretaries, clerks,

waitresses, etc., women are less able to earn a level of self-support equal
that -f their male counterparts.

There are also differences in family support by sex.
can see, there is no clear pattern here.

But as the reader

It appears that the families of

community college students provide less support to females than to males.
--ever, this is reversed for the students at four year schools.

How-

Oregon officials

who work with financial aid programs have suggested to us that family
support
dollars are "last in" in -tudent aid packages.

After support from all other

quarters has been solicited, earned and/or assured, failies are then called
upon to make up any remaining difference between cost and resources.
vides one explanation for higher family support for women students:

This protheir own

sUpport capabilities are lower and "last in" dollars could make up this difference.

What then are we to think of the data for the community college segment?

S me hints come from the earlier demographic data.

First, many more men than

women.students are married (14.3% compared to 5.4% in our undergraduate sample).
Also, more community college students are married than are students in the other
two segments.

Thus a much larger percentage of family suppOrt for community

college students, but married males in particular, comes from spouses.

Remember-

that when support from a spouse is reported, the absolute amoUnt tends
to be
higher than that from parents.

Given the demographic differences reported above

we would expect the average family support reported_by community college males
to be higher than that of their female counterparts.
Counterposed to p_ sonal resources are aid resources--grants, benefits, and
loans.

Grant resources

as defined by the financial aid community, come from

grants, scholarshIps, fellowships and traineeships.

These may be state (as in the

Oregon State Scholarship CommIssion awards), federal (as in Basic
Educational
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Opportunity Grants or Bureau of Indian Aff irs krants), institutional (for
example, tuition wavers or institutional traineeships), or private (e.g. an
Elks scholarship).

Benefits are categorical and are comprised of such things

-7

as the GI Bill

Social Security Administration benefits, welfare payments,

State Vocational Rehabilitation monies, W.I.N. payments, etc.

Although most

of these benefits are really "income" to recipients (as opposed to grants which
help defray school expenses)

from employment."

they are distinguished on the SRS from "income

Lastly, the separate loan categories listed on the questionnaire

were NDSL, Health Professions, LEEF, State Guaranteed _- Federally Insured,
institutional long-term, and other.

Obviously, the availability of sueh aid resources is not as widespread as
is support from self or family.

TherefOre

it seems appropriate to present the

information on these categories of resourcedollars in two ways-7l) a supply of
aid dollars to the specific student populations, or aid dollars/capita; and
2) average dollar amounts delivered per recipient.
on aid dollars can be shown by segment.

Both kinds of information

Table 32 does this for the three eate-

gories of aid resources and then for total aid resources.
There are substantial differences by segment.

Students in private schools

are disproportionately represented among the grant recipients and borrowers.
this SRS sample of non-sectarian private students, 50%
for the aid category "total amount from grants."

Of'

gave us a dollar figure

And the average amount was

$1093--over twice that in the two year public segment and considerably higher
than the $835 average for four year public students.

Our other analysis of

ranged data for the twenty-eight distinct aid Items shows that three grant
items are contributing heavily to the higher dollar average for privates:
tion waivers,institutional grants, and "other" grants

tui-

So institutional aid

dollars emerge as a significant resource for private students.

A higher incl.=

Table 32

Average Per Capita Aid Dollars andletual (Amiga)

Crants
(1)

Dollars

pet Capita

Mean

$182

0

500

S.D.

368

Mean

259

593

#

.D.

532

Mean

,0
S.D.

Mean

699

.

158

731

284

1251
S,D.

1 0

531

Benefits

(2)

(3)

Dollars/

Reeipienta

$522

459

658

624

584

940

1093

459

570

476

184 (252)

773

per Capita

1231

835

635

Dollars

$1018

174 (242)

101

Recipient Dollars

252
50%)

137

706

692

1291

1100

By

egMent

Loans

(4)

(5)

Dollars/

Recipienta

Dollars

per Capita

$1860

$145

312 (441)

460

1096

1749

,

159 (21%)

1009

1499

23 (112)
1062

1808
494

1069

302)

TOW Aid Resources
(6)

(7)

Dollars/
Reeipient

$599

($)

Dollars
per Capita

$1038

111 (15%)

Dollars/
Reeipienta

$1580

711

.

467 (662)

356

,502

1207

1166

245

894

775

1475

580

159 (21%)

740

389

637

950

1102

1130

595

1199

1133

1783

143

71 (352)

797

744

248

861_

1183

797

203

129 (64%)

1169

.

932

341 (212)

1654

814

1164

532)

994

.

985 (60%)

1134

aThe numbers in parentheses represent the
per entage of the total segenta1 population
which the recipients in each aid category
comprise,
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dence of Federal grants was also reported by private students; but these, and
state grants, were not nearly as prominen- in the grants category as were institutional grants.

Looking further at the ranged data for individual aid items, we note
that the average reported amount of both Federal and state grant awards was
quite close in each segment.

For the Federal awards the averages were $604

(CC), $651 (SS), and $547 (Ind.).

The Oregon State Scholarship Commission

awards averaged $477 (CC), $508 (SS), and $519 (ind.).

occur with theimstitutional awards.
vate segment averaged $631,

The dollar differences

For example, tuit on w.iven3in the pri-

while the very small numbers of public s gment

students who reported receiving a waiver said they averaged $215 and $520, at
the two year and four year schools, respectively.
Let's move now to benefits.

The same analyses of continuous and ranged

data on individual items can be brought to bear in disecting the reported
ures in this aid category.
.of that for grants:

Here the situation is rather like a mirror image_

fully 44% of community college students reported benefits

of some kind, as compared to 21% and 11% of state system and independent students.
It is not hard to figure out the bases for these differences.
reported the veteran status of SRS respondents.
vets were community college attendees.

An earlier table

A disproportionate number of

This information is reflected in high

average benefits per capita in the community college.segment (Column 3, Table 32)-$1018 as compared to $476 and $252 in the two four year segments!
actually receiving benefits

For those

remember that the percentage of recipients differs

greatly between segments). the dollar amount is much closer, ranging from the

$1860 average among community college students to $1499 among independent students.

As might be expected from our earlier demographic and income data, those
students reporting either welfare or State Vocational Rehabilitation benefits
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are to be found in the community college segment almost exclusively.. Thus
it is benefits that comprise the largest component of the financial aid
package of community college studentS--both:in terms of. numbers of students
.

_

.

reached and in average amount of dollars per beneficiary.
Finally, as noted earlier, students in private schools are more often
bor owers of money for school.

The average amount of loan per borrower

also high, $1199, compared to $599 for community college. and $894 for state

system borrowers (Column 6

Table 32)..

In our examination of the individual

loan ittms on the survey, we found that NDSLs were the loans most often used
by students in both public segments while private students used both NDSLs
and GSLs but slightly more of the latter.

The average amounts borrowed under

NDSLs were. $564 (CC), $728 (SS), and $881 (ind.).

The average amounts of

Guaranteed or Federally Insured Loans were $821 (CC), $1012 (SS, and $1228 (Ind
Loans from other sources were small in number.

In summary, the total aid resources column shows that when we aggregate
,

...

aid from grants, benefits and loans, differences tend to "wash out."

Reported

total aid resources, for actual recipients, are lowest for state system students,
$1475 on average, and highest for private students, $1783.
former and two-thirds

About half of the

latter report-receiving some kind of aid.

proportion of community college aid recipients is also two-thirds.

The

Aid dolla

would appear to be very important in meeting the costs of school attendance.
we needn't surmise this

But

-= can let students speak for themselves about how im-

portant financial aid was to their educational decisions.
Question #53 on the SRS asks:

"Without financial aid, what alternative

method would you have piar±1y utilized to meet your school expenses
sponses are shown in Table 33.

'

The re--.

10

The differences, by segment, are notable.

la

Respondents were instructed to skip this 'question if they had not received
financial aid. Therefore, the responses here are for aid recipients only.
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Table 33

Alternative Ways to ueet School Expenses, Without A d,
by Segment
Community
College
Attend Lower Cost
Institution

Combination of
Previous 4 Items

Alter Standard of
Living

Postpone Attendance
Until Financially
Able

Live at Home

Not Attend School

II

Z

Column Totals

.

Row
Totals

16

33

55

2.0

7.0

35.0

9.0

15

21

10

46

5.0

9.0

11.0

7.6

18

22

3

43

7.0

9.0

3.0

7.1

Additional Summer
Employment

Loans

Indepen.

6

Additional Help
From Parents

Additional School
Year Employment

State
System

7

5

3.

13

3.0

2.0

1.0

2.0

26

25

12

63

9.0

10.0

13.0

10.0

28

52

19

99

10.0

22.0

20.0

16.0

23

8

0

31

8.0

3.0

0.0

5.0

71

49

10

130

25.0

21.0

11.0

21.0

4

8

0

12

1.0

3.0

0.0

2.0

77

33

5

1 5

28.0

13.0

5.0

19.0

275

239

93

607

39.4

15.3

100.0

45.3

.
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Over one-third of the private students said that their primary alternative
would be to attend a lower cost institution.

Only 2% and 7% o: the community

college and state system students, respectively, mentioned thia alternative._
It is significant that altogether 40% of the total sample and 53% of the
community college students said they would either postpone attendance or not
attend school at all in the absence of aid.
attend a community college in Oregon.

It is relatively inexpensive to

Even so, these figures tell us that

the decisibn to attend school is a fragile one for many students, and

rticu-

larly those at two-year public schools--a decision quite reveih1e by a
change in their aid resources.

A fifti- -f the state system

also said

they would postpone attendance until finan ially able if they did not have financial aid.

But they were equally likely to think of other al

-tWAves, like

putting together some combination of additional parental help, employment nnd
limns.

This alternative was Oa ce,cond moat frequently cited one for private

students too
attendance.

who were relatively unlikely to say they would postpone school
Note that in all three segments, additional school year or summer

employment was infrequently mentioned as an alternative.

Why would community

college students, for example, give up plans to go to school altogether before
they wOuld consider the alternative of additional work?
us.

The data cannot tell

Perhaps this reflects a lack of work opportunities for college age people.
Responses to another SRS question further demonstrate the impact of fi-

nancial aid on schooling decisions.
choice among schools:

This one asks more specifically about the

you would not have attended this college without

the offer of financial aid or academic scholarship, where would you most likely have attended?"

Table 34 presents the distribution of answers (again, for

financial aid recipients only).

Looking a row at a time, we can see different

Table 34

...Students' .Alternative School of Choice in. the'Absenoe 'of 'Financial Aid'a

4 Yr. Public Schools

Oregon

',non-Oregon

4 Yr._ Private,Schools

Or-got Ann-Oregon

2 Yr! Palk Schools

P esent Soho 1, by Segment

Proprietary Schools

None

,Rom'..Torals

.

28

11,0

56

24.0

14,0

55

3

0

0

78

1.0

24.0

10

0.0

00

340

6

3

6

229

,

---39.8

7c;

ndent

_umn Totals

i

34

30

37.0

32.0

118

69

2

9

20.0

12.0

0.3

1.6

,

6.0

0.0

0.0

125

19

2

0

232

22.0

13

0.3

0.0

400

12

16.0

578
100,0'

.
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..patterns of choice among'schoole in the-hypothetical situation_that this ques7.
tion poses.

The alternatives repo ted by community college

quickly to three:

tudents reduce

over half would not attend school al all, a quarter would

go t- another Oregon community college and 117 would go to an Oregon State
system school, _f their present school did not
as state system students saw them were fou

offer

them aid-.

The choices

the largest percentage .(ode7'

th rd) would not go t_ school, a quarter each wou d go.to aiLOregon community
college or another Oregon state system school and 147 woUld g_.to A four Year
public school outside of Oregon.

(Perhaps these latter are non-4esident stu-

dents who can reduce their costs theretly.)

students would turn to four year public
and 32% outside.

_

it appea s that the private sehool____

hools--37% specified schoolsyln Oregon

Twelve percent saId they would not attend school.

Clearly,

,

then, financial aid'does have an impact on student ebnice amonsgments as -we
as among schools in a segment.
There are clear differences in reSol

Patterns anong the,student group-

ings we have examined above.' These differences will likely be reflected in
varying sensitivities to changes in prices of and/or resources for schooling.
For one thing, variation in the source and l-vel Of financial resourceb implies
differences in the effective or "real" cost to students of obt_ining a college.
education.

Thus, in turn, resource patterns affect enrollment demand.

Al-

though it is not possible to disaggregate our analyses to the=point of evaluat..ing individual resource packages, we are able to investigate the demand for
education by segment.

This provides a sOecificity and depth to our w rk which
- ,
most studies in this area lack.
The results in this section underscore thc
appropriateness of a segmental demand analysis, while reminding us that crosstabs
can do little more than describe what is.

In order to iort out the arguments of

different, segmental demand equations, we wIll need to employ multivariate
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techniques.

in part_ 13 and C of this-results section we de just. that.

Before

that, a final collection of crosstabs disects the SRS data yet another way.

BEOG and SEOG Recipients.

This section presents basic descriptive information on BEOG and SEOG recipients in Oregon.
SRS.

Data for the orosstabs examined here comes f o_ the 1974

Question 1168 on the survey asks:

"If you indicated receiving at least

soMe financial support from Federal Gran s in item #35, what type did you receive?"

Five responses were possible:

st award of 'Supplemental Educational

Opportunity'Grant (SEOG),.2) second award (or third, fourth, etc.) of Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG),

) Basic Educat onal Opportunity

Grant (BEOG), 4) Nursing Scholarship, 4) Health Professions Scholarship.

Alto-

_gether, 183 students identified themselves ai BEOG or SEOG recipients on this
question.

Of-these, ten were attending proprietary schools; they are not in-

cluded in the analysis below.

The. remaining 173 respondents are compared with

1192 undergraduate, non-sectarian students who reported that they received
none of these five types of Federal aid.

This makes a sample of 1365 in all.

Two general questions guided our choice of variables for analysis and display.
First, how do financial aid recipients differ from non-

cipients?

Here we

looked at basic demographic characteristics and at financial re ources.

Second,

what is the impact of Federal financial aid on the educational decisions of
cipients?

That is, in what ways do they say their scho 1 choices have been

modified, or would be modified in the absence of aid?
As in the previous section of general crosstabs on Oregon students, the
tables here follow this general outline:

general demographic characteristics'

student financial resources, alternative courses of action in the absence of
aid.

Tables 35, 36, 37 and 38 present the distribution of responses for qu_

tions about age, sex, marital status and veterans status,
recipients with non-recipients.

11

contraSting BEOG/SEOG,

These first four tables tell us more about

similarities than dIfferences b tween the two populations portrayed.

rie age

profile is perhaps the mos_ distinct of the four, but it is not startling.
Apparently the aid recIpIents are younger on.average:

over a third of them are

19 years old or under, compared to less than a quarter of the non-_ ecipients
in this age group.

If we choose 21.years as a dividing line, then exactly

66% of recipients are below it vs. just under 60%'of the non-recipients.

This

is consonant with our understanding that BEOGs, in particular, Are targeted
entering colleg_ freshmen.
ing breakdown obta_ns:

In our sample of 1973 aid recipi nts, the follow-

120 students with BEOGs

of SEOGs, and 23 with 1st award SEOGs.

30 with 2nd (3rd or 4th) award&.

In percentages of total recipient sample-

this is 69% BEOG, 13% ist SEOG, 17% 2nd (or

ore) SEOG.

The BEOGs are ex-erting

a pull __ the age distribution, skewing it toward freshman students.
The aid recipients are fairly equally apportioned by sex, as shows in
Table 37

buf there is a higher representation of women among them than among

the general student sample.

The SRS sample we are using here is 54% male

and 43% female (3% of the respondents did hot specify their
cipientS ate 48.6% male'and 49.7% female.

ex).

The aid re-

Thus females gain 15% in the re-

presentation among those aided by BEOGs and SEOGs.

Looking at the same in-

formation in another way, using the row percentage in each cell

we see that

the male aid recipients represented 11.4% of all males in the total sample of
1

0ur discussion in this section will be greatly siMplified by the use of
the%terms,"aid recipients," "aid sample," or simply "recipients," in our dis.cussion of the BEOG/SEOG student group.
These terms would ordinarily mean
something much more general than the specific purpose for which we use thelii
here:
BEOGs and SEOGs are but two of the many kinds of Federal, State and:'
private aid. However, no harmyill be done if the reader keeps in mind our
specific meaning for the term "aid" here--that is, BEOG and SEOG aid only..i

4

Table 35.

Students' Age, by Federal Al.d Status

Years of A

BEOG/9E0q

18

42
3.2

4.6
19

53

236
20.0

1.0
28

216
18.0

16.0
21

22724

I/

25-29

z
30-34

35-40

41+

Column Totals

#

non-Reci

26

214

15.0

18..0

30
17.0

263
22.0

12
7.0

12.0

141

9

32

5.0

2.7

3

25

1.7

2.0

4

23

2.0

2.0

173
12.7

1192
87.3

141

ent

Table:36

-Studen p' Sex, by Fedcra] Aid Sta

BEOG/SEOG

non-Recipient

656:
Males

Row :%

Col %

48.6
11.4

88.6.

Females

No
Response

1365, while recipients of both sexes, taken together, represen

12.1% of the

overall samrqe and female recipients.account for 14.6% of all fe aled in the
larger sample.

Thus in our data, which conform acceptably weIl to the male/

female ratio in the Actual student World, females are a slightly large

pro-

portion-of recipien s-than they are of the general baMOle we are employing
here.

We could not obtain information on BEOG/SHOG applicants from Oregon,.

the U.S. Office of Education would not release these data to Us.

Hence we do

not know what proportions.obtain among applicants, vis-a-vis sex.

It may well

be that a disproportionate number of women students apply, for these two Federal
grants, and this affects their-ultimate numbers among the)grant awardees.

Lack--

ing the data to examine this further, we cannot say more.

The two groups look quite similar in their marital status.
,

Twelve percent

of the recipients were married ai the time of the survey compared to 19% of the.
non-recipients.
students in it

Understandably, this undergraduate sample has few divorced
although 7% of the aided students vs. 2% of the non-aided said

they were divorced.

For the most part, these are students who have never been
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married-about

our-fifths in each group indicated this status.

Table 37

Marital Status, by Federal

Status

non-Reci lent

BEOG/SEDG:__

Never Married

Married

138
80.0

920
77.0

21

225
19.0

12.0

Separated

Divorced

Widowed

No Response

Oolumn'Totals

1

14

0.6

1.0

12
7.0

2.0

1
0.6

0.1

0.0

0.4

173
12.7

1192
87.3

27

Ii

5

There is a smaller percentage of veterans among the recIpIents than the
non-recipients, 6.4% ana 15.7%, respectively.
'about access to these Federal aid dollars.

This may tell us something

Perhaps the information about BEOGs,

espetially, does not reach veterans as readily as it does high school
Then again, veterans, with their access to GI Bill benefits, may not be a population for whom these Federal dollars were primarily Untended.

In any case,

whether the result _f intention or not, vetarns are underrepresented in our
sample of recipients.
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Table 38

Veterans' Sta us, by Federal Aid Status
REOG/SEOG

Veteran

Not a Veteran

11
6.4

15,7

%

153
88.4

992
83.2

9

13

%

5.2

1. 1

#

173
12.7

1192
87.3

#

No Response

Column Totals

non-Recipient

%

The next group

__

187

tables focuses on student grade point averages, both highH

school and college, and academic plans. .Table 39 shows mean CPAs for aid recipients and non-recipients.
age from high scho61.

The aided sample reports a lower grade point'aver-

In the matter of grades, a 16-point difference

i- evidenced here, is not inconsequential.

such as

Still the grade.eyerages for both

groups are respectable and the gap between them almost closee in college.
cipients' grades improve considerably over their marks la high school.

Table 39
Means

High School and College Grades, by
Federal.Aid Status
BEOG/SEOG

non-Recipient

High School
Grades

Mean

2.84

3.00

S.D.

.96

.91

College
Grades

Mean

2.97

3.01

S.D.

.70

.62
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Row Total
2.98

3.01

Re-

How far in school do these students say they plan to go?
their answers to the question
plan to complete

'

Table.40 shows

"t4hat is the highest level of education you

Aid recipients were somewhat more likely to say they did not

Table 40
Degree, Plans, by pederal Aid Status

BEOG/SEOG
No degree plans

%

non-Rec

7.0-

4.

18.6

AA or AS

11.6

9.

BA or BS

38.7

43.7

MA or MS

28.3

28.2

Ph.D.

13.9

13.2

0.6

1.1

12.7
173

87.3
1192

No Response
Column Totals

plan to Complete a Bachel

en

13.8

degree--18.6% of them either had no specific de-

gree plans or intended to stop with an Associate degree.
centage for non-recipients is 13.8.

The comparable per-

.This disparity is reflected.in the pro-

portions in uach subsample who saidthey planned to complete a Bachelor's degree--38.7% amOng recipients and 43.77 in the general subsample.

The balance

-

of the table reports advanced degree plans that are essentially identical for
both groups.

v Thus far we really seem to be talking about marginal differences, if any.
Those students with BEOGs or SEOGs are younger, on average

and less likely to

be veterans; about as prone to marriage as are their aidie s counterpart
somewhat more likely to report no degree plans.

and

There are slightly more women

among them than in the SRS sample from which they come; and their high school
grades are below that sample's marks.

All in all, however, these two groups

are not distinguished by any significant differences in our inspection of them
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thus far.

Let us see how theV compare in the matter of financial resources.

Family income is a good place to begin.

Table 41 shows overall income means for each greup. -Table 42 repo ts
family income distributions as we have ranged them.
"O's" in our calculations for these two tables.
striking.

The c

As before, we omitted-

The income differences

percentages (Table 42, third number in each cell) portray

them the most'clearly.

Fully 14.4% of the recipient sample reported'their

parents' income as below $3,000.

And more than half of this group said the ifv-'

--come of their parents was below $9,000, -hile on4l17A% of the nonaided-sample::
so reported.

At the other end of these income ranges

over a fifth of the

non-recipients identify a parental income of oer $21,000; 2.5%
ents say the same.

The means in Table 41 repeat the point:

the recipi-

the $8907 income

average obtaining for recipient parents is apProximately half (527.) the $17,143.-

average of non-recipient parents.

Table 41

Means for Parental income, by Federal Aid Status
BEOG/SEOG

Mean
S.D.

$8907
4811

Parental Income of Reci ients
Par. Income of Non-Recipients.

non-Recipient
$17143
12100
.52

We seek next to examine family support and self support for these two
groups.

Table 43 shows the distribution of ranged data for parental contribution

to schooling costs.

This is by far the largest component of "family support" as

only a handful of grant recipients reportedany financial aid for school from
their spouses.

First of all, note that 45.1% of the aid group and 32.1% of the

--.

Table.42
Student Reported Parental Incomes, by Federal Aid Status
BEOG/SEOG
Under

non-Recipient

000

3000-5999
Cum %
6000-7499

16
13.6
28.0

Ii

Cum %

-T500-8999
7.

Cum %
9000-11999

12
10.0
54.0

It

25

.123

Cum %

21.0
75.0

15.0
32.4

12000-14999

15000-17999

18000-20999
Cum %

21000-24999

25000 and
ovet

133

16.0
65.4

2

102
13.0
78.4

1.7
96.8
1

38

0.8
97.6

4,7
83.1.

2

99.3

140
17.0
100.0

118

813

1.7

Cum %

Col_ n Count

6

5.1
95.1
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Others reported receiving no contribution from their parents.. We may consider,too, the effect of- adding in the "no _esponse" frequencies to the repor_s of
-"no aid."

This is appropriate if students simply inserted Code .numbers (as

instructed) for those.±tems on the survey that were sources of support and
left blank the othe--, rather than specifically inserting a "0",for any.of the.
28 items that were not a source of support fOr them. -.In that -case, the per-

centages who did not

port some parental contribution rte to

recipients and 43.7% for the non-aid sample.

7.3

for the

Looking ju t at the frequenci

_

f

tho

_

who did report some amount of a d we see further differences.

About

31% of the aid group report contributions of $1 to $600.per academic.year. The
analogous.percentage for the nen-recipient sample is 22.3%.

In alL then

88..4%

of the aid sample did not report 4 parental contribution or said it was less than
$600 for the academic year--$200 a quarter.

At the other _nd

fully one quarter of the non-aided sample receitd $1,500

$3,000 or more from their parents, while 5.9% of the grant :ample so reported.

Of these, 4.1% were in the $1 000-2,000 range.

In thie ranged data it Is easy

to see the basis f-: the dif ering average-"family support" dollars per group.
Considering only those who _did report some dollar figure for family suAport
(i.e. , parental contribution and spouse contribution), we calculated means of

$726 for the aid sample and $1471 for the others. 'The fo -e- Is less than half
the latter.

We turn now to those dollar amounts which come from the students' own employment and savings.
support provided.

Table 44 shows, in two different ways, the level of self

Row 1 contains a derived per capita support figure.

This

mean includes the "0" responses from students in both groups who gave us no
specific information on self support.

ROw 2 contains the means for only those
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Table 43

Parental Contribution, by Federal Aid Status
BEOG/SEOG
None

78

45.1

$1-200

21

12.1

$20 -400

19

11.0

non-Recipient
383
32.1

114
9.6

73
6.1

_401-600-

601-1000

1001-1500

1501-2000

2001-2500

2501-3000

1.

4.4

2

30
2.5

1.2

over 3000

'No Response

53

0.6

0

76

0.0

6.0

21
12.2

11.6
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students who did report some dollar amount from their own employment and
savings.

Table 44

Means for "Total Money From Employment and Savings," by Aid Status
BEOG/SEOG

non-Recipient

Mean

$ 821
749

$1437
1440

N=1240

S.D.

Dollars/Recipient Mean

940
729

1598
1431

N=1111

Dollars/Capita

S.D.

As these number show, 80% of the aid group and 82% of those not on Federal aid
report some amount of money from employment and savings.
provided thereby is much less for aid recipients.

But the level of support

We carried out a very tenta-

tive (and tedious) analysis of the nine coded range items that comprise the
aggregate employment and savings category.

Ths analysis suggests some possible

sources of the sizeable differences in Table 45's means.

Non-aid students re-

ported more income from school year and summer employment than did aid recipients.

The differences were large.

For example, 55% of the non-aid group

said they worked in the summer and earned,$955 on average,

while the percentage

of the aided group reporting summer work was 36% and the average amount given
was $429.

About a third of each group said they used funds from pe -onal sav-

ings but the amount was $360 for recipients and $660 from the others.

Finally,

a little over half of the recipients indicated some kind of school year work
and the average amount earned therefrom was coded as approximately $400.

But

the slightly less than half of non-recipients who said they worked during school

coded between $900-1,000 forthe earnings.

So now we are left with a different

%

set of questions:

why do BEOG and SEOG recipients have less money available

to them for employment and savings than do othe- students?

10

What factors are
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constraining their ability to contribute more to their own support?
not enable us to answer.

Our data

On the other hand, it suggests that the sorting

precedure used to determine who will receive grants is working:

they .are going

to those students with fewer resources.

It appears that;pe sonal resourcesfamily support plus own support--are
substantially lower for our sample of aid recipients than for the sample of stu
dents not receiving BEOGs or SEOGs.

The next logical question is whether and

how this resource "deficit" is met by state, federal and/or private aid -onies.
Table 45 provides information pursuant to that question..
aid are .considered--grants, benefits and loans.

Three categories of

The several items included in

each of these categories have been described earlier.

For each 'category-we have

calculated t --Measures of support .(also described earlier)

a per capita dollar

amount for each group of students and a mean fo- the actual recipients Th -ach
group.

The former is rather like a "supply of catetorical aid dollars" to a given

student.groqp or segment, while the latter tells us more about the actual level
of support provided.

Each measure has its own usefulness.

We will proceed

through Table 45 one categery at a time, starting with grants.
Remember that grants included seven items on the SRS:

tuition waivers,

Oregon State Scholarship Commission awards, Federal grants, LEEP g ants, intitutional grants or scholarships, BIA grants, others.

A student could tell

us that he or she received money from one or more of these individual grant items
by filling in a code for the range within which the dollar amount of the grant
fell.

We subsequently developed sUmmary information on ea h of the 28 items

in the overall financial resource sectionef the SRS.
dollar amounts, were the item data worked with,

Since ranges, not exact

it is best to employ the re

suits _f this ranged data analysis for fairlygeneval-questiens.

For example,

we might use itto examine overall tendencies rather than refer to exact dollar
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amounts which might have been derived.

However, when it comes to the aggre-

gate aid categories of grants, benefits, and loans, exact dollar amounts were
reported by students on the survey; means and other measures for these data

can be use&more literally.

However, the range and continuous data were compared

to satisfy bur concerns about their internal consistency.

further discussion of this "consistency check.")

40-41, 178-79 fo

(See p

With these caveats in

mind, we can proceed.

In our non-recipient sample, about one quarter reported receiving some
amount of'grant money.

For this minority, the actual amount reported from

grants was about $100 below the $898 average reported by the BEOG/SEOG group.
Since the non-recipient sample, ss we have defined it, could not have received
BEOG or SEOG monies, from where do their grant dollar .come?

The analysis of

individual grant items shows that the largest number of these- students who reported grant monies (about 40%). said they received an average of $700 or so

from "other" sources (e.g. scholarships from private individual- ok groups).
And about a third of those who reported some support from grants said the source
was institutional and the amount received averaged $700-800.

The third larg-

est source was tuition waivers and then Oregon State Scholarship Co-

ission

awards, but the numbers of s udents.in the non-aid group receiving these were
small.

Since three-fourths of the non-recipients did not report support from

grants, the per capita support figure (Row 1, Table 45) is small.

All the "O's"

averaged in reduced the mean aMount to $252.

Alternatively, the BEOG SEOG group reported an average dollar award of
approximately $898 from grants, of which some $580 was attributed to Federal
grants.

In addition to this, some 20% of these students reported award money

from the Scholarship CommIssIon (approximately $460, tin average) and 14% indi-
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Table 45

Means for Various Categories of Financial Aid, by Fed. Aid Sta
EEOCISEOG
Per Capita
Support

Mean
S.D.

Count

non-Recipients

$ 848
585
N=160

$ 252
529
N=901

898
563

801
672
-N=283

A
-T

Average
Recipient
Support

Mean
Count

N=1513

Per Capita
Support

Mean

382
844
N=138

624
1053
N=918

Mean

.1507

S.D.

1060
N= 35

1807
1035
N=317

455
548
N=143

252
628
N=853

749
524

947
908

N= 87

N=227

S.D.

S.D.

Count

Average
Recipient
Support
Per Capita
Support

Count

Mean
S.D.

Count

A
Average
Recipient
Stipport

Mean
S.D.

Count

a

Since this figure reports the number of grant recipients who reported
receiving some grant dollars, the number ought to be 173--the exact number
students in our recipient subsaMple. Howev0,_of-the 173 people who told
us,
in Question 68, that they-Werp-BEOG or SEOG recipients, 22 did not fill in
a
dollar amount for "total money from grants." (Ie., they either left it blank,
Out in a "0," or filled in a "V".-) Thus we can't include them in this
particular calculation of the mean award for recipients.
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cated that they had been helped by "in
averaging from $600-700 each.

group remains high (Row 1
aged in.

iitutional" and "other" awards, these

The per capita grant dollars for the BEOG/SEOG

Table 45), due to the virtual lack of teros aver-

It is $848, compared to the non-aid group's $252 per capita figure.

The picture changes for benefits h -ever.

Recall that benefits include monies from the GI Bill, Social Security
Administration, Welfare, State Vocational Rehabilitation, and "othe

Since

we already know that vete ans are underrepresented inthe aid sample, we might
,expe-- this to affect the total dollar amounts to each group from benefits.
It does.

Only 35 of the-173 stUdents in the aid iroup reported financial

support from benefits-.

About 40% of this small group said 'their benefita were

from welfare but for them the dol ar amount was relatively high, around $1,800
per recipient.

In contrast, only a handful of the non-aid group reported wel-

fare benefits and they averaged $950 each.

Fewer than 10 of the Federal aid

recipients reported recei-ing funds from each of the other benefit sources.
Thus the per capita benefit figure is only $382 (Row 3
group.

Table 45) for the aid

For the other group the per capita figure is .$624, but it too is much

lower than the actual benefit level for recipients because so many students did
not receive benefit dollars.

The actual dollar average for recipients in this

group is $1807 and it apparently comes mostly from the GI Bill.

Almost 60% of

the 317 students who told us they received benefits reported them as veterans'
benefits.

The next largest group of beneficiariee received money from the

Social Secu ity Administration; they were 30% of those repo _ing rectlipt of
some benefit monies.

For those who did receive it, support fromlbenefits was

relatively high as the means in row 4, Table 45 show.
Loans present a- third picture in this mixed collage of aid resources.

A larger proportion of our Aid group were borrowers, but the 50% who were re-
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ported loans that averaged $749.

About 20% of the non-aid group reported tak-

ing out loans during the 1973-74 school year and the average amount
borrowed
by them was $947.

Both of these loan averages fell considerably when calcu-

lated on a per capita basis.

Here the mean is $455 for the recipient group and

$252 for the non-recipients.

National Direct Student Loans were the favored

loans in each group.

But among the non-aid students, Guaranteed State or

Federally Insured Loans -ere taken out just about as often.

Alternatively, GSLs

were reported by only 14% of the BEOG/SEOG'group who were borrowers.
for both groups

However,

the dollar amount borrowed under a GSL was between $880-1080,

on average, while the average amount

reported for NDSLs was $630-760.

Thus

the Federal aid recipients were more likely in the position of borrowers but

they tended to borrow less than did their non-recipient colleagues.
Five financial -esource categories have been discussed, in turn, above-family support, own support, grants, benefits, and loans.

them we have "total resources."

If we aggregate

Table 46 presents part of the data wellave de-

veloped On total financial resources for school, for each of the two
groups of
students under study in this part of the report.

It is informative to cast

this distribution of t-tal resources reported against the earlierpercentages

showing parental contribution and money from student employment and savings
(Tables 43 and 44).

The distribution of -student resources which came from

parental contributions waS substantially different in the aid and non-aid groups.
Remember that 57% of the former group did not report parental financial
support
in any amount, while-31% said such support was from $1 to $600.

On the other

side, one quarter of the non-aid group said they received $1,500-3,000+ from
their parents during the school year.
led to a parental support ratio

The disparity between these dist ibutions

between the two, of .59 (aid group own support/
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TABLE 46
0 Student F'Jnnnclnl ResoUrcen, by Aid Statun

mor/sE00 - $200

2

1.2
1.2

201 - 400
Cum %

2

14

1.2
2.3

1

19
1.6
3.9

0.6
3.0

601 - 1000

8

Cum %

4.6
7.6

49
4.1
8.0

Cum%

21
12.1
19.1

5.6
13.6

Cum %

26
15.0
34.7

146
12.2
25.8

32

Cum %

18.5
53.2

187
15.7
41.5

Cum %

20
11.6
64.8

136
11.4
52.9

Cum %

19
11.0
75.8

106
8.9
61.8

Cum %

14
8.1
83.9

105
8.8
70.6

6

Cum %

3.5
87.4

78
6.5
77.1

68
5.7

Cum %

5
2.9
90.3

82.8

Cum %

5
2.9
93.2

36
3.0
85.8

2

24
2.0
87.8

500

1501 - 2000

2001 - 2500

2501

3000

3001 - 3500

3501-- 4000

il

4001 - 4500

4501 - 5000

5001 - 5500

5501 - 6000

1.2
94.4

6000+

4

Cum

No Response

14
1.1
1.1

1.2
2.4

401 - 600

1001 -

Non-Red l

2.3
96.7

67

95
8.0
95.8

nt
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non-aid own suppo t
Posed against this earlier Information, the distributions reported in
Table 46 are especially notable.
fourth of the other group
$2,000 or below.

About one-third of the aid group and one-

(without Federal aid) report total resources of

Moving to $3,000, 65% of the BEOG/SEOG students and 53%

of the others have total resources at this level or below.

And at $4,000 the

cumulaA.ve percentages are approximately 84% (aid group) and 71% (nonaid:
group).

The addition of public and private (non-personal) aid resources to the
initial financial resources of students and their families has significantly
7

closed the "resource gap."

So much so, in fact, that the ratio of average

total resources (aid students/non-aid students) is .82.
total resources tell the story at a glance:

are$2658 and $3235.

The group means for

average reported total resources

For the two groups we are studying, grant monies made the

TABLE 47
Means for Total Reso- ces
BEOG/SEOG
Average Resources
Per Capita

Average Resources
Per Recipient

Mean
S.D.
N

Mean
S.D.

N

by Fed. Aid Status
non-Recipient

$2626
1360
167

$3224
1939
1144

2658
1337
165

3235
1933
1140

.

Avera e Resources er Rec
ent for Aid Grou
Average Resources per Recipient for non-Aid Group

.82

critical di ference, though the_Willingness of BEOG/SEOG students to
borrob_rj___ytme for school helped close the gap too.

The distribution of benefits,
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as we saw, tended to add to the initial resource differences between the groups.
GI Bill and, to a lesser extent, SoCial- Security Administration benefits were:
important factors in the benefits distributions.
Some words of caution are in order here.

When we talk about total resources

available for sc _ol, we must remember that these resources are dependent !won
the cost of the- sehool attended.

Students attending private schools will re-

port more total resources in part because more resource
meet costs.

To the extent that BEOG/SEOG recipients attend lower cost schoole,

their total resources will be lower.
potential resources are lower.
and indirect, that:they are.

aid recipients was $8907
40 and 41.)
45.)

ust be marshalled to

This does not, by itself, mean that their

However, we do have some evidence, both direct
Remember that the parental income average for

while that for non-recipients was $17443, (See Tables

The BEOG/SEOG group also received fewe

nonAgelfare ben fit

(See Table

When asked about their reliance on aid, recipients were likely to tell

us that their school attendance decision was very sensitive to the availability
f these dollars.

Thus it seems reasonable to maintain that there is a

resource gap for BEOG/SEOG recipients, which these particular aid dollars help
to close.12

Do total resources, as reported, defray total cost?
data will help us figure this out.

One further set of

Table 48 reports several categories of cost,

including total cost, for the aid and non-aid groups.

The reported:costs in

12

An additional problem of interpretation remains.
The cost categories
on the SRSSurvey are specified in such a way that they are more likely to
effectively capture the costs of a younger, single student.. Many costs of
older, particularly married, students do not fit,neatly into the five listed
categories and thus may be left our.-- This means that the total costs of the
younger, single recipient population may be more accurately reflected in our
data than those of the non-recipient group. This, in turn, directly affects
our resource/cost calculations.
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each group are close.

They are Joser in magnitude than are reported total

resources for the two groups and much closer than we had expected.
aid students in o -,sample ove_ e _ize their resource needs:

The non-

Total Resources
Total Costs

TABLE 48

Means for Student Reported School Costs, by Fed. Aid Status
BEOG/SEOG
Tuition & Fee=

Mean

$ 824

S.D.

628
171

$ 842
742
1190

Mean

1570

1677

S.D.

797
146

912
954

2561
946
146

2687
1213
956

Count

Maintenance
Budget

Count

Total School
Cost

Non-Recipient

Mean
S.D.

Count

For the BEOG/SEOG. students the ratio is 1 03 (--

l03%).

By .defini_ion, any

student who was still around to fill out our questionnaire in May 1974 had managed to come up with the resources necessary to meet school expenses.

There-

fore, unless the student reported financial data was quite inaccurate, we did
not expect total resources/total costs tp be less than 1 00.,

The,. 1.03 figure

for the aid group, however, indicates how close to the financial edge they
are.

One last set of tables provide subjective information to confirm this

judgment-based on objective data.

Students were asked, "What effect did college costs have on your choice
of an institution?"-, (SRS, question #75).

They had three posSible answers:

) none, I was able to afford to pay the cost at all the schools I applied to;
2) some, I had to eliminate more expensive schools from consideration;
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3) considerable, I -h: e one of the least expensive schools to which I was
accepttd.

Their responses are shown below in summary form.

TABLE 49

Effect of College Costs on Choice of Institution,
by Federal Aid Status
BEOG/SEOG
None

-e

ff

-Considerable

21.0

379
33.0

70
44.9

44.0

53

II

Column
Totals

non-Recipient

507

34.0

260
23.0

156
12.7

1146
87.3

It would be interesting to have these responses tabulated also by school segment of the respondent.

It may be that the 33 aid recipients who reported

that school co ts did not affect their choice of institution only applied
schools in the community college segment.

In any event, roughly one fifth of

the aid group said; costs had no effect while a third or so said the effect

was considerable.

The frequencies for these two answers are approximately

reversed for the non-aid group.

Related to the importance of costs on school choice is the availability
of financial aid.

We asked students, "What effect did financial aid have on

your selection of this college?"

The possible responses were four:

1) none,

I did not need financial aid to attend this school; 2) none, I did not need
financial aid to attend this school, but would have attended a more expensive
school if aid had been available; 3) I received financial aid, but would have
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attended this college wjthout
hout financial aid.

_; 4) I would not have attended this college

Table 50 displays the responses.

Here we nee more clearly the direct effect -f aid on the choice between
schools.

Only 6.4% of the aid g -up said they did not: need financial aid

to attend their present school, while over 50% of the nonaid group said the,
same.

Approximately 277. of the aided students, and 14% of the others, said

they did rec ive aid but would have attended their present school'without it.
But fully 62% of the aid group said they would not have at ended the college
they're at without financial aid.
sample.

This was reported by 21% of the non-aid

Without aid, would these students have gone to another school, or

dropped out, or what?

They were asked this question also, and now we're really

inquiring more about the decision whether to go to school at all.

SRS ques-

tions #53 and- 54.were addressed to financial aid recipients only.

This means

TABLE 50

The Effect of Financial Aid on Choice of Present School, by Aid Status
BEOG/SEOG

non-Recipient

None, didn't need it to
attend

11
6.4

615
51.6

None, but would have
chosen more expensive
school

1
O. 6

.116
9.7

Received aid, but would
have gone here without it
Would not have gone
here without aid
No Response

Column Totals

46
26.6

167

14.0
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that virtually all of the BEOG/SEOG recipients answered them and so did -some
of the "non-aid" group--that is, those students

whoaccording to our defini-

tions in this section, did not receive a BEOG or an SEOG but a number of whom
did receive other types of financial aid, as we sawHearlier.

Because this

second group is mixed, with some students receiving aid and some not, we have
looked only __t the responses from the BEOG/SEOG group to these two SRS questions.

Question 1/53 asked, "Without financial aid, what al ernative method would

you have-primarily utilized to meet your school expense

"

The ten alternativ-

methods from which they could choose are listed below- along with the percentage.
of BEOG/SEOG recIpIents who selected each.

5%
5%

3.6%

14%

10.2%

) additional assistance from parents
2) additional school year employment
3) additional summer employment
4) some combination of 1, 2, 3, and 5
5) loans

8.8%

6) attend a lower cost institution

0.7%

7) alter my spending patterns and/or standard of living

19.0%

8) live at home

33.6%

9) postpone attendance until financiallyable

26.0%

10) not attend school.

A, small minority of these students were willing to utilizeHalternative

per onal resources still further in the absence of financial aid.

That is,

alternatives 1 through 4 above--more help from parents or additional work--were mentiened only 3% to 5% of the time.

Some of the responses had to do

with cutting school attendance costs and these were more likely chosen,
e.g. attending a cheaper school, altering spending patte-ns, or living at home.
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Over 10% were willing to take out loans

_ more loans).

But by far, the ma-

jority said they would eith r postpone attendance (33.6%) or not attend school
at all (26%), accounting for 60% of the responses altogether:

As we saw

earlier, financial aid makes up an impo tent part of their resources--resources
which, on average, just barely covered total school costs.
students are on the financial
over it.

orderline:

These BEOG/SEOG

a change in their aid pushes them

Likewise, these students should evidence a relatively high price

elastLcity of demand _for education.

Finally, we analyzed the aid group's responses to this question, "If
.

you had not attended this college without the offer of financial aid or academie
scholarship, where would you most likely have attended?"

We have collapsed

the original nine alternative responses into five (see question 1154 on the sur,

vey in Appendix B).

These are examined in Table 51 by present segment of school

attendance for the respondent.

TABLE 51

Alternative School of Attendance, Without Aid at Present School
(Percentages of Responses for BEOG/SEOG Recipients,
by Present Segment of Attendance)
Community
College

Alternative. School

State
System

Private

Two year public school

18

28

39

Four year public school

16

20

29

Four year private school

0

4

3.4

Proprietary school

0

0

1.7

66

48

Not attend school

7

27

As Table 51 shows there are major differences among Federal aid recipients
on the question of alternative school choice, if respondents are grouped by
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their segment of present school attendance.

Seventy-two percent of all our

recipient group at ptivate schools said they Would Attend some, rilternatiVe

achool if tot offered aid where they are now attending .(i.e

private school .

-_BUt their alternatives were, first, a communitT-college; second, a fou

public school

and

only =min a long while, another private school.

seven percent said they wouldn't attend school at all.

Twenty-.

Nearly half the state

system and two-thirds of the community college attendees among, the redipients
said they would not attend either in the absence of aid at their .present
school.

But for those that though they would, a community college wa

again,

their first alternative and a state system school their
these BEOG/SEOG recipients, then

a desire to $0 to a pa

icular

school or any school at ill seems easily reversed by a change in financial
aid availability.

One intevsting conjecture, out -f this last section of

tables, is that changes in the cost of schooling in either of the four year
segments

cete:-is paribus, might quickly move certain groups of students into

the community colleges, 'Likewise, changes in the availability of aid in .these
segments, .neteris:paribus, would clearly have this effect also, from what
=

students have themselves told u
We are not partisans of one leaning or another on issues of school
financing, and the point here is not to build a case fot one course of action
or program over another.

Given the total resources reported 'by the students

in our non-BEOG/SEOG sample (with a resource/cost __tio of 1.2) it is possible
that a lower level of grants, benefits, and/or loans could be.offered with
relatively little impact on school choices.

Remember that over half of our

non-aid sample said they didn't need aid to attend their pres'ent school, and

another 14% said they had received aid but would have gone to their present
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school even withou

These.students are telling us that their school,

choices are not very aid sensitive.

It Is not so, however, wIth the Federal aid recipient group.
.that is the most important policy point-of this section.

And perhaps

:The BEOG/SEOG monies

are going to students in Oregon:who report a highly sensitive cost/benefit

situation, even with the Federal aid.- WIthoitit, mosi of them-say they.woui
not be in school

B.

The Colle e Attendanc

Cho ce

The many tables, descriptions and conjectures of the previous section
have .presented a good deal of information about students in Oregon's instItu -

tions of_higher education.

The focus,is on students.because we wish to under-

stand the demand side of-the educational market.

Economists Suggest that the

demand for a particular commodity or service (for example, education) is a
function of its price, the price of other goods (which may be sub titutes for
or complements to it)- consumers' incomes (or financial resources

tastmand/or values, and their expectations about the future.

their

It simplifies

things enormoUsly to assume that all- ink the first of these theoretically im-

portant factors may be held constant i- the "short run "

Then,an analysis

of demand for or supply of some good may proceed in two dimensional space,
dealing only with changing prices for the good in question and the differing
qUantity demanded or supplied in response to the changes.

However, we kno-

that in the real world, the workings of which we seek to understand and predict-

human decisions result from processes and are usually affected by n multiplicity
of factors.

Ideal/our analyses, then, are also complex and our techniques

flexible and-robust.-

These next tw- sections o
analysis of our Various sets O
secondary.

data on Oregon students--high school and post-

Hopefully,a foundation for inspecting and evalugt ng the results

of these analyses has been laid in the previous Section.

-There, extensive

information Was presented on factors thought to influence_demindr"priCe
school and related costs, parental and -student incomes and financial resources,

various demographic characteristics, present motive
aspirations, reactions to alternative resource

uations

uture

and other thing
_
.

Now combinations of these variables

ill be employed as we further investigate

and describe demand for,education,in Oregon.
In this part we explore the decision Whether_or_nor to attend college.
Two techniques

regression and non-metric diScriminant.analysis, are utilized

in looking at the factors which affect this attendance decision.

1.

Regression Analysis
The decision whether or hot to pursue higher education is assumed in

this study to be the end result -f rational evaluation and comparison of the
_

costs and benefits-

enrollment versus alternative a_tivities.

Ordinary

least squares regres ion (OLS) was applied to time serIes data in order,to-rin-

vestigate how changes in these costs and benefits have influenced the demand
for enrollment In Oregon institutions of higher education over the past fifteen
years.

In order to assure that the results of the OLS procedure are not clouded,
n

by an identification proble

it.ia necessary:to assume that-a-supply-con

straint did not exi t during the study period.

Examination -f data on appli-

Cations and denials of admission,to the Oregon State System of Higher Education
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indicates that a very small percentage of freshman applications by Oregon
residents have been denied, even during the period (1972-1974) when undergraduate enrollment ceilings were in effect

-.13

i7urther, individuals who

have been involved'with admissions decisions at4) ivate schools In the state
have indicated to us that many ofthese institutions essentially-have !'open7.

enrollment" policies- although this is nottyPicallY
community colleges

-

14

_:.

Oregon

however, explicitly follow 4n "open door enrollment

policy. It therefore seems supportable to assue that during the period under,

consideration, any Oregon'high school graduate who could afford enrollment cost
-could have enrolled in an institution of higher education in Oregon.
problem may still exist, however.

A

Although the supply assumption appears

justified, there has been a substantial increase in community colleges during
the period in question.

If this is viewed as merely a lowering in price

of higher education, then n -difficulty results

If, however, thisAgrowth

perceived as a structural change, then interpretation of the results becomes
less clear..

Demand for higher education is investigated here first in terms of
freshman enrollment.

.

We postulate that the decisions of freshmen can be ex-

pected to be more sensitive to changes in relative costs and benefits than
13_

At least until the present, these ceilings were intended to facilitate
planning rather than to ration places to resident students. In virtually all
cases, special enrollment status'conld be obtained even though grade point
and test score minimums for entrance were not met.
14-

In looking at the private segment sepa ately, the assumption of perfectly elastic supply is more tenuous than in the total or othor segmental equations.
15_

-We are unable to take -account of individuals who may have felt that a
-.supply -cnnstraint did-exist, were 'discouraged anddid not apply-for admiss

1

67

than are totalenroliments.

pectedt

In other words, demand Slast

ie

'might be ex-,

d crease with the amount _f time which had already been:devoted to--

ward obtain ng a degree.

16

-

For inotance, in the extremPPsase, the price

elasticity of a third term senior is:likely leas than that of.a first term:
eshman. .Further, analysis of total edroflment might be hampe ed by changeb
the additional factors that influence the "survival" ratea of college
students.

As a result

e first utilize freshm4n enrollment as the dependent.

variable in the time series. analysis.

In,an alternatiire formulation, later in

this section', we use total enrollment as the dependent va_iable If our reasoning is correct, we should epeci the elasticities resulting from that equation
4

be lower than those developed below in the eqtion for freshman enrollient,
,
16_

The condept of demand elasticity is an important:one in economics. It
is employed primarily as an indicator of how total revidue.changes when a change
in the price of some:commodity prompt& a change in the quantity demanded 'of that
commodity. More generallyithe formula for elasticity is,
% change:in the_dependent variable '
% change in thse independentvariable

where a value lesa than l'is defined as inelastic, and over 1 as elastic:. It
will serve our purposes adequately,if the reader thinks of elasticity as-"responsiveness." This responeiveness will vary by commodity. Thus We:might:think of
quantity demanded of some good as the dependent variable:in the abovs equation,
and ita price as the indepeddent variable. A change in the price ofsigarettes
or salt will not likelY:result in a substantial change in the quantity demanded
:of these items--the elasticity, or responsiveness of demand is small in these
cases
But consumers will react., b6 responsive to, a change in the price of
beef or new American cars.
How elastic the deman'd is for any particular commodity,
say education, is dependent upon many faci'ors and is capable of meaaurement. Our
work parallels that of other studies in showing,a,relativelk inelastic (unresponsive) demand for education.
That is tO:say %110.1.e wramide,the percentage
changes in school enrollments and in levels of'tuition, and if we make the assumption that other factors influencing enrollment decisions are conatant for
the moment, then we find a relatively smaller change in enrollment than in tuition.
This holds out the possibility that,schools might increase their total
revenue by raising their tuitions.
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A formal statement of the postulated demand reltionsh1p is given in
equation 5.1.
(5.1 )

Et

t'

U,

W

HSG;)

'where,

fall term freshman enrollment man institution Of ,higher
education .in year t

-- average annual real tuition in -year, t, weIghted by
tutional enrollments-

nati

-- mean real per capita personal income in yea
annual ra e o_ unemployment in Oregon-in year t

-- the number (in
Forces in year

housands) of 18-21 year olds in the Armed

-.an:investment proxy calCulated as the .difference
,...snnual-lifetime earnings .of- high.sehool'andcoIlege..gradu-Ates, express.
-inTeal terms for year. X.
_
.

-- average real hourly wages o- Oreg8n production workers in
year t
HSG

-- total number of Oregon high school gradua ea as a,proxy
for:eligible population; if i = 1, graduating seniorsin
year t; if i
2',--graduating seniors in year-t-plus those
in year t
1.17

can s ate the expected relationship-between demand for enrollment and each
of these eight explanatory variables, in turn.

A downward sloping demand curve tor higher education requires that the
'quantity of education_demanded,will decrease if tuitions
are increased--that

the sign of the coefficient of the price variable (P) willibe
negative.
1-7

-.two

A

The
year pooling of seniors is- an appropriate,proxy for eligible
population _when the eetiMates in point include community college
enrollments:
This is because the .relgvant undergraduate class unit for coMmunity
colleges
is,."lower_division,zollegiate"--a composite-of-freshmen-end-sophomores. :Aa
nOted earlier, community colleges do not differentiate betWeen freshmen
and
sophomores in their enrollment reporting.
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change in W, average Teal hpurlY wages of Oregonproduction-Workers

i

also

expected to influence freshman enrollments inversely.

:told,only insofar as production or manufacturing work-providesa meaningful
alternative to further education for graduating high school
is ass

ed tha

eniors

-Thus it

the real wage rate in this sector operates as an opportunity
_

,

cost to education and its increase negatively affects'enrollment . -The

emain-

ing explanatory variables are expecte&to bear,positively -n ent.ollmentincome, (Y)- as a measure of ability-t- -finance educatieaal nost

unemployment,

(U), as a proxy for the availability of alternatives, age composition of the
military, (D), as a proxy for the deferment motive given changing draft pres-

a measureof an investment motive

sures; lifetime earnings differences,

in enrollment demand; and (HSGi) as the relevant eligible en ollment pool.

As if often the case -ith time series data, significant collinearityamong
the explanatory Variables made it impossible to simultaneously-include all-of
these theoretically important and potentially significant factors.

18

The most

satisfactery4reshmaa enrollment demand equation, estimatedAn lag linear form
_on 15 observations, is shown as equation 5.2.

19

The coefficients of -11 vari-'

ablea included have the sign that is predicted in our discussion above and are
significant at (at least) the 5% level.

The interpretation of the price and

income variables, P and Y, is quite st aightforward.

As the price of school-

ing (i.e. tuition and fees) increases, there is a corresponding decline in enrollments, all other thin s being e ual.

And, with this same disclaimer hold-

18

--Perusal of the residuals indicates that the assumption of homoskedasticity
is justified.

19
The

problem of collinearity among the explanatory variables is an especially persistent and vexing one in time-series analyses which employ economic
variables. Because the presence of collinearity affects our results and cannot
be satisfactorily excised, we have devoted an appendix to discussion of it.
(See Appendix
GO
_
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ing, an'increase ift

'Achool enrollments.

-sonal income enabies and occasions an increase in
It iS'fundamental to a demand analysis that the coefficients

on price ancLincome turn out in this way.

Let us proceed to some of the other

variables.
5.2)

in E = - 14.4489 - .6586 in P + 1.8822 in Y +
(-8'.90)**
(-3.77)**
(8.76)**
4

.3306 in U + .1485 in D + 1.058 in HSG2
(4.40)**

(2.4 )*

9 degrees of freedom

(6.79)**
R

= 9948

D-W = 2.45
t-statistics in parentheses
** = significant at. the,1%,level
* =-significant at the-5% level

The unemployment rate, U, is a p -xy for the availability of attractive al-.
ternative activities.

.Thus, as unemployment increases and work aiternatives

become more limited, college enrollment becomes the best option available to
'more individuals.

The draft variable, D, is used to estimate the net effect

on enrollment of the military build-up which occurred in the mid-1960's.
Here we postulated that the deferment benefits of college attendance outweighed the reduction in eligible population due to involuntary induction.
The positive.coefficient of this variable supports that hypothesis.
Since the equation is log linear in form

the coefficients are directly

interpretable as enrollment elasticities.

We can compare them with the elas-'

ticities developed in the work of others.

Despite several differences in the

studies, the price and income elasticities (-.6586 and 1 8822, respectively),
found here are reasonably close to those found by Campbell and Siegel (-.4404

and 1.2036) in their national time seriesanalysis.
here are larger (in absolute value) in both cases.
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The coefficients reported
This may reflect the ex-

pected higher sensitivity of freshman enrollment
this equation.

the dependent variable in

Recall that Campbell and Siegel studied total enrollment

-We

will compare our total-enrollment equation with theirs later in this section.
Further, lower elasticity is to be.expected in a national analysis.since
there are fewer substitutes available than in a more limited area.

The Oregon

student observed in this study' has the option of attending an out-of-state
institution.

The presence of this alternative should thus serve to increase

his or her price elasticity.

Enrollment sensitivity with respect to changes in the size of the armed
forces was estImated at -.2568 by Galper and Dunn.

The estimate of draft

pressure obtained here is -f the opposite sign and signifiaant at the 5% lave
These conflicting resultS are likely attributable to differences in study
design, variable definition, and particularly to differences in the time
period under investigation.

Galper and Dunn's estimates are based on co lege-

enrollments between 1925 and 1964, a period which includes the World War II
years.

This study, in contrast, coversthe Vietnam era of military build up

and domestic discontent--a period In which the size of the military (and thus
draft preasures) might well be expected td play an opposite role to that observed during World War II and perhaps during the Korean War.

We favor our

conjecture that there were st ong "avoid draft" motives for post-secondary
enrollments during the period we are examining.

It is gratifying that..the

positive and significant sign on the draft coeffiéient lends support to our

apjori hypothesis.
20_

The significance level of Galper and Dunn's coefficient is not reported
in their,paper, nor is it easily calculated from their reported results due
to their use of a distributed lag structure.
.
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Although the sign, of the unemployment variable is .positive as hypothesized,

an argument can be made that insofar as the.unemployment rate reflects a negative impact on ability to pay, it might be expected to negatively influence enrollments.

However, it ,appear- that on balance over the time period in ques-

tion, this reduction in ability to Pay is outwe ghed by the a_sence of attractive alternatives as suggest d above.

This may be due-to the Offsetting

ence of savings, unemployment benefits and financial aid on income 1 st due to
unemployment.

It is possible that in a period of extended high unemployment

the earnings component of the unemployment rate might swamp the scarcity of
work alternatives effect, yielding

_

negative influence on enrollment demand.

Similar log linear equations vere estimated for the three institutional
segments:

community colleges (2-year public); Oregon State System of Higher

Education (4-year public)

and independent colleges'(4-year private).

results are presented in Table 52.

Multicollinearity, while present in the

total equation (5.2), is a much more seriou
tions.

21

Although all

he

These

problem In the segmental equa-

-lents retain the appropriate signs, some

of the variables no longer have significant t-statistics.

is hazardous when estimation is troubled by collinearity

Since Interpretation
only a general com-

parison of these equations will be presented here.

Community college enrollments appear to be more sensitive to changes in the
explanatory variables than those of either public or private four-year schools.

Own price elasticity

s lowest for the private schools and highest for commun-

21

Because of this difficulty, care should be exercised in the interpretation of the coefficients. For example, in the community college equation, the
coefficient of income (5.51) appears quite high.
This is because income is
positively correlated with time and thus the income coefficient is picking up
the growth of the community college system.
Including a time trend in the
,
equation lowered the coefficient of income to 1.5944, but increased substantially
the amount of multicollinearity present.
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TABLE 52

Regression Results:

Institutional Se

ent Equations

ln Freshman
Enrollment,

Constant

In F,

ln Y

ln U

ln D

ln HSG,

3

Segment

i.2

Community

=74.4605

-.8667

5.5154

.3063

.6455

3.4947

Colleges

(-7.20)**

(-1.19)

(7.57)**

(1.44)

(3.37)**

(7.09)**

2.64

.9957

2.30

.8363

2.16

.8851

il
47Year Public

-3.1762

-.0723

.7222

.1984

.0831

.6139

Schools

(-2.12)*

(-0.63)

(1,53)

(1.11 )Y

(0.64)

(1.93)*

i=1

4-Year Private

-0.5136

-.0296

.3862

,1127

.0802

.4795

Schools

(-0.14)

(-0.06)

(0.64)

(0.92)

(0.69)

(2.10*

Each equation is estimated on 15 observations (1960-1974)

t-statistics in parentheses

yielding 9 degrees of freedom.

** G significant at I% level
* . significant at 5% level

= coefficients of determination adjusted for degrees of freedom
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. Du bin Watson statistic
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ity, colleges.

It seems reasonable that community college enrollees would be

particularly sensitive to economic variables, given:that theIr income is sub---tantially less than that of students in the "other two segments. 22-

The pres.

ence of alternatives afso appears to have a relatively greate
tential community college enrollees.

effect on po-

Thia is especially evident in the rela-

tiVely 1 rge coefficient-of the draft variable.

This could also be the re-suit

of the enrollment policies of community colleges whIch ensure eaae of entfance
high school graduates who might otherwise not have attended college.
We undertook an extension of our time series analysis to include state
and Federal financial aid.
so.

There are a number of compelling reasons f_r doing

First, it is clear from the analysis4pf SRS data that the availability of

financial aid has, an impact on school attendance decisions.

It affects enter-

ing and continuing students, renders some schools more and other- less feasible
as alternatives, enables or constrains future attendance, and impacts differently on differing-groups of students.

Clearly we omit financial aid f om our

analysia at the risk of excluding a factor that may-have been as important
over time for some students'as are price and income.
,Second, we felt that the 1960-74 period under study was a particularly
significant one for financial aid programs.

In 1960, the only Federal educa-

tional aid monies available were NDEA loans and some fin-Ida to institutions for
their own loan programs.

The total amount of Federal financial aid which came

to Oregen students and post-secondary institutions in this year was $393,200.
By, 1974 many additional programs had appeared to boost the e--tbtal Federal
22

Based on 1974 Student Resource Survey sample data, th_ mean parental income:of:community college students was $13,399; state system students was
$16,363; and private (non-sectarian) students was $18,274.

17

._dollars to $15,200,400-- Federally Insured Student Loans

College

Supplenienta. Educational Oppo tunity Grants. Ba LC Educational Opportunity
Grants.and Student State Incentive Grants.

Financial )aid to students from

the state of Oregon has also grown dramatically during this period.

Our hope

was to combine these two sources of aid, state and Fede-al, and captureJn
our analysis the effect of tbis volatile economic variable.
Third, we have seen no studies of demand for education which inc uxle

nancial aid as one of the explanatory variables.
potential significance for attendance decisiOns
to give it explicit consideration.

Most researcher_

but are, apparently,,unable

Thus we hOped that our work could,initiate

empi ical discussion of this previously,neglected factor.

The neglect of aid

as a variable in at least time series analyses has likely been necessitated by
the lack of data.

It was extremely difficult to collect and organize informa-

tion on state and Federal finandial aid.
data on

Virtually4naccessible to u_ were

vate aid to students and institutions

.

This is an important c

po7

nent in the overaIlaid picture and we -regret'its omission In the analysis below..

The U.S. Office of Education provided us with information on Federal financial aid to Oregon education for the 15 year period -f our ti e serIes
sis.

However, these data werS not available by institutional segment.

On tha

other hand, acceptable d ta on State aid, by segment, was developed for us
by the State Scholarship Commission.

We were forced to aggregate it in order

to combine it with the Federal data.

The demand equation which includes f nancial aid was estimated in log
linear form, on fifteen observations

for total, Fall tSrm

headcount enrollment in all three segments.

undergraduate

As before, the first five explana-

tory or independent variables are average annual tuition (P); Oregon per capita
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personal income, (Y); annual unemployment in Oregon, (U); the number of 18-21
year olds in the Armed Forces, (D); And eligible high school population, expanded to a five year pool of students to be consistent with the broadened
scope of the dependent variable, (HSG5).

The sixth independent variable,

(A),

pools state and Federal financtal aid to reflect total public aid dollars available to students during this period (1.

.

grants, benefits and loans).

It

should be interesting to see how the elasticities in this total enrollment equation differ from those just examined for the freshman enrollments.

We show it

below as Equation 5.3.
(5.3)

ln E
t

= -11.1914
(-2.03)**

.3717 ln P + 1.2049 ln Y
(-0.99)

(1.02)

+ .2655 ln U + .1106 ln D + 1.1264 in HSG5
(1.30)

(0.77)

1

(1.71)*

+ .1572 ln A
(2.05)**
2

8 degrees of freedom

= .9916

-1-2

D-W = 1.97

t-statistics in parentheses
** = Significant at 5% level
* = significant at 10% level

Let us begin with a general inspection of the direction and magnitude of
the coefficients.

FirsL, all of the coefficients retain their predicted sign,

making the results of this equation for total enrollment generally consistent
with equation 5.2, which estimates freshman enrollment.

Our new variable, fi-

nancial aid, has the expected positive sign and turns out to be the most significant variable in this formulation.

This variable performs surprisingly well

given the problem here again with multicollinearity, which does depress the
t-values for price, income and aid.
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Once again, the logarithmic form of the equat on produces coefficients
which are directly interpretable as elasticities.

If we compare them, indi-

vidually, x4th the coefficients in equation 5.2, we find they are quite close
but have in every case decreased in size.

This bears out our a priori. reason-

ing that total enrollment demand, representing the attendance decision of
freshman through senior undergraduates, would be less sensitive to changes in
the various factors thought
ment demand, taken alone.

to influence attendance than would freshman enrollThus the price elasticity of freshman- enrollment is

-.6586 while for tot1 enrollment it falls to .3717.

In both cases, the coef-

ficient is less than one, telling us that both total and freshman enrollment is
relatively inelastic--relatively unresponsive to changes in tuition.

Alterna-

tively, the income coefficients in equations 5.2 and 5.3 are close in magnitude,
positive and elastic--1.8822 and 1.2049, respectively.

As in equation 5.2,

the only other coefficient in 5.3 that is also elastic is that fo= the pool of
eligible s'cudents--HSG5.

The income and price coefficients in our total enrollment equation are
very clese to those of Campbell and

!gel.

Recall that they found price and

income elasticities of -.4404 and 1.2036, respectively, in their national time
series analysis.

Our price elasticity for total enrollment is -.3717 and the

income elasticity is 1.2049.

The closeness is the more surprising given the

differences between theIr study and ours.
over a 45 year period

They estimated demand for education

using only nine observations, and did not include two

year schools.

If great caution is used, the elastities can be translated Into more
literal terms, rendering their policy implications more explicit.

For example,

_the coefficient on price in equation 5.3 tells us that if the average

weighted)

14'1

tuition level_was raised by 10%, enrollmeats would drop approximately 3.7%,
ceteris

aribus.

unchanged.

Herein lies the great caution--eeteris paribu, or, all else

For we must assume that during this period of changing tuition ard

the adjustments to it, all of the other factors influencing attendance (such as

income) reN4n constant.

if one or more of them change too, then we cannot

.really sept ate out the effects on enrollments.

And, without the ce.teris

paribus assumption, the concept of elasticity Is no longer meaningful as a clear
measure of the (isolated) effect on one (dependent) variable of another (independent) variable.

Elasticities are important but tricky things.

The coefficient on financial aid (.1572) is rather s all and inelastic.
This means that total enrollment decisions are relatively insensitive to
chang,,.,' in aid monies.

This result is reasonable.

While aid may loom large in

the attendance decisions of particular groups of students, many are ineligible
to receive it.

Hence we would not expect aid t_ have a large coefficient in

a _otal enrollment equation.

Translated into policy terms the coefficient means

that if total state and Federal aid dollars to Oregon were to increase by 10%,
'enrollments would increase by 1.6%.

However, the results would likely be quite

different if we were looking only at the enrollment decisions of those students
with parental incomes below $10,000.

In the crosstabs of the last section, stu-

dents from relatively low income families reported a high attendance sensitivity
financial'aid.

Still, the statistical significance of the aid coefficient

in equation 5.3 tells us that this particular finanCial resource has been an
important factor in enroll ent variation over ti e.

We are pleased with the results obtained when financial aid is included in
.the time series analysis.

While we lose some significance in the coefficients

of the other variables, the results are still consonant with our earlier equa-
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tions and with our theoretical expectatIons.

In summary, the time series analysis supports the hypothesis that enr liment demand is influenced by both financial variables andalternative opportunities.

The results give additional evidence to the belief that enrollment

demand tends to be price inela tic and income elas ic.

The segmental equations,

furthermore, indicate striking differences in the sensitivity of demand among
types of schools.

While the final total enrollment equation supports our con-

viction that financial aid ha- been an important factor, historically, in
attendance decisio

and should be included In the future research efforts of

others.

Non-metric Ddscriminant Ana

of the Enr 1 ment Decision

The post-secondary plans of high school seniors are the basis for a further
look at the enrollment decision.

Here, the non-metric discriminant technique is

applied to survey responses from a large number of 1975 Oregon high schoo3

senorsIn order to investigate the differences in profiles of individuals planning to attend an institution of higher education versus those choosing a nonschool alternative. ,By examining profile differences, it was hoped that further
factors influencing the decision whether or not to attend school Would become
apparent.

The variables in the non-metric model selected for presentation here describe
each individual's high school grade point average, his or her parents' occupa,_

tions and education levels, type of high school program, high school size and
location.

These variables were thought to reflect secondary school and commun-

ity environment as well as socio-economic class.

The sample chosen contains re-

sponses of 4,000 students planning to attend college and 4,000 planning not to
enroll.

8
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Based on the differences i: responses of these two classes _f IndIvIduals,
the non-metric model including the eight variables listed above was able to cor e-tly predict over 70% of the enrollment decisions made by these 8,000 students.
Table 53 summarizes the percentages of cor ect and incorrect classifications
made by the model.

The diagonal elements of this 'confusion matrix" indicate

the percentages of decisions correctly predicted--67.6% of those planning to enroll were predicted as having such plans, while 79% of those planning not to
enroll were co_--ectly predicted to have "no-go" intentions.

TABLE 53
Confusion Matrix:

Schooling vs. Non-schooling Cho ce
(Percentages)

Actual
Choice

-10ssified As

No0o

Go

67.6

32.4.

No-Go

21.0

79.0

significant at .001 level

The off-diagonal elements reflect percentages of incorrect prediction (or 'confusion).

32.4% of those planning to enroll,wer- incorrectly predicted to make

a non-enrollment choice.

However, only 21% of those planning not to go were

predicted as intending to enroll.

As can be seen, the model does a better job

of determining those who -ill not choose to pursue higher education than it
does in detecting those who will attend.

A chi-square test can be used to eval-

uate the overall effectiveness of the model in classifying the data set as compared with chance classification.

The results of this test (also shown in

Table 53) indicate that the probability-of obtaining such accurate prediction
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by chance Is extremely small.

Stated differently, the variables included in the

model contribute significantly to the prediction of enrollment plans.
now examine the variables individually, in more detail.

We will

Although all eight factors

enter into the prediction calculations simultaneously, these variables will be
presented in separate tables for ease of exposition.
Table 54 gives the probabilities associated with various hi h school grade
point levels.

Interpretationof this table is straightforward.

The posterior

probability of attending c(liege increases monotonicaily wIth high school grades.

TABLE 54
Non-metric Model--Variable 1: High School
Crade Point Averages

Level of Variables
1.
2.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Less than 2.00
2.00-2.24
2.25-2.49
2.50-2.74
2.75-2.99
3.00-3.24
3.25-3.49
3.50-3.74
3.75-4.00

Posterior Probabilities
Class I-Co
Class II-No
.126
.222
.285
.324
.420
.496
.667
.761
.854

.874
.778
.715
.676
.580
.504
.333
.239
.146

It should be kept in mind that the figures given are not relative frequencies.
Rather they are probabilities which are to be interpreted as follows:

based on

our sample, given than an individual has a grade point average of less than
2.00, her or his probability of choosing to enroll is .126, and that of choosing not to enroll is.874.
2.00) to level 2
from .126 to .222.
.874 to .778.

As grade point average moves frpm level 1 (less than

2.00-2.24), the probability of attending college increases
Conversely, the probability of not attendihg decreaSes f om

Although grade point averages are far fro_ a perfect measure of
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ability, they do partially reflect an indiv dual's "success" in secondary educational,endeavors.
education.

Grades may also reflect an individual's_taste or preference

Further, a person with low grades may view college attendance as

a riskier proposition than might someone who has a better pe=formance record.
This greater risk would tend to-discourage enrollment as opi)osed to other alternatives.

The model was run on several samples of varying sizes and Includ ng differing sets of observations.

The probabilities remain quite consIstent, with the

switch-ove- point (probability greater than .5) occurring at level 5 (2.71-2.99)
level 6 (3.00-3.24).

The grade point average variable taken singly served as

the best indicator of discriminant class membership.

Table 55 includeS two variables, father's and mother's occupations.

Although.

father's job was singly a better predictor of the attendance choice than was

TABLE 55
Non-me.tric Model-Variables 2 and 1:
Father's and Mother's Occupation

Level of Variable
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8,
9.

Skilled Labor
Semi-skilled
Farm Labor
Small Bus.
Office Wkr.
Manager
Sales (Comm.)
Professional
Non-earner
Homemaker

Class
Father
.374
.435
.409
.531
.532
.535
.669
.722
.4t9

N/A

Posterior Probabilities
Go
Class II - No Go
other
Father
-other
.333
.385
.200
.515
.531
.536
.539
.665
.352
.490

,626
.565
.591
.469
.468
.465
.331
.278
.531

N/A

.667
.615
.800
.485
.467
.464
.461
.335
.648
.510
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mother's occupation, the probabilities are quite similar for most job categories.
In the case of each of the variables, students who reported that their parents
were skilled or semi-skilled laborers, farm laborers or farm foremen, or were
non-earning (e.g. retired, disabled or unemployed head-of-household), have a
posterior probability of choo ing to attend college of less than 50%.

Those

whose parents were owners of a small business or farm. office workers (e.g. clerk,
bank teller or sec etary)

managers, supervisors or foremen; commission sales-

persons (e.g. real estate, insurance, cars); or particularly, professionals
(i g. doctors, lawyers, teachers, accountants); have a probability greater than
of choosing to attend college.

As can be seen from Table 55, attendance

probabilities tend to increase with the socio-economic status of parents' occupations.

Socio-economic status is _ur her indicated by parents' educational levels.
The probability of choosing to pursue higher education increases monotonically

with parent' educational levels as listed in Table 56.

Students whose parents

pursued some form of post-secondary schooling (college or vocational) are more
likely than not to choose to attend college.

Those individuals whose parents

did not pursue formal training beyond high school, or who are not aware of their
parents' educational achievements, are less likely to seek fu ther education
*

for themselves.

Several factors may be reflected by the parental occupational and educetional indicators (variables 2-5).

Insofar as these variables indicate socio-

economic groupings, they may correlate with parental income and thus ability
to pay for college enrollment.

Or perhaps young people from lower or working

class families calculate that the returns to them fromHadditional schooling

in

terms of expected increased occupational' tatus and/or future income, are outweighed by the costs.

This may be especially true given their lower expected
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TABLE 56

Non-metric Model--Variables 4 and 5:
Parents' Educational Levels
Posterior Probabilities_
Go
Class II - No Go
-ther
Father
Mothe

Class

Level of Variable

_

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Less Than H.S.
H.S. Graduate
Bus. or Techn.
Some College
College Grad.
M.A. - Ph.D.
Don't Know

.326
.444
.558
.586
.714
.762
.357

probability of finishing school.

.312
.454
.634
.645
.708
.762
.350

.674
.556
.442
.414
.286
.238
.643

.688
.546
.366
.355
.292
.238
.650

23

The last three variables--type of high school program, high school
size and
location--are included to capture the effect of secondary school and perhaps
community environment.

TABLE 57

Non-metric Model--Variable 6:
Type of High School Program

Posterior Probabilities
Class 1-Go
Class II-NeLGo
,

Level of Variable
Prop
Voc-Techn.
3. General
1.

.876
.330
.448
.233

2.

4.

Don't Know

.124
.670
.552
.767

A majority of students in the sample (approximately 51%)
were enrolled in general
_3

-For an analysis of the effect of class and race on schooling
decisions
and successes see, respectively, Gintis .(1971) and Michelson
(1971).
Sennett
and Cobb (1974) also provide a fuller culturalcontext
in which one might assess
the school and career choices made by working class people.
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or combined

college preparatory and vocattonal)_programs.

However, those who

pursued more specialized course work in high school have distinct corresponding
choice probabilities.

Individuals enrolled in college prep programs have a

very high probability of choosing further education while those receiving vocational or technical training are quite likely to make the no attendance choice.
A "don't kn_

esponse may indicate general lack of interest in education,

it secondary or post-secondarY in nature.

It is not, however, possible to deter-

mine from the probabilities alone whether this variable represents an attendance
choice made at some previous time, or the influence on choice of the type of program available at specific high schools.

Whichever the case, enrollment in

specialized coursewo k proved to be an important predIctor of the college-goin
decision.

For exa ple, students who were enrolled in a college prepatory curric-

ulum in their high school had a .876 probability of choosing to attend college.
The probability of this attendance choice for students enrolled in a vocational
technical program was .330.

Oregon high schools we e grouped according to size of their 1975 senior
class.

These groupings are shown in Table 58.

TABLE 58

Non- etric ModelVariable 7:

Size

Senior High School Class

Level ofliariable
1.
2.
3.

4.

Less than 10Q.,

100 - 299
499
300
500 and greater

Class

Posterior Probabilities
_o
Class II-No Go

.445
.465
.544
.546

.555
.535
.456
.454
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The probability of choosing to attend college appears to inc ease wIth the size
f the high school attended.

The distinction seen here may reflect an urban/

rural demarcation or the availability of inform tion and counseling facilities
at various sized high schools.

An area or location variable was included with the hope of looking
more
closely at urban-rural differences.

(See Appendix C for county groupings )

The students from the predominantly rural areas of Oregon appear to have
a higher

TABLE 59

Non-metric ModelVariable 8:
High School Location

Level of Variable
1.
2.
3.

4.

Coastal Counties
Willamette Valley
Counties
Eastern Counties
Portland Metropolitan
Area Counties

.399

.601

.488
.441

.512
.559

.587

.413

probability of non-attendance than do those from more urban areas.

Students

from the area which includes Portland and surrounding subUrbs have the highest
probability of attending college.

In applying this mndel to other sample sizes

:and observations, the ranking of areas was generally
consistent; however, the

Willamette Valley area sometimes had a "o" probability of
greater than .5.
finer breakdown of areas

A

separating urban aráas such as EUgene, Salem and.

Corvallis from rural Willamette Valley areas) might be mote
informative.

Un-

for unately, the form of the data did not permit
this further disaggregation.

Combined, these eight variables give a profile of
a high school senio
intends to enroll versus one who does not.

ho

The potential enrollee would likely
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have a high school grade point average of 3.25 or better, have parents of midto high socioeconomic class (as indicated by occupation and education levels),
and be attending a large, urban high school where,he or she is enrolled in college
preparatory toursework.

An individual with lower grades, socioeconomic status,

attending a small rural high schooll'appears more likely te pursue an immediate

work alternative than to continue schooling.
These findings support the theory of schooling choice presented earlier.

The results are complementary to those derived through the timeseries analysis,
since this disaggregated data emphasizes social and environmental (home and
school) aspects which were not included in the time series model.

C.

The Choice Among Institutions of Higher Edu_cation

The choice of a particular institution in whith to enroll is also a vital
part Of the college going decision.

Analysis of this choice is thus an integral

component of our study of educational demand.

Specific school selection is ex-

pected to be a function of many of the same criteria which influence the decision whether or not to attend college.

In general, these factors include such

elements as financial condition of the individual, relative cost and location
of the college in question, program offerings (as they relate tosinterest and
job p

spects), ability and background of the student and quality of the school.

It is therefore interesting to note u.iferences in the populations who actually
attend or plan to attend various types of institutions to see if these differences
are conSonant with our expectations regarding the choice between segments based
on these factors.

24

24.

Examination of the demand for each Of the
our data is prohibitively cumbersome. Timis the daf.
school, as explained in the reporting of results below.
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-4chools included in

regated by type of
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This section contains the results from the application of -hree multivariate
analytical techniques to two previously described data sets (i.e. the 1974 Student Resource Survey and the Oregon high school senior survey).

Our purpose in

these investigations was to understand more systematically the choice between
types of schools.

Part 1 applies discriminant sellysis to SRS data.

Part 2 brings

the non-metric technique t- bear on the responses of Oregon high school senio
who are planning to attend college.

Part 3 utilizes the conditional logit pro-

cedure to re-examine the SRS data from a more disaggregated perspective.

We feel

that the application of these methods, with their varying emphases, yields greater
insight into the questions addressed by this study than would any of the techniques applied singly.

1.

Discrluiinant Anal sis of the Choice Between Institu

onal T

es

Linear discr_ inant funct ons were estimated on SRS data in order to highlight differences among students attending three general types of institutions of
higher education.

The same gener 1 partitioning of school types or segments is

utilized here as was presented earlier for the time series data.

The community

colleges and four-year public schools correspond exaptly with those used before.
However, the private schools examined here are exclusive of those schools which
we judged to be mainly sectarian in orientation 25
.

Some comments are made late-_,

however, regarding the application of a similar model which did include these
25

The schools included in the private segment are Linfield, Lewis and Clark,
Museum of Art, Pacific, Reed, University of Portland, and Willamette University.
The sectarian schools will be brieflyAiscussed later. Recall that in the time
series analysis all four year private institutions were considered, inclusive
of sectarian schools. However, in the earlier crosstabulations using SRS data,
the sectarian schools were omitted and the private segment was collapsed to the
same seven schools given here.
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sectarian schools.

The selection of these three Institutional segments implies strat fication
by factors other than the obvious distinction, of control (public vs. private)

and length of program (two-year vs. fou -year).

cantlyamong the sectors.

Tuitidn charges differ signifi-

Weighted average prices for the 1974-75 school year

were calculated to be approximately $290 for in-di

ct community college stu-

1

dents, 8598 for Oregon residents attending state system schools, and 82120 for
individuals who chose private institutions.

In a less certain sense, this -trati-

fication may also represent differences (real and perceived)

in the qualifications

necessary for admittance and the quality or prestige associated with the college
type in question.

The general form of
(5.4)

.Z

i

ihe 'discriminant functions Is shown as equa

= XA__ + X .Y
O
-11-

A-

X

42

R

X_ _F + X_ _V +

on

A

i5-

where,
Z

-- discriminant score for segment i (i=1, c
year public; 1=3, four-year private)
-- coefficient of variable j

_unity college;

2, four-

in segment i

Y -- gross parental income for 1973
R -- total financial resources available for college expenses, includin
savings and earnings, plus family support and financial aid

o

-- dummy variable indicating receipt of food stamps (0 if food stamp recipient, 1 otherwise)

V

dummy variable indicating vete an status (0A1 veteran, I otherwise)

A -- high school grade point average (u ed as a proxy for ability)
These particular variables were selected to reflect uniqueness of student-

profiles amongsegments.

Other variables, such as sex of the respondent, were

found to show only slight differences among theAnstitutional segments.
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data used for this analysis were edited to include only residents, undergraduate
students taking nine or more hours of classes (i.e. full-time students), and those
whose surveys contained valid responses on the questions needed to determine
values for the variables listed above.

The discriminant functions which were estimated using standardized data
are presented in Table 60.

Standardization(Which is accomplished by subtract-

ing the mean and dividing by the standard deviation) facilitates interpretation
of the discriminant coefficients in terms of student profiles as reflected by
these,variables.

Using these discriminant fun- ions, 67.2% of the sample obser-

vations are correctly classified.

The first three variables (parental income, total resources and food stamp
receipt) reflect components of the financial position of the students involved.
Community college students tend to have the lowest level of parental income and
monetary resources at hand.

(Negative coefficients indicate variable values

which fall below the mean for all classes.)
be receiving food stamps.

Further, they are most likely to

At the other extreme, individuals attending private

schools have high resource availability and thus are quite unlikely to receive
food stamps.

Private school students also exhibit relatively high ability rank-

ings as measured by high school grade point averages.

Not surpris ngly, students,

at four-year public schools appear to have resources and abilities bet- een those
evidenced by students in the other two segments.

The.weight ngs on the variable indicating veteran status may yield several
possible explanations.

It is possible to view the apparent preference of veter-

ans for community colleges as a response to both the "open-door" admissions
policy and low-cost nature of these institutions, as well as the directly joboriented emphasis -f many of the programs offered.

In addition, older returning

students may prefer the community colleges' more heterogeneous student bodies,
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TABLE 60

Discriminant Function Coefficients
For Three Classes--Model
(Based on Standardized Data)

Classes, representing institutional
e ments
(1)

Variable

Community

(2)

4-Year
_Public

4-1 ear

Private

1.

Parental Income (Y)

-0.2181

0.0508

0.1528

2.

Total Resources (R)

-0.3616

-0.0373

1.0532

3.

Food Stamps-

(F)

-0.1154

0.0199

0.1265

4.

Veteran Status

(V)

-0.2364

0.0368

0.2861

5.

High School CPA (A)

-0.5320

0.1082

0.4774

Constant

-1.7108

-0.4100

-2.8726

Total sample size (N) = 589; n1 = 134, n2 = 395,

60

% correctly classified = 67.2

U-Statistic 0.8083
Approximate F
13.071**

Degrees of Freedom 5, 2, 586
Degrees of Freedom 10, 1160

F Matr x for Pairwise Comparison
Community
College
4-Year
Public
4-Year
Private

4-Year
Public

12.4**
21.

Degrees of Freedom = 5, 580

11.0**

** = significant at 1% level

See Appendix F for means and standard deviarions of nonstandardized variables.
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Which include peers more nearly their own age.

While the individual G. I. Bill

benefits form a significantly large financial resourct with which to de- ay costs
of schooling, the veteran's preference for lower cost institutions may indicate
larger family responsibilities and perhaps lower levels of parental support.

A similar discriminant model, containing two additional variables, was also
-4

estimated.

These variables are:

D -- straight line distance
-o
residence
admission) to school of attendance

n Oregon (at time

L -- dummy variable indicating if chosen school was located wIthIn
respondent's county of residency in Oregon (0 if out of
county, 1 otherwise)
Both of these variables seek to reflect components of.attendance costcommuting expenses, opportunity to live at home, and in the case of community colleges;
in- versus ou .-of-district tuition charges.

This model is presented separately

since there is some doubt as to the appropriateness of including institution
specific information in a model which attempts to examIne segmental choice.
The results of this estimation are shown in Table 61.
Explana_ion of the distance variable may to some extent be specific to
higher education in the State of Oregon.

The mean distance from esidence at

time of epplication to the college ac ually attended is 28.6 miles for community colleges, 77.2 miles for state system schools and 37 miles t_ private
colleges, while the mean for the entire sample is 62 miles.

Thus the average

distances for both the community collages and private schools are less than the
overall mean, yielding the negative discriminant coefficients for this variable.
The low .ean distance for community colleges is not unexpected, since the

ui-

tion and fee charges are substantially higher for students with permanent residences outside the tax district of the community college in question.

The mean

value (and variance)js actually higher than might have been anticipated, having

94
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TABLE 61

Discriminant Function Coefficients
For Three Classes-Model II
(Based on Standardized Data)

Classes, representing insitutional
segments
Variable

Community
College

4-Year
Public

4-Year
Private

1.

Parental Income (Y)

-0.2617

0.0695

0.1269

2.

Total Resources

(R)

-0.3612

-0.0361

1.0447

3.

Food Stamps

(F)

-0.1269

0.0258

0.1132

4.

Distance

(D)

-0.0963

0.0813

-0.3199

5.

Veteran Status

(V)

-0.1664

0.0110

0.2990

6.

High School GPA (A)

-0.5187

0.1037

0.4771

7.

Location

0.8866

-0.3027

0.0130

-2.0671

-0.4604

2.8745

(L)

Constant

Total sample size (N) =

589; nl = 134, n2 != 395, n3 = 60

% correctly classified = 72.8-4

U-Statistic 0.66079
Approximate F = 19.095**

Degrees of Freedom 7, 2, 586
Degrees of Freedom 14, 1160

F Matrix for Pairwise Comparison

Community
College
4-Year
Public
4-Year
Private

4-Year
Public

27.9**

N.A.

18.4**

10.3**

Degrees of Freedom = 7, 580

= significant at 1% level

See Appendix F fa' Means and standard deviations of nonstandardized variables.
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been raised by a few students who apparently travel great distances to attend
a certain community college, despite the higher charges.

25

The distance to private schools also appears relatively short.

The large

majority of the schools included in the private segment are located in the
urban centers of the-state.

Since income and parental education levels tend

to be co related with population density

seems reasonable that these high cost and
would draw a large share -f theIr

n-stat

urban and suburban areas)

it

some cases) prestigious schools
uden

from these areas.

(As we

learned earlier, however, 56% of the private school students in our nonsect rian sample were from out of state.)

It is likely too that more familiar ty

ith and information concerning these schools is available to those living in
or near cities.

On the other hand, information on the four-year public schools

is widely disseminated throughout the state through yearly visits by state
system representatives to every high school in the state.

This distance pattern of attendance is reaffirmed by the location variable,
which indicates that a community college student is highly likely to be attending
a school located in the same county as her or his permanent residence.
A discriminant model using the variables defined above was unable to distinguish stude t' attending schools With strong religious orientation from students in the other segments.

26

Mean parental income is lowest in this group

($12,622), and exhibits the smallest standard deviation.

Average total resources

25_

Several .students traveled over a hundred miles to attend a particular
community college. This is most notably the case for Treasure,Valley Community
College which is located in Ontario. There are several possible reasons that
an individual might choose Treasure Valley over a nearby community college.
Treasure Valley boasts a strong athletic scholarship program, has special programs not available at other schools e.g. pilot training) and is located within
accessible distance to ski areas.
26

,-The schools ineluded in the sectarian grouping are Columbia Christian,
Concordia, George Fox, Judson Baptist, Marylhurst, Mt. Angel Seminary, Multnomah
Bible, Northwest Christian, Warner Pacific, Western Conservative Baptist, and
Western Evangelical College.
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available to these students is, however, nearly the same as those of under7
graduates at state system schools.

Despite low reported paren'ial income, sec-

tarian students appear highly unlikely to receive food stamps.
a ma-_er of conviction rather than eligibility.)

(This -ay be

Ability ranking is quite

close to that exhibited by four-year public school students, and is above the
average for the whole sample.

These students tend to travel greater distances to their chosen schools
than do individuals at ending community or private colleges, and appear relatively likely to come from rural areas of the state.

Overall, the profile of

these student- is not distinct enough to allow proper cla sification based
the discriminant function derived.

on'

Nearly all these students were classified

as belonging in the four-year public segment.

Evidently, all of the factors

which influence the choice of a sectarian school have not been included in,our
model.

Perhaps what is needed to distinguish these individuals is information re-

garding strength of religious preference or family environment.

In summary, the profiles of the groups investigated, with the exception of
sectarian school Students, tend to support the importance of the choice criteria
postulated by economic theory.

27

Financial constraints appear most severe for

those who have chosen the low cost community colleges, while individuals

th

high resour e availability in conjunction with high'ability rankings tend to
choose the more expensive and prestigious private institutions.

The choice

of those attending sectarian schools reflects the unlikely combination of low
parental income and relatively high cost institutions.

It is assumed that this

reflects a strong preference for a religious environment and/or specific program
27

This is not to say that economic thoery fails to explain the sectarian
choice, rather that all the important factors which enter into the decision have
not been- included in the simplified model presented here.
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offerings.

Several of these schools emphasize preparation for the ministry

or missionary work to the near exclusion of other programs.

Non-metric Dfscrlminant Analygs of _the Choice BetwepIcbooi Tes

The survey responses of those Oregon high school seniors who indicated
plans to attend an instituti n of higher education were further investigated
in order to analyze the reasons for choice of a particular type of school.
This analysis serves to enhance the discriminant findings reported above by
including additional explana ory variables.
lapping (_

Some of these variables are over-

high school g.p.a.'s), others are complementary (parents'

occu-

pations and education),'while some concern areas not addressed by the Student
Survey data analyzed above (e g. educational aspirations, stated reason for choice.)

The included variables are as follows:

high school g.p.a.,

father s occupation, mother's occupation, father's education, mother's educatIon, reasonfor attending college, educational aspirations, prime reason for selecting first choice school, high school size and geographic area.
A four class model, based on the segments developed above (four-year public,
community colleges, private institutions, and sectarian schools) and using these
ten variables, was able to correctly classify slightly over 50% of the 1,267
observations involved.
model:

Table 62 presents a normalized confusion matrix for the

The entries on the diagonal indicate the proportion correctly classified

in each segment.

Students choosing community colleges have the most distinct

profiles and the highest percent correct classifications (73%).

As was the case

using traditional discriminant analysis in the previous part of this section,
those choosing the sectarian segment could not be distinguished from state system or community college students.

This difficulty is exacerbated by the low
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prior probability of choosing a sectarian school--only 8.4% of the selected

TABLE 62

Normalized Segmental Confusion Matrix
Actual
Choice

Predicted Choice
4-yr
Public

Corn.

Col.

.

Private

Sectarian

Sample
Size

Com. Col.

.730

.240

.030

.000

400

4-yr Public

.322

.543

.135

.000

400

Private

.233

.414

.353

.000

360

Sectarian

.514

.355

.131

.000

107

Percentage Correctly..ClassX

2

ed

315**

50.20
**sign

1

cant at .001 level

sample on which this model is esti -ted chose schools in the sectarian segment.
The predicted choice is based on the combined results of all the variables,
each weighted by its respective ability to predict correctly when taken
2- 8

singly.

For ease of exposition, however, the variables will be presented and

interpreted separately in tabular form.

Recall that the appropriate interpre-

tations of the posterior probabilities estimated orrour sample'is as follows:
given that an individual high school student plans to attend college and given
that he or she exhibits the level of a variable.under discussion (e.g. variable
is "student educational aspirations", level is "less than B.A. degree" ), then
that individual has a probability (as reported in Table 63)

of choosing each

_f the various types of schools.

'Educational aspirations appear to be an Important factor in determining inSee Appendix E for the variable weights calculated for this model.
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stitutional choice.

Those intending to pursue a bachelor's degree are likely

to pick four-year public schools, while those planning shorter progr -s choose
A

community colleges.

Student- reporting high aspirations (more than a B.A.)

appear most likely to select private institutions.

The significant portion

of communieY college and sectarian students responding "I don't kno
flect the inapplicability of the other categories listed.

may re-

The community college,

TABLE 63

Non-metric Segmental Model--Variable 1:
Student Educational Aspirations

Level of Variable

Com. Col.

Posterior Probabilitiesa
4-yr Pub.
Private
Sectarian

1.

Less.than B.A.

.634

.145

.145

.076

2.

B.A. Degree

.223

.414

.275

.087

3.

More than B.A.

.156

.359

.432

.052

4.

I don't know

.413

.262

.212

.110

a

Posterior probabilities are weighted by prior probability of being in a
Since''the'Sample of sectarians is small, the posterior values will in
all cases be low.
class.

students may be seeking vocational or technical certification, while sectarian
training for miss onary work may not yield a formal degree.

(See the above Table.

Table 64 gives the posterior probabilities relating to the stated reason
for selecting ehe student's first choice school.
Specific program offerings and the variety of courses available (level 3)

along with influence of parents and friends (level 6) appear relatively important to those planning to attend four-year state schools.

Those weighting the

financial factors heavily--distance and cost--are likely to select the community
college segment.

This result is comparable to that postulated in the previously

0
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TABLE 64

Non-metric Segmental Model--Variable 2:
Primary Reason for Selecting First Choice School

Level of Variable

Com. Col.

Posterior Probabili ies
4-yr Pub.
Private
Sect rian

1.

School Reputation

.088

.319

.488

.106

2.

Distance

.655

.215

.102

.028

3.

Program or Variety

.262

.366

.308

.064

4.

Characteristics
(size, type, etc.

.221

.265

.336

.177

5.

Cost

.581

.298

.113

.008

6.

Influence of
parents or
friends

.180

.400

.220

.200
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discriminant results.

School reputation and character

tics (e.g. size, type,

location) appear influential in the choice of a private school, while the se,

lection of the sectarian segment is relativelY heavily affected by parental influence and school characteristics.

While individuals who consider cost factorE

Important to their choice are quite likely to attend community colleges, they
are highly unlikely to choose a school in either the private or sectarian sector.

This reinforces the hypothesis that those choosing church-related schools

are affected by non-financial factors and is also consistent with the earlier
regression results showing a low price elasticity for the private sector.

High school grade points are also a good predictor of certain discriminant
classes.

TABLE 65

Non-metric Segmental Model--Variable 3:
High School Grade Point Averages

Level of Variable
1.

Less than 2.00

2.

Com Col.

Posterior Probabilities
4-yr. Pub.
Private
Sectarian

1.000

.000

.000

.000

2.00 - 2.24

.488

.279

A.86

.047

3.

2.25 - 2.49

.500

.250

.1.92

.058

4.

2.50 - 2.74

.415

.293

.158

.134

5.

2.75 - 2.99

.409

.329

.215

.047

6.

3.00 - 3.24

.353

.315

.240

.092

7.

3.25 - 3.49

.306

.314

.297

,--'4:L-083

8.

3.50 - 3.74

.249

.328

.324

.100

9.

3.75 - 4.00

.153

.341

.421

.085

'The likelihood of choosing a public four-year or private school increases with
grade point

while that of atteliding a community college falls.

This Is con-

sistent with the findings presented earlier based on continuous data from the
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Student Resource Survey .

_ _

case of sectarian schools1 there is no un-

ambiguous relationship between high school performance and segmental choice.

The

attendance probabilities rise with grade point averages at lower levels and fall
at higher levels.

This variable, like several of the others reported

does tot

appear to reflect the true factors which determine sectarian choice.

Students planning to attend college were asked to give the reasons which
influenced their decision to enroll.

We have aggregated these responses

into consumption and investment criteria as follows:

TABLE 66

Reasons for Choosing to Attend College

Consumption Responses
I feel it is expected of-me
I don't know what else to do
To become a better citizen
A desire to become more educated
Investment Responses

Further training is required for what I intend to do
To increase future earning power

This variable, perhaps because. of the:groupings selected, did not prove a partitularly good choice predictor.

-

However, it can be noted that those giving

investment reasons have relatively high posterior probabilities of attending a
community 'college while those stating consumption reasons are --o-t likely to

attend private schools.

These results are consistent with our previous findings

regardAng varying price elasticities of demand between the private schools and
comm --ity colleges.

That -is, one might expect those pursuing college education

for investment reasons to be more sensitive to price changes, which directly
affect the expected rate of return from ,education.

11 0 3

This is indeed what the

TABLE 67

Non-metric Segmental ModelVariable 4:
Reason for Choosing to Attend College

Level

Com. Col.

Posterior Probabilities
4-yr. Pub.
Priva e
Sectarian

Wh- Attend Collst

Consump_on
Reasons
2.

,

Investment
Reasons

.249

.315

.353.

.082

.342

.316

.256

.085

combination of our tIme series and cross-sectional results suggest.

Some general patterns can be detected in the posterior probabili ies associated with parents' occupations.

The probabilities are highest for students

whose parents have jobs in the upper socio-economic ranges to attend four7year
public or private schools.

Those whose parents are laborers are likely to

attend sectarian schools or community colleges.

For example, a student who is

.planning to artend college and whose father Is a professional, has the highest

probability of attending a private school; whereas, if the father is a skilled
laborer, the student has the highest probability of selecting a community college.
These occupational distinctions

as suggested earlier in conjunction with the

non-metric model of the school versus no school choice, probably reflect varying
abilities to pay, as well as social:background.

The delineation between those

choosing community colleges and those selecting state system schools is not

cleaecut based on these occupa ional variables.

Mother's occupation appeared

less significant in determining the school type choice than it did in the decision of whether or not to attend school.

However, having a mother in a rela-

,tively high status job (levels 6, 7, or 8) did tend to increase selection of
a private or 4-year public school, as opposed to a conmiunity college or
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TABLE 68

Non-metric Segmental Model-Variables 5 and 6:
Patents' Occupations

Level of Variable

o-

Col.

Posterior Probabilities
4-yr Pub.Private
Sectarian

Father's 0ccupion
1.

Skilled Labor

.388

.317

.189

.107

2.

Semi-skilled,Labor

.310

310

.172

.207

3.

Farm Labor

.333

.444

.222

.000

4.

Small Business

.344

.338

.266

.052

5.

Office Worker

.306

.210

.419

.065

6.

Manager

.333

.303

.281

.082

7.

Commission Sales

.271

.370

.309

.049

8.

Professional

.198

.317

.396

.090

9.

Non-earner

.356

.322

.271

.051

=

Mother's Oc upation
1.

Skilled Labor

.435

.348

.217

.000

2.

Semi-skilled Labor

.402

.268

.232

.097

3.

Form Labor

.000

1.000

.000

.000

4.

Small Business

.387

.387

.226

.000

5.

Office Worker

.347

.298

.266

.089

6.

Manager

.282

.359

.359

.000

7.

Commission Sales

.333

.333

.333

.000

8.

Professional

.225

.355

.348

.072

9.

Nen-earner

.600

.200

.113

.067

Homemaker

.301

.314

.287

.098

10.

.
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-sectarian type.

Parents

educational levels reflect a pattern of posterior probabilities

simjlar to those indicated by-occupational groups.

Students with more highly

edpcated parents are likely to choose private institutions, while those with
lower educational levels choose community colleges.

Those with mid-range parents'

TABLE 69

Non-metric Segmental Model--Variables 7 and 8:
Parents' Educational Attainment

Level of Variable

Com. Col.

Father

Sectar -n

Educa_i n

1.

Less than H.S.

.386

-.343

.199

.072

2.

H.S. Graduate

.423

.255

.223

.098

3.

Business or Techn7

.313

.388

.224

.075

4.

Some College

.253

.346

.313

..088

College Graduate

.218

.355

.355

.073

6.

M.A. - Ph.D.

.159

.312

.447

.082

7.

I don't know

.500

.293

.121

.086

-5.

Educa

Mother'

.

Posterior Probabilitie
4-Yr Public
Pri.-iate-

1.

Less than H.S.

.421

.262

.243

.075

2.

H.S. Graduate

.354

.320

.235

.090

3.

Business or Techn.

.343

7353

.284

.020

4.

Some College

.281

.272

.341

.106

5.

College Graduate

.178

.375

.370

.077

6.

M.A. - Ph.D.

.143

.367

.429

.061

7.

I don't know

.509

.208

.151

.132

education (vocational or business, some college -o college graduate

tend to

select state system schools.

However, probabilities based on this variable of

-ttending any of these three

segments (public two- or four-year, or private)

20
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have overlapping values

making definitiVe comments difficult.

The probabilities

associated with educational levels of students choosing sector an schools show
no discernible patterns.

High school size and location results were not as informative as had been
expected.

Students who were from smaller high schools and located in coaatal

and Willamette Valley counties would be predicted to attend community colleges
by the model.

The high school size probabilities of those choosing private

schools had small variance, but the Portland area location had a relatively high
weighting for this.sector.

Students from small high schools were ,-elatively

TABLE 70

Non-metric Segmental Model--Variables 9 and 10:
Area and High School Size

Level of Variable

Col.

Posterior Probabilities
4-yr Pub.
Private
Sectarian

Area (County

--.t7914.149A0

1.

Coastal

.362

.277

.287

.074

2.

Willamette Valley

.345.

.304

.231

.120'

3.

Portland

.298

.276

.357

.068,

4.

Eastern

.298

.426

.200

.075

Ugh School:Size
1.

Less than 100

.355

.319

.223

.102

2.

100 - 299

.322

.284

.297'

.097

3.

300 - 499

.335

.306

.289

.068

4.

500 or more

.207

.420

.293

.080

more likely to'select sectarian schools, while those from the largest schoo
picked the state system segment.
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In combination, the descriptIve var ables included in these segmental
models can be used to sketch general profiles of the kind of high school senior
likely to choose each type of institution of higher education.

The picture of

the individual who tends to select a community college is the mostidistinct.
Cost and distance are of primary importance in this individualls school choice.
He or she seeks a 10v41 of training less tha_ that reflected by a bachelo
degree, and has a high school grade point average of 3.25 or lower.

The parents

-f this student a e likely to be of mid to low socio-econornic standing, living
in coastal or Will- ette Valley counties.

the profile of the individual prone to select a state system college includes
a g.p.a.:of 2.75 or better, aspirations to attain a B.A. degree, and relatively
high socio-economic status.

The choic,- of the part cular school selected is apt

to be influenced by friends and parents and the variety and availability of progr-- offerings.
The

private segment profile is sImilar to that of the_four-year public

school students in terms of high g.p.a. (3.00 and above) and high scolo-economic
level.

However, urban or suburban location, and college reputation and character-

istics (such as size) also figure strongly in thid description.
The outline Of the individual who tends to choose a church-related ins
tution is the least clear.

The prime reasons for the choice will probably reflect

parental influence and the particular atmosphere (characteristics ) of .this type
of school.

he or

It is probable that the student's parents will be laborers' and that

he attends a small high school.

Cost considerations appear to be of

little importance despite the low economic status of these students.
These profiles, Mile not completely' definitive

are consistent with the

segmental differences suggested by the use of traditional discriminant analysis
and the regression results developed earlier.

L.,

08

We now proceed io the application
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of the conditional loglt technique.

Analthe Choice Be ween School Types
Our application of conditional logit analysis to.the SRS data shares many
of the shortcomings of previous attempts to apply logit analysis to studies
f higher education demand.

The SRS questionnaire was not designed to meet

the exhaustive data requirements of al comprehensive logit analysis.

The prin--

,

cipal difficulty is that logit analysis requires-information detailing each
individual's relationship to every available choice alternative, not just the
Fot example, in order to estimate'.the probability

one which was selected.

that a prospective student wtil choose school A, we need to know not only
,

how much financial aid school A granted him but also how much school B offered
him.

Our analysis follows

We, however

he basie approach used by Mi_ler and -Radner (1975).

specify three mutually exclusive choice alternatives--the three

institutional sectors used in the earlier discriminant analysis.

The SRS

contains no responses from non-students and opportunity cost data is not
29

available for students.--

our sample have alread

We must therefore assume that the individuals in

decided to attend same post-secondary institution and

are now only concerned with the decision of which school (and thus sector) to
attend.

-

The primary weakness of Miller and Radne

SCOPE

30

data is the lack of

29

Miller and Radner assume the opportunity cost of po
attendance is zero.
30_

School to College:

-secondary school

Opportunities for Post-secondary Education

9
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adequate information on potential financial aid resources of prospective-college
students.

The attempt of our analysis is to incorporate the extensive infor-

mation on student financial resources contained on the SRS into part of a

conditional init model of Oregon higher education demand.
Roughly one-half of the SRS questionnaire concerns student financial aid
resources.

,To include a financial aid variable into the logit model, however,

we need to genera

not only the aid received in the student's chosen sector

but also the aid the student would have received in those sectors which were
not chosen.

This latter aid information requirement cannot be met directly by

the SRS or any other conventional questionnaire.

We thus estimate the potential

aid which the student would have received In the non-attended sectors from
parameters derived from a regression on attendees in each sector-

We judge

potential aid received at different schools within each sector to be equal since:
1) cost factors within sectors are similar,
2) the institutional resources within sectors are similar,

3) awards seem to be based on similar decision criteria (i.e., financial
need).

Thus, the general outline of our research in this section is:

1) specification of a $ figure for financial aid received by each individal
in his/her chosen segment,

2) regression of financial aid received on variables common to all
individuals in the sample, and
use of.these estimated aid figures in a general conditional logit model.

0
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a.

Thel)ata for Aid Regressions
As described earlier, the SES el cited financial resource responses in

28 specific categories and 5 general (cumulative) classifications.
survey .fo

in range form.

Appendix B.)

The responses for the 18

(See the

pecific-categories are

The five general responses are continuous figures.

For the

purposes of the logit model, our definition of financial aid _eceived includ a
the two work study categories under 'employment and savings," all,the grant
categories except "other grants," all the loan categories except "other loans,
and the " elfare" category of "benefits."

The type of aid found under the

"other" categories frequently is not need related.

It coUld be such .things

as sports scholarships or scholarships which are awarded because the student
met some specific non-need requirement (the winning of a beauty contest or a
special interest competition, for example).

Examination :f our data records

also seems to indicate that some of the responses in these two categories
(especially "other loans") describe resources used for non-educational purposes
(car loans or even home mortgages).

The "welfare" category is added to aid

in the sector estimation regressions because current Oregon practice is to

-subtractany financial a d received dollar-for-dollar from welfare benefits
The categories we wish -a include in our financial aid variable cut
across the general classification divisions.

Generation of a continuous

figure for financial aid received thus requires a continuous fIguri for each
specific category of aid.

This is done by "dividing up" each continuous general

classification figure into each of its specific categories in a manner consistent with the range responses for each individual.

The specific _ethod

dictates that the same percentage of -each indicated range is filled up while
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insuring that the sum of all the categories within a general classification
31

equals the total given for that classification.-

Although the data processing gymnastics required by the data format may
seem unfortunate, it does provide one important external advantage.

All records

are checked for internal consistency within each general classification.

If

a continuous general classification figure is lower than the sum of the range
minimums or higher than the sum of the range maximums for the appropria e
specific categories, then the responses a e judged inconsistent.
sistencies are resolved in various ways.

These incon-

If minor, the general classification

figure is assumed correct and categories are assigned continuous data reflecting
the same relative distribution as the range response but with an absolute sum
equal to the general continuous response.
reference to other questions on the survey.
divergences are discarded.

Some cases can be explained by
Records with unexplained large

In any case, this consistency requirement provides

an excellent check for data transcribing and other errors.

We thus feel that

31
-For example:

Category__

Range
Response

NDSL

LEEP loan

600 + (1/4)400 =

700

0=

0

200 + (1/4)200 =

250

0 + (1/4)

Guaranteed loan
Institutional loan

0

Other loan

2

Total loans

Generated
Continuous Figure

1209

0 + (1/4)

0 =

0

200 + (1/4)200 =

250

1000 +

200 =' 1200

x(400 + 0 + 200 + 0 + 200) = 1200
x = 1/4
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our data on personal experiences is as accurate as is possible for this type
of questionnaire.
The r
study.

personal income figure (SRS-question_50) is also revised for this

Problems with this response seem to arise from two sources.

)

Despite the parenthetical instructions included in the question,

respondents seem to differ markedly about what resources they chose to include
In personal income.

Work study income and the various benefits seem to b

included in some cases and not in others.

We assume the personal income figure

is correct unless the slim of the spouse's contribution, the resources from

employment, and total benefits is greater than the income figure.
2)

The personal income is requested for the calendar year 1973 while the

desired figure Is for the 1973-7,4 school year.

This causes a problem with

students who recently quit jobs to go to school or who have recently changed
marital status (particularly if recently separated or divorced).
be done to correct the former problem.

Little can

However, since the potential error in

income estimation of divorced or separated person- is so large, we assume that
the sum of the resources mentioned in 1) above are correct no matter what
response is given to question #50.
In any case

after a basic income f gure is determined, we add "other

grants" and subtract "welfare benefits," and work study aid to arrive at the
final personal income figure used in the aid regressions.

The Aid Regression
Four aid regressions are summarIzed in Table 71.

The first two columns of

results represent different regressions for dependent and independent students
.of state system institutions.

Theoretically, the determinants of aid for these

2 13

ii
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Table 71

_
,

CoeffIcients for Financia1 Aid Regressions

by Student Type and InstItutional $e t r.

Inde indent Students

Dependent Stüdent
State Sistem Schools

Inde endent Variables

Total Aid

Total Aid

Total Aid

Coefficients

Coefficients

Coefficients

Parental income

-117 6 (-2.592)

(log),Personal income

-153 2 (-4.128)

1

31.21 (-11

Married (1 .

299,17

N

154410

.

0

d

endents

lEgied_for_Aid
State resident

3.

94 )

4

-368.28
225 93

Aid-lhans
Coefficients

-8 080

1

Private_Univ

44

-565

4 (4.301

391 32

(1.472)

1.1198

(3.768)

(2.692

484.58179)___579.95.(5.295

1 . yes

1 m mo

oorimaty Coll

355.

1 848)

538.09

(4.431)

Extra cost of attended
school

Live at home

y

No, of siblings in college

-261.8

1.556)_

- 93.50 (- 8351)
75.143 (1.413)

Age (in ranges)

91.015

(2.487)

62.481 (1.91

-339.86 (-2.322)

097_(-1 910

H.S. GPA (4.00
3004

Interce it

jgrees of freedom

(5 847)

3863

99

265

.2180

.5397

9.092)

2908. (6 840 )

6888.

184

26

2

Corrected R

t

statistics are in parentheses

* . significant at the .05 level
**

significant at the Al level

5035

.4660

5.274)
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two student types should be _vastly different.

Independent students are

defined to be these who receive less than $500 from their pa-ents, are married

or are at least 21 years old, and do not live at hme.
independent students are markedly more successful.
to- the qualitatively better Information

The aid estimates for

We attribute this success

e have on .personal resources--

theoretically the primary determinant of aid for independent students.
contrast

In

our data on parental resourcestheoretically the primary de erminant

of aid for dependent students--is weak.

The available parental income response

is a student-reported figure and thus is of less certain value.

checkS of the parental resource figure were available to us.

Further, no

Thus, for the

purpose of this section of the study, we confine our analysis to indePendent
students.

The last three columns represent regressions
the three higher edUcation sectors.
right.
1)

or independent students of

These results are interesting:in their own

In considering them, please note the following:

The dependent variable in the private university regression is total

aid minus loans (that is, grants plus work study).

32

- Private university

regression att_ pts using total aid as the dependent variable simply did not

We attribute this failure to the dominance of loans in total aid to

work.

private university students.

Loans (not counting "other loans") account for

58% of total aid to our sample of independent private university students.
Loans constitute 45% and 26% of aid to independent state system and community
college students, respectively.

32

More significantly, the average loan held by

No inde endent private university students in our sample received
welfare income.

all independent private university students in our sample is i whopping $894. 33
The comparable figures for independent state system and community college
students are $208 and $117 respectively.

When loans are required in large

magnitudes, it seems reasonable that they will not be viewed by the recipient
in the same light a8 other forms of financial aid.

By imputing a cost to their

loan obligation, some private unite sity students may choose _to accept a lower
amount than their financial need would qualify them for.

This would be

particularly true if need requirements are less strict on loans than,on other.
fo -a of aid, thus allowing greater leeway for personal choice in the amount
of loan aid received.

In any-case, even if the total aid including loans had

proved estimable for private university students, its use in our conditional
logit analysis would be suspect.

Since loans are a much larger part of private

university aid, total financial aid to private university students does not
constitute as much a reduction in perceived cost as the raw numbers suggest.
Thus, in our logit analysis, we somewhat arbitrarily estimate total perceivect_

financial aid to independent private university students to be 3/2 times the
estimate for grants plus work study.
2)

The positive coefficient on the state resident variable indicates

that non-residents receive, other things equal, about $538 mcTe aid than
-residents.

This is presumably due to the much higher tuition fees charged

non-residents.

A residence variable could also be included in the community

college regression (1

out of CC district).

This changes the other parameters

slightly and reveals that, other things equal, about $273 less aid

33That is, $894 = total loans (minus "other loans") divided by the total
number of students, whether they received aid or not.
Some students put
together loan packages exceeding $3,000.

.
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(t-statistic

-1.564) goes to out of district residents.

This variable is

omitted in the final regression because, fo= in state students, it relates
more to a 'student's decieion to7attend -__ particular de_ _Unity dellege than it

does to the decision concerning which type of school to attend.

Out of state

residence proves insignificant to private university aid.
3)

Tuition costs at individual community colleges and state system

institutions are virtually identical within their r- pective sectors.
private universities varies widely.

Tuition-

Thus, a variable defined as _he

deviation of actual tuition paid by the individual student from the mean
tuition for all private university students.3

4

is used to correct the aid

regression for differences in private university costs.

The estimated

coefficient (1.1198) indicates that slightly more than one dollar is added
to aid for every dollar of additional tuition cost.

This variable is eliminated

in the estimation of aid for our conditional logit analysis since, mean tuition

ls-used-as-the-cost-vartable-f__ the private-university-sector -TThus;-the-------deviation is always zero.
4)

The age variable'is in the ranges specified by the SRS questionnaire.

Other specifications do not yield any better Lv-Jults.

this variable

We originally included

h the thought that older stIdents might be more aware of

financial aid opportunities and/or more experienced at obtaining aid.

The

significance of the age variable using the ra:4. a specification seems to

confirm this expectation f r state system and_ommunity college students.
The significant negative coefficient for private university Students seems
indicate either that age is correlated with some other variable which

34

:The mean tuition for private university students (weighted by

attendance )

$2,300.
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influences aid or that private unvers±t±es prefer to grant more aid to younger
students.
5)

The high school CPA variable was originally included to determine

whether schools competed for higher ability students by offering the
aid than other students.

One of our preliminary private university regressions

seemed to conftrm this expectation.

When the tuition deviation variable was

added, however, the CPA variable became insignificant.

This is due to the

not surprising fact that high CPA's and attendance at schools with high
tuition costs are strongly correlated.

We can only wonder about the reason

for the negative coefficient in the co

unity college regression.

6)

The applied-fo -aid variable is set equal to one if the response to

question 1/52 on the SRS is anYthing other than zero=

A theoretical problem

for our conditional logit analysis arises here in that non-application for
aid to attend a low cost school does not necessarily imply that a student
would not apply fur aid n
..._

higher cost school.

Fortunately, this problem

is largely averted because the applied-for-aid Va iable is insignificant in
private university aid estimations and is thus omitted in the final private
university aid regression.

Furthermore, the cost differences between com-

munity colleges and state system-schools are large enough to induce a significant increase in state system aid applications from independent nonapplicants for community college aid.

35

35

For dependent students, these cost differences may be large because
switching from a community college to a state university often implies moving
away from home.

2 _9
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c.

The Logit Analysis Variables
The goal of our analysis is to arrive at an pstimate of the probability

that's student's college choice will fall-into-each of-the three available--

higher education sectors (co -unity college, state system, private universiti
We specify this probability to be a function of certain observed independent
variables:
C

= fcc,ss.

log

FA

ccoi

cc

C

ss

- FA

ss,

a + b

-1

Gp _]

[GPi
_

2

- [GP

cc-

- GP

I

-1

i

-2

ss

]

That Is, the log of the odds between any two alternatives is a linear function
f the observed independent variables, hs specified above.

The first independent variable is similar to Miller and Radne-'s costto-income ratio.

The difference, of course, is that estimated financial ai&

is subtracted from the student's perceived school cost.
here fs

The cost figure used

e average_basic educational cost (tuition and fees_plus_books) fpr

the sector.

The hypothesis involved in this variable structure is that the

odds between any two sectors are a function of the difference between the
financial burdens imposed by attending the sectors.

We expect b

1

to be

negative--the more the state system burden exceeds the community college
bdrden, the greater the likelihOod of the choice of the community college.
Although the second independent variable looks different than Miller and
Radner s achievement interaction variable, it is very similar.
form used reduces readily as below:
(GP - GP

= GP
-= 72

2

2

cc

- (GP -

)

-2CPGP

GP(GP

ss

_2

cc

cc

+ GP-

cc

- GP

)

ss

_2
- GP- + 2GPGP

+ GP

cc

ss

- GP2
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ss

- GP2

ss

The mathematical
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The expression in braces is the same functional form as Miller and
Radner's achievement interaction variable- with (IPA substituted as the measure
of achievement.
that

tudent

We expect a negative coefficient for this term, indicating

with large CPA's prefer private schools to state schools and

state schools to community colleges.
(lower) GPA's prefer the reverse.

We have no

Alternatively, students with small

We do not stratify our sample by ability,

k option and thus cannot attempt to replicate Miller and Radner'sr

finding that within low ability groups the higher ability persons prefer work.
Also, admission standards at all state system schools and even some private
universities in Oregon are not so strict as to bar entrance to prospective
students on the basis of ability alone.

The results of.the logit es imation are summarized in Table 72.

Overall,

the conditional logit model correctly predicts the educational se tor choice
of 44.4% o_ the individuals in the sample.

light of the fact that 33.3% correct

This result should be asses ed in

predictions" could be made by chance alone.

Table 72

Parameter Estimates of Conditional Logit Estimation
Variable

Coefficient

T-s atistic

Cost7Aid
Income

.032

.028

Ability interaction

-1.229

-1.668

Mode Specific Dummy
(Community College)

-.375

-.808

Mode Specific Dummy

-.169

-.433

(State. System)

135 observations

86 degrees of freedom

21

44.4% correctly predicted-
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The ability interaction variable has the expected sign and its t-statistic is
significant at the 90% level.

This is essentially the same result as Miller

and Radner achieved although_our specification is slightly=different. 36

The

mode specific variables are similar to intercept terms in a normal regression
formulation.

The financial burden variable with aid included is totally in ignificant.
This apparent divergence from Miller and Radner's result may be due to any
-all of the following factors.
1)

The existence of financ al aid tends to lessen the co t difference

between the three sehool segment alternatives, thus making the difference-in
cost itself less important in the determination -f an individual's college
choice.
2)

The estimation.of financial aid available to low income students has

no upper bound.

The aid estimation equation for private

university students

..for_exemple is=derived_from.a_sample_of_independent_students_which_included_no.
persons of extremely low incomes.

Thus, estimates of the a ount of aid'that a

low income person could have received at a private university are extrapolations
f the line fitted to existing,private university students.

If there Ia some'

upper limit of aid available, then the effective,burden of higher cost schools
could be se iously underestimated by our model.

Our estimates of financial aid may involve so much error in themselves
that any use of them in the conditional logit estimation is hopeless.

This

argument could, _f course, apply to Miller and Radner's parental income figures*
36

0ur specification of the ability interaction variable is (GPA
Sec tor
The conditional logit model operates on the differences between an
Thus, in our model,
individual's variables for each pair of alternatives.
(footnote continued on page 189 beginning at the top of the page)

GPA

inc
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ootnot-

cont nued
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log
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P

probability of choice of A commUnity college, given that
only community colleges and private universities are available.
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= parameter of ability interaction variable
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iller & Radne 's academic interaction variable-is:-

where

1000

NowAS
i 1
1000

-

A, = SAT score of individual

1

Si = average SAT scure of students at school in sector j.

A

S
i 2

1000

=

1

1000

S_A
1 i

S

2

Thus Miller and Radner's academic interaction .'ariab1e is similar to our
ability interaction expect that

1)* we use high school GPA as the measure of ability
2)
?

our specification results in the unimportant constant term in the braces
above

Our specification has the opposite sign and thus, to.show the same relation7
ship found in Miller and Radner, we expect a negative parameter.
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although it may be more serious in our model since our aid estimations change
the relative position of the three choices for each individual.

This com-

pounds the error, implicit in Miller and Radner's use of parental income
estimates, that an existing. Constant cost difference between sec
may be misspecified.
4)

The model itself might be specified improperly.

estimation is'extremely expensive.

Conditional logit

Budget 1 _itations precluded further

experimentations with other specifications of this variable and with other
variables which theoret call)? could be significant.

(1 9
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VI. ,SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The quality and quantity of data on Oregon students provides the
opportunity for extensive investigation of post-secondaryeducational
choice.

These data describe a system of higher education which consis ed

of 41 institutions and 160,072 students (107,534 FTE) in 1974.

In addition,

there were 152 private vocational schools wIth over 26,000 students enrolled in resident and correspondence.programs.

As the reader knows, we

were unable to include the PVS students in our analysis.
We analyzed three distinct data sets--time series, Student Resource

Survey, and high school senior survey data-and the results were interrelated
and complementary.

These data were ex -ined in a variety of ways, including

the use -f simple crosstabs, ordinary least squares regression, discriminant
analysis, a non-parametric classification procedure, and conditional logit
analysis.

Each approach had its own particular
place in the overall
analys s
_
=
_

and each was selected for'a specific purpose.

For example, the development

and use of the non-parametric classification procedure was prompted by an
empirical impera ive.

We had a good deal of important qualitative data that

sought to examine: . a non-parametric technique was our only recourse.

Al ernatively, a scientific curiosity motivated our interest in conditional
logit.

It is a relatively new technique and seems especially promising in

analysis of choice situations.

Other researchers in this area have not had

available the important information cc:student financial resources which we
possessed.

Since such resources clearly influence decisions about and

between schools, we hoped our data would enable a fruitful use of this
technique.:
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in thIs chapter we summarize the conclusions from each of our s-- r te
Investigations.

Some synthesIs of results will also be under aken.

Reviewing the Crosstabs

This report contains altogether 82 pages of information on selected
crosstabulations of the SRS data.

Most of these explore differences be-

tween students in the three institutional segments of Oregon higher educetion--community college (or two year public), state system (or four year
public), and independent (or four year private).

We also contrast recip-

ients of BEOG's and.SEOG's, taken together, with non-recipient students.
The information in these pages is descriptive of Oregon higher education and
it lays an important foundation for the later econometric results.

The cross-

tabs evidence differences by segment that help'us interpret our other work.
These-differences can be briefly summarized._

First, recall that the SRS sample was edited to produce 1,654 obServations, accurately apportioned among the three institutional segments.

_Sec-

tarian and part-time students (i.e. those taking less than nine cr dit
hours) were'omitted, as were all private vocational-technical school attendees.
Beginning with basic demographic characteristics for this sample, we saw
that 5.9% of independent students are attending school while married, compared to 16.4% of state system and 28.6% of community college students.
In our edited sample of undergraduates (i.e. a sample biased toward younger
students), 32% of the community college students were -ver- 24 years old.

This 25+ age group comprised only 14.7% and 4.4% of the state-system and
independent student bodies, respectively.

The veterans-numbered 26.9% at
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community colleges--eight times their proportion at

private schools and

double their representation in four year public schools.

ments were very close in sex compos- ion:

The three seg-

in our sample, between 55-57% of

their students were male and 44-47% female.

ever, they were very

different, as one might expect, in their p oportion of out-of-state students.

A full 96.2% of our community college7respondents were residents

f Oregon at the time of admission to their present, school.

Of our four

year public school respondents, 85.7% were also from in-state.

But only 43.3%

of the privat,e_ school sample were Oregon re-idents at admission.

Of interest to state and local officials may be the fact that half of
the Oregon students in our SRS sample attended a school in their own county.

By segment the proportions of those doing so were 74%, community colleges;
25.3% state system schools; 44.2% private schools.

Remember, though, that

many students live in a community college district that embraces several
counties.

In this case they may go out of their county to attend a school

in their C.C. district.

In fact, 85.5% of our community college respondents

were attending a school in their C.C. district.
Of interest to higher education officials in Oregon may be the surpisThe

_g results on inter- and intra-segment transfers (Tables 13 and 14).

state system schools were receiving a larger proportion dEtransfer students,
but more of these were from other state system schools than fro
colleges.

co

unity

And the flow of students from two year to four year public

schools was balanced by a nearly equal flow of students in the opposite direction.

Only a tiny proportion of our community college and private sample

had transferred to their present school from another school in the same
segment.

Our examination of high school andcollege grades seemed to show that
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Oregon's community colleges are providing increased aecess to post-secondary
education.

'Among community college respondents, 30.4% had high school grade

averages below 2.50.

This means that they would not have met the (1974)

minimum grade requirement for admission to the state universities, while
17.2% of them apparently fell below the 2.25 admissions standard (1974) at
the state colleges.

These differences in grades, and others which concern

educational aspirations, turn up again in our discriminant analysis re ults.
We Tpent some time looking at the stated reasons for pursuing higher

education:

we predicted a relationship between tha motives for school atten-

dance and the sensItvty of demand to tuition changes.

This relationship

is not tested directly in our analyses, but we did find that consumption
motives were much more prominent in the private segment and that this segment evidenced the most inelastic demand for education (to anticipate our
regression results just a bit).

This will be an interesting area for other

researchers to explore.

A large number of the crosstabs presented cost and financial resource
information by segment.

To begin with, the SRS requested academic year

budgets and we analyzed the responses in a number of ways.

The three s g-

ments were very close on reported transportation, clothing, recreation,
incidentals.

However, total costs of schooling were:greatly different--

a mean of $2047 for community college students, $2546 in the state system,
and $4097 for privates.
tuition levels.

The differences were attributable to segmental

Thus while private school students tended to come from

homes with higher average parental income (see footnote 12, p. 143), they
maintained roughly the same school-year standard of living as did other
students.

Turning to resources for schooling, we found that 107, of all under-
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graduate students surveyed said theycontributed nothing to their own
support.

(This figure includes 13.6% of the women and 6.9% of the men.

Alternatively, roughly 20% of all students were officially classified as
self-supporting ("independent" ) students by their schools.

the sample fell between these statuses:

Two thirds

_

approximately one third-said

they contributed some toward their support but that the bulk came from
their parents and another third said that they were primarily self-supporting.
If students were married, they typically received financial support
from their spouse.

However, the proportion of married students differed

greatly by segment

as we have seen.

parents.

To this support may be added that from

Far fe er parents of community college students contributed-di-

rectly to school costs than did parents in other segments--25% for community college, 51% for state system, and 67% for private schoolEtudents.
"faMily support") helped to

Spouseand parental-support together

fray 47% of the total cost of schooling in the private

segment, 36% in the

_ ------------------

state system and 30% in the community college segments.

In turn, students

across segments contributed rather uniformly to their own support:

the

total -(mean) support available from employment and savings was $1356. for

community college studen ,, $1436 in the sta e system, and $1258 for privete students.

The analysis of aid (i.e. non-personal) resources proved interesting.
Students in private schools were disproportionately represented among the
grant recipients and the borrowers.

Tuition waivers and institutional

grants dfterged as a significant resource _ for these students, and they also
reported a higher incidence of Federal grants.

However, it was benefits

that comprised the largest component of the financial aid package of community college students--both in term.

f numberi of students reached and in
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average dolinrs per beneficiary.

Wheu we gummed aid fr m grants, benefits

and ionns,the differences between segments tended to wash out.
tot 1 pictu

aid dollars were important t

In the

dly number of studen s:

about one half of all state system respondents received some kind of financial aid, while two thirds of both the community college and private
samples did.

Remember, too, that of those receiving some form of aid,40%

in the OVeraIlsample and 53% in the community college segment said they
would either postpone or not attend school at all in the absence of aid.
This speaks to the impact of aid on their enrollment decision, an effect
which convinced us we should include financial aid as a variable in our
regression analysis of enrollment demhnd over time.

In addition, the pres-

ence of financial aid was seen to have an impact on the r choice among segments and among schools within segments.
The SRS data was also used to learn more about Federal aid recipients.
e-compared-with-1192-respondents-who-re
ported receiving no BEOG or SEOG aid.

The two samples were quite close

in age and sex composition and i- marital status.

They differed somewhat

when high school grades and degree aspirations were considered.
larger difference occurred with veteran's status:

However, a

veterans were under-

represented in the aid sample.
The_analysis of financial resources turned up sizeable dIfferences.
The mean parental income for recipients ($8907),: as half that for the
other group ($17,143).

When -e computed means for 'family support" we got

$726 for the aid sample arid $1471 for the others.
.

Considering the responses

from those students who reported support from their own employment and savJags, we derived a mean of $1598 for.the non-recipients and $940 for the
aided group.

In all

we concluded that the BEOG and SEOG awards are going.
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to those Oregon students who have a lower level of personal resources
available for schooling.

If oui financial resource information is accurate, this Tersonal
_

resource gap
aid monies.

is

_ c

losed by a variety of state, federal and/or private

About half the BEOG/SEOG groups

compared to 20% of the non-

recipients, reported taking out loans during the 1973-74 school year.

twniroups were closer on benefits:

20% of the Federal aid sample reported

benefit dollars while 27% of the other group did.
factor.

The

Grants were the critical

The aid group (all of them grant recipients, by (

ceived an average of $898 in grant monies.

The average

ion)
Award ($801)

was about the same for the non-BEOG/SEOG group, but only 24% of elle-

-e-

ceived such monies.

When t-tal financial resources were examined,those of the aid group
stood at 82% of those'reported by the nen-recipients.

We then compared

total resources with total costs and determined that the sample of non-aid
.

.

.

students overrealized their financial needs by 20%, the aid group by 3%.

The latter group confirmed how close to the financial edge they wetewhen
62% said they would not have gone to their present school had they not
had financial aid.

In fact; 60% felt they would not be attending school

all, at present, without aid.

B.

_Examining the Decision Whether or Not to Attend Colleat

We collected time'series information on post-secondaryenrollments,
prices and eli

le population, along wizth local and national economic

conditions and alternatives to school.

These were used-to estimate an

_ .

.

equation _epresenting demand for higher education in Oregon, during
the period 1060-1974.
enrollments:.

The first set of Auations dealt

with freshmen

It was found that price increases negatively influence en-

rollment deMand while growing per capita income, unemployMent and eligible populatio9 affect enrollments positively.

An institutional variable

representing draft pressures, as measured by the number (in thousands)
of 18-21 year olds in the Armed Forces, also appears to have positively
influenced enrollments over the past fifteen years..

These renults are consistent with economic theory which stresses
the impo-tance of opportunity costs in people's decisions among activity
options.

Opportunity costs 4- this model are represented by;,the unemplor--

ment rate and draft pressures.

---

An increase it either of these variables_re-

presents a decrease in available alternatives ahd thus a reduction in
the opportunity cost of college attendance.

Although we had hoped to be

able to include hourly earnings of Oregon production workers as a proxy
for Increasing opportunity cost, this was not possible because of the
'close relationship between per capita inco e'and hourly earnings over
time and the problem of multicollinearity which results.

The total equation (5.2) succe sfully accounts for most of the var ation in enrollments over the period 1960-1974.

However, wefelt that the

aggrega ion involved in looking at total freshman enrollments tended to
obscure potential differences in the demand for various types.of colleges.

Our earliervork with'Crosstabs certainly pointed to differences among
student bodies in the three segments.

So we attempted to look at seg-

mental demand equations based again on our time series data.

This effort

proVed interesting insofar as the variables used to estImate demand retained
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the hypothesized _igna.

Howeve

ollinearity among the "independent"

variables was extreme and as a -esult of this violation

statistical condition of ordinaryleast square: e
cannot be placed 'in the absolute size of the

ever, it is not illegitimate to conside
Ment ,to anoth

en important

ation, confidence

-effiCent: obtained.-

their relative size from one seg

When we did this we concluded that entollmentsat'commun-

ity colleges are

e sensitive.to changes in the explaatory-variables
n
.

.

.

.

.

than are enrollments at public or private four year sehools.

In the,dape

of every variable,the coefficient, which is directly interpretable

asan

elasticity of demand, is substantially larger for the,communitY, college
equation.
_

This equation also worked fairly well --retaining, significance
_

the Coefficermon income,-defe_ _ent pressures, and eligible Popula-'

tion and accounting for most of the variation in
-

the1960-1974period

-

Many of the crosstab

these segmental differences in enrollment elasticities:
for enrollment

varying financial -esource and parental

diverse age-and marital profiles which:likely imply diVergenamily and
economic responsibilities between student_groups

FeW researchers have

-had-the-data-to-investigate deMand for education by institutional segment.
Our res lts clearly indicate that there is a need for tbia kind of-dia7
aggregation in future work.

Because financial aid loomed large as a factor influending'enrollment,

we undertook'an extension of our time series analYsis to 4:C1We:state
and Federal financial aid. 'The equation (5.3) was es imated fortotal,
undergraduate enrollments in all three segments.

(Our Fede al financial

aid data did not permit a disaggregated investigation of demand by segment.)

Financial aid turned out to be the most significant variable in
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thik formulation, had the expected pos

ve sign and was inelastic with re-

enrollment demand, as we might expec

Our results for aid are

suggestive only; they are far from complete

we were unable to incorpor-

ate data for benefits or for any insitutional o

private grants and loans

.

These a e important sources of aid--critical for p ivate school students-and their

mission

eans that our regression results underestimate the im-

portance of aid.

In all, the inclu
_that_enrollment demand

ve set of regression

esults suppo

_he ,belief

ends _to -be price-inelasticTand -income-el

addition, the rate _f unemployment,. size of the military d

t

number

high school seniors, and amount of available financial aid 'were a
tively related to enrollment demand.

However,

f these

all _but

pos

he va

able teptesenting eligible,popUlation had coefficents which wereimelastic.
We sought to further understaruLthe enrollment deCision by analyzing

the pest-secondary plans of Oregon highschool seniors.

-A-Alonmetric

discriminant technique was used with dross-sectional surveY data, gathered-:
froth -students graduating in 1975.

Wedeveloped. profiles

4,000 students

planning to attend an institution of higher- edecation -vs. -dm 4,000 choos-

ing a non-school alternative.

Eight variables were selected for usehigh-

-school G.P.A., parental occupational,and educe ionaklevels,-.type..0Uhigh
school program, high school size and location.

Hsing the-differences in-

respon es of the two classes of students, the non-metricmodel correctly
predicted over 70% of the enrollment decisions made by these 8 000 students.
The best eingle predictor of intended college enrollment was the
variable for grade point average.

The results for_this and .the remaining

variables seemed to confirm our general notions about the kinds of young
people who are likely to enroll in college.
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Thus, the potential enrollee
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have a high school grade poiat ave age o
parents of.mid- to high socioecono

better

c status (as indicated by occupation and

education levels ); and be attending a larger, urban high school where he or

enrolled:in a college preparatory curriculum.
lower grades and socioeconomic status

An individual with

and attending a small rural high

-school is -ore 1 kely t- pursue an immediate work alternative-than to Con:'
tinne.schooling.

Looki
Further at the Choice_Amon
Inst utions-of Higher Education--

We were intrigued by the differences between segments which aurfaced'again in the time series analysis.

To look further.at these:differences

we analyzed two cross-sectional surveys--the1974 SRS,andthe 1975 survey
of high school Seniors.. The results of traditional and oon7parametric
discriminant analysei of this data offered some interesting further com'parisons of student characteristics among segments

The conditional logit

analysis, meanwhile, provided additional information:about the effect of
financial aid on the choice between segments.

Discriminant analysis Of the Student Resource Survey data revealed
differences in the financial positions of students attending twri-year and
four-year public schools and private colleges (ranged f-est in terms of resources)..

lowest t_ high-

Community college:students .reported average

parental income and total resources below the satiPle mean, and appeared

theost likely type of student to be receiving.food stamps.

Non-metric

discriminant analysis of post-high school.plans reaffirmed these patterns
by demonstrating the likelihood of low parental occupational status and educational levels of students planning to enroll in community colleges.
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Furthermore

students planning .to attend schools in this less expensive

segment reported that cost and distance ware their primary choice considerations.

terms

Distance represents an important component of cost, net only in:
dollar distance of commuting to school, but also. as.. it offers

the option of living at home and thus reducing direct expenses.

Acade ic ability (as measured by high school grade point averages
also appeared lower for individuals a tending or planning to attend
ity colleges than it did for average students

n the other. two .segments..

Grade points of those planning to attend private schools were generally
the highest of the three segments.

This may be a reflection of relatively

greater selectivity of certain private schools.

These high ability rank-

ings were found in c njunction with high parental indome'and docioecortomic.
status.-

Given greater ability t- pay, eost and distance are less inflnential

in the school decision process for those planning to attend a school in
this segment.

Individuals reporting that school reputation and character.

.

istics (size, etc.) were the most important reasons for selection of their
first choice

chool were likely to attend private colleges.

Adad_ic'aspirations also appeared to differ among choosers of the
various segments.

1

Relatively high aspirations (i.e.,..plans_fprgraduate

study) were exhibited by those -ho tend to select the private schools,
while an individual intending to obtain a haebele s degree was most likely
to selec

four-year public school.

The low and uncertaimaspirations

of those selecting community colleges may reflect the Aifferent typO of
program offered by these schools (i.e. two-year and vocational or techn cal
certificati

This need not be the total explanation, however, since it

is quite possible to obtain two years of undergraduate training at a
community college and later transfer to a four-year school offering a
1

Miller and Radnor (1975) report a similar finding.
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B.A. and more advanced degrees.

A partial explanation of the stated

lower aspirations may relate to the previously noted observation that
students from working class families are likely to select community
colleges.

Recent sociological research has suggested that working class

individuak;may view their opportunity set ss severely limited and these

limitations may be rationally reflected in lower personal aspiratIons.2
Not all variables examined showed differences among segments.
variable, when included in the linear discriminant functions

A sex

did not

.serve to increase the power of discrimination among school types.

Profiles_

of high school seniors who planned to attend versus those who planned to
pursue other activities were developed separately by sex.
were quite similar in nearly all the variable's.

The,prOfiles

However, the switch-over

point (.5 pesterior probability) for attending college occurred ata
higher level of grade Point average for women (greater than 3.25) than
for men (greater than 3.00).

Also, parental education levels appeared

more important in predicting women's continuance of education than the
sathe decision by men.

It would be interesting to examine data from an

earlier time period to ascertain if more definite patterns could be developed according to student's sex
Like Miller and Radner, who also included sex as a variable in some
of their formulations, we found no notable differences in our results
-0

when our data was partitioned by sex of respondent.

The two exceptions

to this occurred when we examined educational aspirations and personal
2_

-See Sennett and Cobb (1974).

3

Also see footnote 10, Chapter V.

The data on Oregon students which would allow us to do this
not available foryears prior to 1972.
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financial resources.

In our SRS sample, 15% of the _en and 7.3% of the

women said they planned to obtain a Ph.D.

And the proportion of married

women who have SuchTlans is tiny--2.2%, compared to the 8.1% of married
men.

When we examined means for family.support we found that women

students (except in the community college segment) received, on average,.
25%inore money from their femilies than did men.

In all three segments

women students -eported less money available from their own eMployment
and savings than did men.

The differences between own support dollars

ranged from 41% in the private segment to 65% in the state system segment.

Clearly, there is a trade-off here between own support andlamily suppo
The differences between men and women in terms_of educational aspi
ations and in financial resources from their own employment undoubtedly
reflect patterns of discrimination against women in the larger society--

,

in role socialization and expectations and in labor markets

If this

.

discrimination is compounded in the process of acquiring a college education, our data would not likely demonstrate it.
Distinguishing students who planned to or who were attending sectarianschools based on the information available proved quite difficult.

These

students appear to combine low parental income with high.cost educational
institutions--in other words, they presentan anomaly and confound our
quantitative techniques.

This pattern apparently evidences a desire to

purchase a specialized product, for which public education is not a clo e
substitute.

Students choosing to attend church-related Schools tended
L.

4

to identify parents' wishes and school characteristics relatively often
as their choice criteria.

Cost was chosen as an important reason by only

one individual in a sample of over a hundred persons! Although indivduals

choosing this Mgment were different in certain aspects of thei

pro-

files, there is subStantial segmental overlap in certain characteristics
Such as socioeconomic status and grade point averages

As a result,

sectarian students are most difficult to deteCt..-Therewere also-some.

similirities-between two- and four-year btudnts attending:public.
schools, and between those who plan to attend four-year public versus'
,private schools.

Neither the Model based on the SRS

nor .the:onetesti7

mated On post-high school plans, however, has MuCh difficuity'distingnishing private- achool_students. from those choosing cOmmunitynallege

VII.

POLICY I

ICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

First, the policy minded reader As cautioned that in drawing implications and recommendations from this study, the structure and l -itations
f the data should be kept in mind.

For example, some parts of the time

series analysis deal with freshman rather than total enroll ents.

in the case of community colleges "lower divis on collegiate"
were studied.

Furthe

enrollments

These are (freshman and sophomore) enrollments in cou se-

w( rk which is comparabit _to.th;

offer d by_four year public and p ivate

-

schools--coursework carrying credits transferable to these institutions.

Thus, the time series'does not address the question of the -hanging mix
of vocational-technical, night school, non-credit, and academic coursework in community colleges over time.

An adequate study of this and related

questions would require data on private vocational and t chnical schools

as well as on the changing composition of student-bodies and.course offer-ings _t both two and four year schools.

However, we did esti ate an equa-

tion for total enrollment and compared it with both our work (on freshman
enrollments) and the work of other's.

When examining and-using the regres-

sion results_ then,-the reader should note the particular dependent variable
being employed as well as the data qualifications which apply to the equation.

The discrim nant analysis based on Student Resource Survey information also applies to a limited population.

The community College sample

does, in this case, include individuals enrolled in vocational or technical
coursework'as well as those earning college transfer credits.
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However,

the,responses included are those of resident:undergraduate students_
nine-or

ore,hours of classwork

all segments

Additionally,

enrolled in co
folk dance

thus exCluding part-time individuals in

as before, the portion of the student body

unity college evening courses such as pottery making,

etc-.., (officially referred to as non-reiMbursable students

budgetary purpOses)..is. not captured inthia analysis.

These data criteria .

are the same for the crosstabulations and conditional logit analy_
based_also _on SRS data, except that the samples used here are

öt limited.
.

,

to Oregon resident

We do not consider the varions emphases
ness of the study.

Howeveri-in interpreting the results it i

keep in mind the pOpulation
the subsequent analysis thus-pe

A.

be a

the data used

Prices, Equity, and

rom which the da a

eak-

neceSsary

: drawn and

which

ains.

c ency: Some Policy Implications

Regression_Elasticities

The enrollment demand equations estImated -on time series data confi
..

-the theoretical belief in the relevance of certain economic and._institu.

--tional factors In-determIning educational choice.
in our:formulations

Of the variables used

some are more accessihle to certaln groups of policy

makers than are others.. .Por examOle, the Oregon State Board of Higher
Education has direct control over the level of tuition in the'.'s ate.system

schools and can influence the size of the eligible student pool through
manipulation of entrance requirements.

Likewise, local school boards can

affvet price and eligibility considerations at community colleges.

As

administrators at many individual schoOls around the country have realized,
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they_ can also affect enrollments at their _nstitutions by altering enroll-

ment procedures and class hours for groups that have not traditionally
attended college--middl -aged housewives or workers, for example.

Thus

while our equations included a variable for the eligible pool of attendees
based only on high school graduates, the size of this potential pool is
also amenable to some purposeful manipulation.

Unfortunately, the remain-

ing regression variables are considerably less tractable to policy at the
state or local level.

We are talking,about per capita.inc me, military

draft policies, unemployment, and to some extent financial aid... This

puts higher education in a relatively vulnerable pOsition, as the lastseven years have clearly shown-.

We intend to talk about federal policy, in the' specific matter of

financial aid, later in this section.

But for purposes of:the 'present

discussion we will confine our attention to the one factor most manipulable by state and local offi:als--tuition and fees.

Our regression results lend support to an already large body of evidence (Jackson and Weathersby:l974) that enrollment demand is price inelastic'.

The price responsiveness of enrollments should be of particular

relevance to policymakers in this period of increasing stringency in the
financing of higher education.

Tuition and fees are, a polidy tool which

is directly accessible to the state decision makers.

The own price in-

elasticity of enrollment demand suggests that if tuitions are incr ased,
ceteris paribus, total revenues collected will inc-ease even though enrollments will be negatively affected.

This effect is predicted for all thiee

of the institutional segments in Oregon, although its magnitude would vary
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_y segment.

imply noting this effect

the-important distributional issues.

however, doesnot address some of
Who are the students whose enrollment

will be discouraged by higher price's?

The cross-sectional analysis, together with segmental equations, sheds
some light on this question.

The students with the most elastic demand

are those with thelowest. income and financial resources at hand.

They

-tend-to come from families of-low. ocio -economic status as reflected by-.

pareneal octupations and educational-levels
least likely to attend college i
.

the

These individuals are the

st place (ceteris 22.17DAD

and,

also the most likely to report costas their most important decision criterion.

To .the extent that higher education contributes to individual'

'economic and social mobility, increased prices (reduced acces

hout

an offsetting increase in financial aid to low income individuals, can be
expected to contribute to the maintenance of
_
the 'existing clasc.structure.1
is possible, of course, for price, increases to work in 'a_manner

which would tend to redistribute income i
_ n the direátion of greater in ome
equality.

This woad occur to the extent that financial aid is provided

lower income students to offset a general price

uition) incresae.

oponen s of full-cost tuition pricing appear to have
mind for financial aid.

2

ust: this

An efficiency criterion forms the basis

le in
their

1

It is not the purpose or intent here.to enter the debate regarding
the varying value or contribution of education to individuals.'
2_

See Christopher Jencks, et al., Education Vouchers: A Report o
Financin Education b Grants to Parents, prepared by the Centenfor the
Study of Pu lic Policy, Cambridge, _assachusetts, March, 1970; and John
E. Coons, William H. Clone III, and Stephen D. Sugarman; Private Wealth
(Footnote continued on next page)
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concern that the present differenti ls between the relative prices of school
segments arc quite, arbitrary and destructive of the proper ailocative role

of competitive pricing.

They suggest that all public schocils charge tui-

Lions that represent the full tost of instruction3

However, a change to

full-cost pricing would have large distributional effects.

And a concom-

itant concern for equity moves the full-cost tuition proponents to an
advocacy of a greatly expanded program of need-based finaticia1_aid.t6
individuals.

In this way access to higher education would not be contin-

gent upon family or personal income

while choice among schools would not

reflect the inefficiency now occasioned by stPte subsidIzed 'prices.

thiH context it ju

to look more cl sely at relative

segmental prices of Oregon schools, currently and histOrically.

Table 73

displays annual levels of tuition and-fees by segment, ad usted by the
consumer price index, for 1960-1974.

The real (weighted) price of commun-

ity college attendance has fallen 29% overall during this period., having

2 Cont.

and Public Education, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1970, for a detailed ,analmie, of theequity and efficiency implicatinns of full-cost pricing Coupled With voucherq in the public
schools. The 1972 Report to the Board of Higher,Educatiod,,, State of
Illinois, by the Commission on the Financing'ofHigher:,Edueation, examines
the imp?Acations to the State's students an0ChoOls of a move to full-cost
pricing and increased, need-based aid to individuals in higher education.
3-

This cost can be calculated in several ways, combining varying components of gross institutional budgets. However, a kind of consensus has
evolved about what items should rightly be included in "instructional cos
and by this definition the segmental tuition levels in Oregon schools
evidenced the .following relationships to total instructional cost in 1973:
community colleie tuitions, 17.5%; state system tuitions, 25%; private
school tuitions, 817
(Source: HEGIS data for Fiscal Year ending 1973.)
.

g) A

LIL 't

declined in ten of the fifteen ye

s examined.

During this same time,

,

state system tuitions havVkincreased over1by 357, in real terms, while
actually falling in eight particular years

.

tMeanwhile the real price of

an education at a private school in Oregon has increased by 77%.

TABLE 73

ighted Average Annual Tuitions and Fees (Real Terms
in Three Institutional Segments

YEAR

COM. COL.

4-YR PUBLIC

PRIVATE

1960

$ 276

$ 299

$ 810

1961

280

296

853

1962

276

322

954

1963

270

354

985

1964

262

349

1074

1965

229

343

1120

1966

215

333

1202

1967

204

363

1289

1968

211

350

1304

1969

202

369

1442

1970

205

351

1441

1971

215

415

1461

1972

218

408

1483

1973

209

423

1486

1974

197

405

1435

Shifts in Lelative prices can be expected to result 1_ changing segmental enrollment patternti.

Although we were unable to estimate cros
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price elasticities due to extreme collinearity among the prices, theory
suggents that a pr ce increase will prompt some consumers to purchase
substitute goods.

A declining price for one good (e.g

community college

education) will cause,subsitution in favor of that now relatively less
expensive good and away from the now relatively more expensive alternatives.
It seems clear that the very substantial differences in relative prices

between segments at any particular point in time as well as the changing
relative prices (in favor of the new twe-year schools) account for some
measure of the enorMous growth in community college enrollments in Oregon.
Thus, more than a change in taste or the availability of a newly diffe
entiated product is evidenced by these growing enrollments.

In the setting

of public school tuition and fees, the State has encouraged a shift in
enrollments away from the four-year and to the two-year public institutions.
These secular changes in relative prices between segments also have
distributional effects.

Since students attending four-year public schools

tend to have higher parental incomes and less elastic demand, increases
in prices for that segment will tend to have a less regressive effect
than would equivalent incre ses for the community colleges.

Thus, de-

creases in prices for the community college segment will tend to be relatively progressive in their distributional-impact.

None -f this is intended

to suggest that one particular policy of pricing be exercised over another.
Our purpose is

help make explicit the efficiency and equity implies-

tions of the secu ar changes L.., relative segmental prices in Oregon.

'In

historical terms, there have been distributional effects of pricing policies
in the state's educational systern

Were these effects intended?
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The remaining variables in the regression analysis deserve some
further interpretation.

The present general economic downturn, through

its reduction in student ability to pay, is expected to have an additional'
dampening impact on enrollments.

This effect should prevail although in

the individual enrollment decision during any one term
tions may cause some people to enroll in school.

The draft variable can

be expected to operate neutrally -during the present use
f a volunteer army.

reduced work op-

and maintenance

However, our results suggest that historically

there has been a positive net influence on enrollments due to an increase
in size of the Armed Forces (i.e. a deferment effect).

Thus, the decline

in deferment pressures partially explains the-recent decline in the rate
_f growth in higher education enrollments

It is possible that should the

United States begin a military buildup in South Korea, the Middle East,
or some other area of unrest, this variable might again exert positive
pressure on enrollments.

It is tempting to turn the results of the foregoing data analysis to
very specific policy use--for example, to predict the potentkal changes
segmental enrollments attendant upon some specific planned tuition
change.

This temptation should be resisted.

It would be naive and quite

illusory to employ the coefficients developed in the work in this specific
and mechanical way.

This is not only because of the collinearity problems

which do influence the reported segmental results.

In undertaking regres-

sion analysis it must be assumed that no major structural changes have
occurred in the period under study.

In using the results of such an analy-

sis for purposes of prediction, we are further assuming that none wilI
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occur in the near future.

But in some years unpredictable changes in tastes

will occur as may alterations in the economic climate or in the structure
of the educational marketplace.

Such changes as well as changes in variables

not included in the model will likely not be captured by the researcher s
analysis.

It is far more productive to reflect on what can be learned from the
general relative differences between institutional segments and student
populations, as developed in this analysis.

In this context, the exact

size of the coefficients does not interest us
relative size does.

but their direction and

We have tried to use thm to draw profiles of the

institutional segments which will make general policy impacts more obvious.
There is nothing mysterious nor-overly complex about the micro-economic
questions of efficiency and equity in the financing of higher education.
There is no reason why legislators and other policy makers should not
deal with these concepts explicitly in deliberations about educational
financing.

We know that there is some sentiment in Oregon for legislative

consideration of full cost pricing and voucher financing.

We would like

the debate over these financing alternatives to begin, and hope that our
report will be of service in

B. Federal Financial Aid Policy

It seems to us that there are two basic questions the answers to which
s ould inform financial aid policy at the Federal level.

First, are the

aid programs reaching the population for which they were intended?
question really breaks down into two parts.

A.1
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This

Does the recipient population

exclude groups that should be In it, and if so which?

Second

how are

the educational choices of individuals affected by the receipt -f financial
aid?

We intended to examine the characteristics of the BEOG/SEOG appli-

cant and recipient

populations in Oregon, in order to provide answerS to

both parts of the first of these two general questions.
_

officials told us that theJI.S

However, Oregon

Office of Education would not authorize

release of the applicant files to us.

A distin-tly less satisfying alter-

native was to analyze SRS data for those respondents who were BEOG/SEOG
recipients.

This we did and some things Were learned thereby, although

far less than had our first course of action been allowed.
First of all, we can only provide a very general answer to questions
about characteristics of the recipient population.

The most important

Characteristic is that Oregon recipients need their grant monies to enable
them to attend school.
1.

Three factors converge to make this clear.

For recipients, personal resources at hand arerelatively low,

about one-half those of the non-recipient sample.
2.

Personal resources of recipients could not likely be called upon

fur her to fill the apparent cost-resource gap.

For example, in the

-absence of aid, only 3% to 5% of recipients reported that they would fur-

ther utilizesuch personal resource alternatives as additional assistance
from parents or additional school year and/or summer employment.

Mean-

while 60% said that they would not attend school at present, implying that
personal resources could not be stretched any further to enable attendance
in the absence of aid.
3.

Federal grants and state scholarships are the largest source
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non-personal) financial aid for the recipient group we studied.

These

aid monies are substantial enough that they nearly close the cost-resource
gap for those receiving them.

(Loans help too.)

All of this evidence

suggests that the delivery of BEOG/SEOG aid dollars to Oregon students
has been efficient.

Future research might examine the allocative process more intensively.
For example, are there high schools, communities, counties or regions of
a state (or regions within the U.S.) which are underrepresented in the
applicant or recipient populations?
to information about Federal grants?

If so

is this a problem of access

Additionally, a comparison might be

made between BEOG/SEOG recipients and those receiving state or institutional
grant monies, where the determination of need is based upon CSS (College
Scholarship Service) evaluation of applicant financial forms.

Our tenta-

tive impression is that this latter recipient group has higher parental
income, On average, than do the Federal aid recipients.

Is this intended,

or a consequence of the process by which "need" is defined in each of the
two cases- (i.e. BEOG vs. CSS need criteria and evaluation)?

Remember, h-wever, that 4 part of our results took a very broad look'
at financial aid in Oregon.

The financial aid regressions (Section V-3)

estimated level of total aid for approximately 500 financially independent
-

students.

The overall results were reassuring:

they suggested a strong

relationship between need and the receipt of aid.
personal income was negative and very significant.

The coefficient on
This tells us that the

lower a student's personal income (from all sources), the higher was the
level of financial aid received.
all three segments.

The relationship was a strong one
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We have discussed, in other parts of this report, the impact.of aid
on the attendance decision of individual students.

The crosstabs bore out

the precariousness of .school attendance for aid recipients and disclosed

a substantial impact on the choice between schools due to aid offers.
(Most recipients said they would not be attending their present school
without the offer of aid.) This result is further enforced by the time
series analysis wherein financial aid turned out to have .the most signi-

ficant coefficient in our equation estimating total higher education enrollments, 1960-1974.

Obviously the bulk of.the enrollments over this

period were of students who were not receiving aid (hence the inelasticity.
--J-

oe the coefficient)

But we may interpret the significance of the coef-

ficient to mean that for those who did receive funds from the rapidly
growing aid programs, the impact on this enrollment decision was very
important.

We have cited the relatively low personal resource- levels of BEOG/SEOG

recipients and the importance to them of aid, both in their decision to
attend school and their choice between institutions.
istip of the programs themselves interests us.

A fu- her character-

As the reader of this

report wIll know, many financial aid programs are institutionally based
(e.g

College Work Study, National Direct Student Loans). 'Alternatively,

'the federal grants are given directly to individual applicants, to be used
at the institution of their choice.
deal of flexibility.

This characteristic provides a great

The flexibility, in turn, makes BEOGs

and SEOGs

a potentially powerful component in a financing system which streases
equiiy and efficiency.

Efficiency Considerations.;uggest that eduCation
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be priced at or near full cost.

While a concern for equity directs our

attention to the differential impacts of such a pricing policy--students
with relatively low resource levels will be harder hit and likely prohibited
from school attendance.

A program of direct aid to individuals allows us

to address our equity concerns directly and easily.

A move to full cost

pricing would greatly inc ease the cost-resource gap and, thus, the level
of "need" for many students.

Federal grant programs are structured to

respond to this new and substantially higher level of individual need.
The necessary programmatic change would be a much higher level of funding.
Rut if Congressional support for these grant programs increases, and We
hope it does, then the ability of policy takers to transform highet education financing will be enhanced.

C.

The_Fundinl of Future Research

The establishment of Educational Coordinating Councils in each state
greatly increased the ability to carry out coordinated educational planning
and research.
these areas.

We think the Councils can play a very important role in
Unfortunately, there is no apparent process or structure to

facilitate research between states.

This sometimes results in duplicative

effort and in activities that amount to inventing the wheel over and over
again.

For example, in the last several years a number of state Councils

received NIE money to carry out basic data,gathering projects-on higher
_

education.

Reading through the eventual reports issued by eack, one is

st uck by the similarity in problems, frustrations, and shortcomings experiences in each state's efforts.

Some of this could surely have been
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prevented had there been more shared lnformaton between states.

An

alternative approach would be to alloc :e money .to a position within the

NIE hierarchy, to be filled by someone who wbuld act in a consultative
capacity to state Councils or individual researchers1 such as ourselves,
who were undertaking research on higher education demand, financing, etc.
There are a great many research mistakes that need not be repeated and
positive lessons that should be.

Several obvious lessons are suggested

by our research on educational demand, for example.
1.

Data on private vocational school students should be included in

any time series or cross sectional study of demand for education.
2.

Such studies should also include financial aid as a lactor

influencing demand for education; the omission of this variable in all
studies to date causes a crUcial inadequacy.
3.

Sectarian school students.should probably be separated from the

non-secta-ian; both are usually lumped together as private school students.
4.

Student-reported data on parental income is of questionable

reliability.
problem.

MIller and Rodner's results were also plagued with this

However, we dissent from the prevailing notion,

the profes-

sionaly financial aid coL :unity, that students cannot accurately report

their own co ts and financial resources.
5.

Information from high school seniors on what they are going to

do after graduation is reliable and can be used for predictive purposes.4

4

The population of Oregon high school seniors is purveyed each Fall
regarding their post-graduation plans. A follow-up survey is conducted
one year later. The rate of consistency between plans (which are given
in some detail) and actual behavior is about 80%.
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This contradicts soc'ological findings on the inconsistency between what
people say they are goIng to do.a: some future point and wha- they actually
do.

In sum, NIE could play an important role in the coordination of research
on education.

Such a role is necessary and in its absence there is waste-

fully duplicative research at the state level.
We have a final research concern.

The last y ar has seen an acceler-

ation in the number of federally-funded research efforts which involve the
use of conditional logit analysis.

Our experience with this technique

has convinced us of two things.
1.

It is a powerful new approach to the study and prediction of
Obviously, there are a great many research situations

individual choice.

where its use is compelling. me choice between schools, modes of
transportation to work, occupational choice itself, etc.each is amenable
to a logit analysis.
2.

The successful use of logit is highly dependent upon one's data.

We find it difficult to imagine that any sat of data is really adequate
for the requirements of this technique unless it was collected specifically
for a logit analysis.

This is because it is necessary to have extensive

information on a respondent's evaluation of alternatives in the choice
situation being investigated.

That is, of all the distinct options avail-

able to the chooser, which are under consideration and what are their
characteristics?

A logit analysis is complex, expensive, and fussy.

is also compelling because the technique can be so powerful.

It

We hope that

future projects proposing to employ a login analysis are verY critically
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scrutinized in revLew by granting agencies.

The major concern should be

whether or not the researcher shows an understanding of the unusual data
requirements of logit

Then the structUre of the data itself should be

assessed for closeness of fit with the technique's

requirements.

Professor Dan McFadden, University of California at Berkeley, or one
his assistants, could be helpful in these kinds of assessments.
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APPENDIX A
SCHOOLS INCLUDED IN 1974 STUDENT-RESOURCE SURVEY
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State Schoo.

Blue Mountain
Central Oregon
Chemeketa
Clackamas
Clatsop
Lane
Linn-Benton
Mt. Hood
Portland
Southwestern Oregon
Treasure Valley
Umpqua

Eastern Oregon:State .College
Oregon_College.of,EducatiOn:,:
Oregon Inatitute of Technology
Oregon:State .UniVereitY
Portland State University
SouthernHOregOn:StateCollage,,

Private Schools
Columbia Christian
Concordia
George Fox
Judson Baptist
-Lewis and Clark
Linfield
Marylhurst
Collegio Cesar Chavez
Mt. Angel Seminary
Multnomah Bible
Museum Art
Northwest Christian
Pacific
Reed
University of Portland
Warner Pacific
Western Baptist Bible
Western Conservative Baptist
TWestern- EvangelicalHWillamette

University of Oregon:-..-.-

University of Oregon-'-DentalUniversity of. Oregon-41edical

Proprietary Schools
Northwest College of.Business
United Electronics
'

Saieth Business College,
Portland Secretarial.,School

Oregot:Careet'inatitute
Bassist
University Beauty College
The Bryman School
A'arts School- of.Beauty
Commerical Driver Training
North Pacific Dental/Medical
Trend Systems
Western Business University
Montavilla Beauty
Medford. Beauty

APPENDIX C
COUNTY GROUP INGS

APPENDIX C
COUNTY GROUPINGS

Coastal Counties
Clatsop
Columbia
Coos'

Curry
Lincoln
Tillamook

_land A-ea Counties

Clackamas
Multnomah
Washington

Willamette Valley Counties
Benton
Lane
Linn
Marion
Polk
Yamhill

Eastern Counties
Baker
Crook
Deschutes
Douglas
Gilman
Grant
Harney
Hood River
Jackson
Jefferson
Josephine
Klamath
Lake-

Malheur
Morrow
Sherman
Umatilla
Union
Wallowa
Wasco
Wheeler
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APPENDIX D
VARIABLE WEIGHTB7-GO VS. NQ GO.
NON-METRIC MODEL

High School Grade Point Average

821

2.

High School Program

.13798

3.

Father's Education.

.130

4.

Mother's Education

.127 6

5.

Father

6.

Area

.11617

7.

Mother's Occupation.

.11269

High School Size

.11251

Occupation

.12453

7

PoamoR PROBABILUIFS OF Ma4EZML
INDN4IEMlIC MDEL
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APPENDIX E
POSTERIOR PROBABILITIES-OF SEGMENTAL
NON-METRIC MODEL
(Tables mot included in- Text)

Posterior Probabilities
Level

Com. Col. 4-yr Pub. Private

Sectarian

Father's Occu ation.
1.

Skilled Labor

.388

.317

.189

.107

2.

Semi-skilled Labor

.310

.310

0172

.207

3.

Farm Labor

.333

.444

.222

.000

4.

Small Business
Office Worker

.344

.338

.266

.052

.306

.210

.419

.065

.333

.303

.281

.082

7.

Manager
Commission Sales

.271

.370

.309

.049

8.

Professional

.198

.317

.396

.090

9.

Non-earner

.356

.322-

.271

A51

5.
6.

Mother's Occupation.435

.348

.217

.000

2.

Skilled Labor
Semi-skilled Labor

.402

.268

.232

.097

3.

Farm Labor

.000

1.000

.000

.000

4.

Small Business
Office Worker

.387

.387

.226

.000

.347

.298

.266

.089

Manager
Commission Sales
Professional

.282.

.359

.359

.000

.333

.333

.333

.000

.225

.355

.348

.072

.600

.200

.133

.067

.301

.314

.287

.098

1.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Non-earner
10. Homemaker
9,

_eamsgemrliliri
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Posterior Probabilities
Level

Com. Col. 4-yr Pub. Private

Sectarian

Why Attend_College

Consumption
Reasons
Investment
Reasons-

.249

.315

.353

.082

.342

316

.256

.085

Hi h School Size
1. Less than 100

.355

.319

.223

,102

2. 100 - 299

.322

.284

.297

.097

3. 300 - 499

335

.306

.289

.068

.207

.420

.293

.080

4. 500 or more

Father's Education
Less than H.S.

.386

.343

.199

.072

2. H.S. Graduate

.423

.255

.223

.098

3. Business, or Techn.

.313

.388

.224

.075

4. Some College

.253

.346

.313

.088

5. College Graduate

.218

.355

.355

.073

6. M.A. - Ph.D.

.159

.312

.447

'..,082

7. I don't know

.500

.293

.121

.086

Mother's Education
Less than H.S.

.421

.262

.243

.075

H.S. Graduate

.35,4

.320

.235

.090

3. Business or Techn.

.343

.353

.284,

.020

4. Some College
5. College Graduate.

.281

.272

.341

.178

.375

.370.

.077

M.A. - Ph.D.

.143

.367

.429

.061

7. I don't know

.509

.208

.151

.132

,.106

Posterior Probabilities
Level

Com. Col. 4-yr -Pub. PriVate- Sectarian

Area

in. s)

1.

CoaStal

2.

.345

3.

Willamet e Valley
Portland

4.

Eastern

.298

.277

.2 7

.074-

.304

.231

.120

.276

.357

-068.-

.426

.-200

.075

._.'

Variable Weights

,

Educational Aspiration
Reason for Choice
Father's Education.
H.S. Grade Point Aaerage

.116
.115
.105
.100
.097
.097

Father's .Occupation-

Mother'S Education
Area
Why Attend College
H.S. Size
Mother's Occupation

..097

.091
.091
.090

2 '7
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APPENDIX F
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
DISCRIMINANT MODEL VARIABLES
(non-standardized data)

Community
Colleges
Variable.

4-yearPublic

4-year::

nd

'..PrivateMeans

Means

1. 'Food Stamps

.86567

-.90633

.95000

2. Veteran

.82090

.93165

93333

13399.2

.16363.8

3. Parental Income

1 274.

15883.9

4. High Schdol GPA

3.01

3.32

3.43

3.26

5. TotalRes-ources

2558.8

2736.0

4139.7'

2838.7

6. Distance

28.6

77.2

37.0

62.1

7. Ih-County

.71642

.21266

.41667

.34805

Variable

,

Standard Deviations

l';'Food .Stamps

.34228

.29173

021978

2. Veteran

.38488

.25267

.:.25155

3. Parental Income

9486-..59

11423.25

9376.89

4. H.S. GPA
5
Total Resou ces

.57127

.46585

..47748

1837.14

1474.23

14136.03

62.62

75.49

55.88

.45242

.40910

.49717

Distance
7. In-County
6
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NON-TECIEICAL DISCUSSION OF MLTICOU
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APPENDDC G
1

DISCUSSION OF MULITCOLLINEARITY

The statistical problem of multicollinearity arises when one of
the assumptions underlying the multiple regression procedure is violated.
This assumption is that the explanatory variables are not correlated
with one another.

It is often the case with economic variables that

this assumption cannot strictly be met.

Such items as incomes, prices,

employment, population and interest rates tend to mcve together, particularly over time.

In such cases it is difficult for a statistical

technique to determine how much of a tharige in the dependent variable is

attributable to each indepder

variable, since these independent var-

iables are interrelated.

To take an extrema example,

wish to

following relationship:

132X2

x2

i.e. Xi and X2 OJ

there is a predictable

perfectly coi-related.
e in :K

1.

Thus for every

The or

squares technique could not be applied in such a case.

least

There is no wny

of determining howrmlith of a change in Y should be attributed to

how much to X

2'

and

and therefore the coefficients cannot be estimated.

The

independent variables move together and it is not possible to distinguish
their individual effects.

The less

e is where there exists same correlation among

the explanatory variables.

The ordinary least squares teChnique can be

applied but interpretation of the results must take note of potential
difficulties.

Calculation of the standard error OdhiCh is used in

249

computing the t-statistic) involves use of terms representing the
correlation among independent variables.

If such correlation is high,

the resultant standard error can become large.

Standard errors that

are large, relative to the size of the parameEers, result in small
t-statistics

Thus, when rnulticollinearity is present the estimates

obtained may be unreliable, and often a crucial variable may be thought
unimportant when judged by statistical guidelines (e.g. t-statistics).
Solutions to the problen of multicollinearity are sparse.

2

In

economic analyses, variables considered theoretically important are
generally retained in the equations estimated, despite the statistical
difficulties.

Milticollinearily does not lead to biased estimates, al-

though it does reduce our confidence in the absolute size of the coefficients and standard errors of the correlated variables.

Thus unless

the problem is quite severe, it does not negate the validity of the
results obtained.

echnical descriptions o_ uulticollinearity can be found in standard
econometric texts, including Johnston (1972) and Theil (1971).

is a
this
bles
from

possible solutions are (1) the creation of a-new variable which
camposite scale of the highly intercorrelated variables and use of
new variable in the equation; and (2) use of only one of the variawhich are interrelated, i.e. the exclusion of same of the variables
the equation.

AFFENIDla H

=ER DISCUSSION OF NON-METRIC
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
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FURTHER DISCUSSION OF NON-METRIC DIS

The non-metric discriminant analysis technique is an aPplication of
Bayesian decision theory, a simplified description of which is shown as

Table 74.2

TABLE 74
LOGIC OF BA 'SIAN DECISION THEORY

Prior Probability

Dirical Evidence

p(xlo )

P(ed

Posterior Probability
p(01(x)

Cost Functjon

ected Cost

Ix)

Select Minimum
Exi-ected Cost

_

discussion will follow Reianuth (1975) on
and Wonnacott (1970) on decision theory.

age 50 contains the statement, "Discriminant analysis involves no
theory of individual decision making." This is true also of non-meLric
discriminant analysis. Bayesian decision theory, in the non-metric context,
explains the classification choice of the researcher (i.e. the desire to
udnimize the cost of being wrong), not the method by which the individual
student, for example, makes his or her school decision.

252
The classification technique cambines empirical evidence on the
membership of the classes (or groups) and prior probabilities of class
mambership in order to obtain the posterior probability of belonging to
each group.

A cost function is then applied to these posterior prcba-

bilities, yielding an expected cost of classification for each group.

3

The discriminant group with the minimum expected cost is then selected.
The parameters of the model are estimated using the sample data, and then
each observation (item) is classified using those parameters.

In order to explain in more detail, we shall use the fon

a-

tion:
-- the ith group or class, i = I

the kth -evel of variable j,
k = 1,2, ..., r

j = 1 2

_e number of sample items in the kth level of variable
j in class i
number of sample items in the kth level of variable j
n.

1

the number of sample items in class i
-- the total number of sample items

The n &style items on which the model is estimated are divided into
t mutually exclusive groups or classes,

(Si, i = 1,2,

.

item is described by _a set of characteristics (variables x

.

Eadh

where there

are several possible values (levels or categories) for each-variable
k).

For instance, a student may be &Ascribed by the type of high

school program (x1), which contains levels "college preparatory,"
tional technical," and general or combined"-'

functions are also referred to as loss, regret or riSk functions.
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Theconditionalprobabilityofvariablexjk occurring given class
is known fram the sample frequencies of the data at band.

The prior

probability that class Oi will occur (i.e. p(oi)) is Obtained from previ
knowledge, estimates contained in other studies, subjective evaluation or
si-ply from the sample data being used.

By Bayes' Law it is known that

the posterior probability that an item belongs to class oh given that
this item possesses characteristic x.

.3k

(6,1)

P(

xjk

is then given by

p6tikloh? °V
E

P 3k 0i) P(ei

where,

for

p(x.

= 1,2,

..

or is specified fran previous kncxiledge.

In order to determine the class into which the item is to be classified, a cost function must be associated with each possible classification Choice.

Therefore a matrix of comparative costs is specified as

in Table 75.
In general, the entries in this matrix are c(hli), that is the
cost of classifying en item as belonging to class h, given that it
tually belongs to class i:

When h

since no error has been made.

ac-

i, the classification cost is zero,

In the simplist case wbere no misclassi-

fication is considered more serious than another, all off-diagonal
elements would equal one mbile all diagonal elements would equal zero.
Otherwise, comparative costs would be entered.

80
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TAME 7 5'
MATRIX OF CCMFARATIVE COSTS

Class

Classified As

8.

1

2

1

C(111)

C(2I1)

C(t11)

2

C(112)

C(2I2)

C(tI2)

110

C(21t)

C (t 1 t )

Thus, the expected cost of classify
into class

(A. 2)

6

0-

item with

characteristic

would be

r

C(hli) P(0

Such a cost exists for each possible class, and for each characteristic
of the item to be classified.

It is then necessary to sum the costs

associated with each of the descriptive characteristics of the observation.

The expected cost of classifying a particular sample item into

class h is,

)

Therefore, ftnal classification costs ar

obtained by summing the

costs

associated with each of the item's descriptive characteristics
(j = 1,2,

..., p).

Sudh an expected cost is calculated for eadh class,
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and the class with the niminm expected cost is selected as the appropriate one for the sample item.

A shortcoming of Reinmuth's formulation of this nde1 results from
the equal weightings given each variable.

Thus, thd model does not take

into consideration that same variables may prove to be better class preTo take account of this possibility, we made a

dictors than others.

simple extension of the non-metric technique presented above, for use in
The procedure is the same through equation (A.2),

the project analysis.

in which the expected cost of classifying an itan with Characteristic
x.

jk

into class e

is_ calculated.
_

At this point in the revised niodel, the

number of sample observations which would be correctly classified by eadh
variable individually (i.e. not in conjunction with any other variable)

is determined based upon the minimum cost criterion.4 The total number
of correctly classified observations is obtained, and the percentage of
this total correctly classified by each variable singly is calculated.

This percentage is then used as a weight reflecting the relative performance of the variables included.

These weights are utilized in the

calculation of the expected cost of classifying a particular sample item.
tion (A.3) is thus modified to
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where n

represents the number of observations in the k

variable j in class i.
variable index.

Here

th

level of

As before, k is the level index and j is the
i represents the class with the mirdnum expected

cost of classifying an item with characteristic xjk
Suppose, for example, that using the minimum cost criterion in a

three variable model variable one correctly classified 15 observations;
variable two, 25; and variable three, 10.
follows:

The weights would then be as

wi = .3, (i.e., 151(15 + 25 + 10)), 142 = .5, wr3 - .2.

The

weights, of course, sum to one, with the variable that singly performed
most accurately (variable two) receiving the heaviest weighting.
emainder of the previous description of the

The

-metric model given

above applies to this revised model.

number correctly classified by eadh variable alone would be the
same as if the original procedure were performed, but with only one variable rather than a set of variables included in the model.

